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ABSTRACT

Fathers snd Fether¡ng: Psrenting Issues for Men

Contemporary fatherhood is a diverse and complex phenomenon. Changes are

occurring in the role of fathers in the family. The inc¡eased labour-force involvement of

mothers is highlighting the need for fathers úo incre¿se their involvement in family-work

(i.e. housework and child-care). However, fathets a¡e conshained ftom greatet involvement

in the family by adherence to traditional gender-role stereotypes. This ptacticum attempts

to facilitate more qualitative male involvement in child-care by conducting a 12 week

parenting issues group for nine fathers. A gender-sensitive approach is taken in the goup

which aclnowledges merfs subjective experience in an accepting and non-judgemental

atnosphere while encouraging them to take fr¡Il responsibility for change. Issues related to

family of origin, emotional awareness and expressiveness, communication and conhol are

covered in the goup. The group was modestly successfif with some of the fathers in

fostering greater emotional expressivene.gs and involvement, less need to control family

members, shess-reduction, better family role awareness, improved communieation and

increased responsibility for change. The goal of establishing an ongoing fathe/s support

group was also achieved. It may be concluded that the group heafrnent of fathers with

parenting or farnily problems is effective.
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PRACTICUM OBJECTIVES

The primary purposs qf rhis practicurn on "Fatlìers and Fathering" was to establish a

$oup for fathers to help them beæome betrer fathe¡s.

This group attempted to achieve the following objectives:

1. to assist men in becoming more involved and nurhua¡t fathe¡s.

2. to assist the members in achieving an intergenerational understanding of how

they fi:nction as fathers by exploring their relationships with their fathers and

children.

3. to assist the membes in increasing their awareness of how thei¡ own gender-role

socialization has affected them in specific ways and in particular to explore

issues related to emotional awareness and expressiveness as well as anger

management and conhol-authority issues.

4. to help increase the membets' confidence as parents by wotking on the practical

skills of being a father as well as identifying possible dysfimctional attitudes and

behaviors which are h.armfi¡l to others, themselves and thei¡ effectiveness as

fathers.

5. to facilitate the establishment of a permanent fathers' support group at the

conch¡sion of this 12 week program.

6. to leam what issues are relevant to fathe¡s and what heafrnent apptoaches may

be effective in helping them.



a

INTRODUCTION

Sinc¿ the mid-1970's there h¡s been an increasing amor¡nt of attention paid to the

changing roles of fathers in the social science litemture (Lamb, 1981; Lamb, 1986; Pleck,

1985; Russel, 1983; Bronstein & Cowan, 1988; Lewis & Sr¡ssman, 1986). All of thase

autho¡s assert that the role of fathers is changing largely due Ûo the advent of the women's

movement and the increase of fernale labor force participation. It has also been contended

that a "new father" is energing who is mo¡e involved and nu¡turant rhsn his predec¿sso¡s

(Pleck, 1985; Iåmb, 1986). There has also been some effo¡t made to place these recent

cbanges in fatherhood in a wider histo¡ical context and link them to the differentiation of

gender roles in the family under industrial capitalisrn (Steams, 1991; Bloom-Feshbach'

1981). The support for the idea of the existence of the "new father" has not been

unanimous and some authors claim that the "new father" may be rnore of a ¡heto¡ical

invention than a social fact (Lewis & O'Brien, 1987).

Margrit Eichler (1988) hâs desc¡ibed a sexist bias in family literatu¡e which assumes

the differentiation of roles in the family based on gender stereotyp€s. This has led ø the

conception that child care is the province of women and that fathers have a minimal role to

play with children. This eadiet (pte-1970's) sociology of the family has been called "wives

sociology" by some sociologists because it was based exclusiveþ on interviews with wives

(Lewis, 1986). Although this early social science was androcentric it was also gende¡ blind

so very little about the achral role of fathers was explored'

The placing of gender equality on the public agenda has led to the analysis of

women's role in the family and feminism has asserted that the family is the comersúone of

pahiarcþ and one of the main stages where gender inequality is enacted' This inequality is

mainly demonshated through the division of labor in the family where women do most of

the wo¡k and men get most of the benefits. It hâs also been contended that female labor

force participation has led to an even more unhealthy state of affairs (for women) due to the
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work overload. The feminist analysis of the family does posit role overload for working

mothers and further assumes that this is harmfi¡l fo¡ women and the¡efore, it should be

assumed that inc¡eased involvement in family work by men will serve to enhance gender

equality . Pleck (1985) thorougbly analyzes feminis¡n's role ovelload hypothesis and

concludes that ¡ole ove¡load may not exist in the b¡oad sense and thÂt if it does there is no

evidence that it is hamfi¡I. Whether or not father's inc¡eased involvement in family work

will enhance gender equality is a complex question which must also be considered in the

wider context of gender equality in the public sphere (Lewis & O'Brien, 1987). The

literatu¡e does seem to indicate that increased patemal involvement in the family may solve

some problems and at tÏe same time, c¡eate some new ones @amett and Baruch, 1988;

Lamb, Pleck & Levine, 1986; Rr¡ssel, 1987).

An extension of the feminist analysis of the family has led to the corside¡ation of

men as ¡eal actors who are also conshained by haditional gende¡ sociatization. Some

authors have conctuded that certain aspects of the haditional conception of mâsculinity mÂy

limit men in a nr¡mber of a¡eas related to their family roles @eldman, 1982; Feldman, 1990;

Silverberg, 1986). It has also be¿n found that fathers who take a more nont¡aditional

approach and are more involved and nu¡tutant may actually have a benefìcial effect on their

chil&en's development (.amb, 1986; Radin, 1982; Sagi, 1982; Russel, 1983; PruetÇ 1987).

It has also been found that father absence may have a dekimental influenc¿ on child

development @il7e¡ 1974; Biller & Solomon, 1986)'

It should be noted that while the haditional conception of masculinity may be

limiting for some it may not be for others. rrVilliam Goode (1989) asserts that the male role

may be less reshictive and na¡row than it is often porhayed and that 'men rnanage úo be in

charge of things in all societies but thÂt very conhol permits them to create a wide range of

ide¿l male roles" (p. 47). Unforhnately Goode conhadicts himself by committing the same

enor as he is arguing against by heating men as a monolithic a¡d invariant group who all
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have the same ¡ights and privileges. Ce¡tain classes and races are afforded the luxury of

deviating ftom the nornt more than others. Howeve¡ the point does remain thât tlÌerè is not

one conception of masculinity but rather masculinities (Thompson, 1991).

Fathe¡hood is a very broad subject and the literatu¡e ¡eflects this. Fatherhood, like

rrasculinity is a dive¡se and complex phenomenon and it is affecúed by a number of

different facto¡s such as gender-role attitudes, social-class, race, family struchre,

irctitutional practices, religion, etbnicity and maay more. The complexity and diversity of

how men act out the father tole makes talking about "the father" problematic but not

impossible because the¡e a¡e c¿rtain aspects of the father role which harscend these

differencæs. For example the protective and provisioning fr:nctions of fatherhood could be

cautiously said to be common to most times and most cultures. The b¡eadwi¡¡er ¡ole does

seem to be the dominant conc€Ption of contemporary fatherhood ctoss-culturally (Irip-

Reimer & Wilson, 1991).

Other contemporary social changes have affected the father ¡ole. The high rate of

divorc¿ has led to an increase i¡ the number of non-custodial fathers, single-fathers and

stepfathers as well as a huge increase in the numbe¡ of single mother homes. The fathers in

all these situations bave their own unique difficulties which the literature add¡esses to

varying degrees. The high divorce tate has also conhibuted to an increase in the ¡umb€¡ of

fathers who b¿ve no involvement with their child¡en. It is estimated that 50% of American

fathers have no contact with their children one ye¡¡ after the divorce (Osheron, 1986). It

should be noted that these non-custodial fathers often suffe¡ considerable anguish ovet not

seeing their children and simplistic negative labeling of them is not usefirl (Wallerstein &

Kelly,1982; Schwebel et al., 1988).

Other cbanges such as the dramatic increase in teen pregnancy have also led ø

another category of forgotten fathers; the adolescent father. The literature se€ms Ûo dispel

the myth that teen fathers are irresponsible 'jerks" and indicates that they úoo want ûo be
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more involved but are conshained by a number of factors ftom doing so' The lite¡atue on

the va¡iations in fatherhood supports the contention that fatherhood is a diverse activity and

not all fathers may have the same opportunity to be as involved with their children as they

would like to be.

Other facto¡s which conkibute to the diversity of fatherhood are age and place in the

life span of the father and child. The literature gives particular attention to new fathers and

somewhat less to gmndfathers.

However, in spite of the burgeoning literature on the many facets of fatherhood it

appears that contemporary social work practice remains situated in the past. Social work

with familie,s has, and continues to largely ignore fathers, in favor of the old conception of

the family which defi¡es the mother and child¡en as c¿nhal and the father as peripheral and

inelevant (Marsh, 1987; Bolins, 1983; Jaffe, 1983; Bolton, 1986). Martin rilolins (1983) is

describing the state of American social wo¡k with fathers when he says that:

Fathers have a major role in finâncial assistance, foster care , adoption, child neglect
and abuse - in short all child welfare programs. Inconceivably, though, until
recently, fathers appear to have received little attention in the liþrature pertaining to
these programs o¡ in the clinical practice associated with them þ.126).

When fathe¡s are not defined as irrelevant figures and do get attention in a social

service setting it is usually because they are being defined as the problem (tüolins, 1983) or

being subjected to a number of negative stereotypes such as deserüer, manipulaúor,

malingerer or perpehator @olton, 1986). The father is often defined as a cenfral part of the

ptoblem but rately as part of the solution. This service gap in social work with fathe¡s

exists in Britain (March, 1987) the United 5¡¿¡¿s ${elins, 1983; Bolton, 1986) and Israel

(Jaffe, 1983).

This writer's experience as a social worker in Winnipeg, Canada is consistent with

the theme of fathers as the forgotten clients. In tl¡e broadest serue it is the intention of this

practicurn to partially address this gap in the delivery of family services to fathers. Many
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fathers seem to consider thei¡ family to be the most imPo¡tant and meâningfif aspect of

thei¡ lives (Lewis, 1986a) and social wo¡k practice should be able to heþ fathe¡s mai¡tain

and enh¿nce their family relationships.

Gloria Steinem in her forwa¡d to the book @
states that perhaps the most important thing fo¡ the men's movement to do is Ûo "encourage

men to take responsibility for nurturing children" þ. ix).

Thete are a number of facto¡s which shor¡ld be considered when working with

fathers and encouraging them to be more nurtu¡ant and involved, including men's own

reluctance to cbange, or seek or receive help. The most firndamental aspect of a heatment

approach must be a value base: the set of frrndamental assumptions ftom which all else

derives. The¡e is a bias in westem society in Senelal and sosial science in particular in

favor of a positivist epistemology. This hierarchical dualism contends that "inskumental,

rational, objective and mind, are held in greater esteem than expressive, emotive, subjective,

and body" Goodrich et a1., p. 9, 1988). Goodrich et al. also go on to say that "it is not

accidental that the superior set is associated with the male, the inferior with the female" þ.

g). Any tfeatnent approach with men shor¡ld take this value hiera¡chy into conside¡ation

and elevate the "feminine" values above of equâl to the "masculine" values. It seems tbat

fathers need to leam to be more expressive and emotive as well as valuing their own and

others subjective experience and bodies more. These themes will be explored thoroughly

throughout this p¡acticr¡m.

Contemporary men need to become more involved and nurtruant fathers in order to

help create more egalitarian families and to improve the quality of father-child

relationships. In o¡de¡ to do this men will have to stop devaluing those activities which

have been regarded as "feminine", and learn to value their own generativity. There is some

evidence that men have made some small changes in this di¡ection but there is a greater

distance for both men and women to havel.



William Goode (1989) providas a positive perspective on the cbanges society has

rrade by saying that:

No society has yet come even close to equality between the sexes, but the modem

forces desc¡ibed here did not exist before eithe¡. At the most cautious, we mr¡st

concede that the conditions favo¡ing a hend toward more equality are more

favorable than at any prior time in history. If we have little reason to conclude that

equatity is at band, let us at least rejoice that we are marching in the right direction
(P.56)'



PART I
LITERATURE REVIEW



PART I
LITERATURE REVIEW

1. Eistory of tr'etherhood

A common theme in the literatu¡e on fathers is thet men's roles in the family ate

chaaging. While women a¡e making their way in evet incteasing numbers into the labor

force, men are making a concomitant move towa¡ds increasing family involvement. A

discussion of the history of fatherhood may assist in placing conüemporary fathe¡hood into

historical perspective.

There is no question that the roles of fathers in the family have changed through

history. Bloom-Feshbach (1981) gives a broad overview of the fathers' role in the family.

He states that in hunter-gatherer societies fathers we¡e involved in some social aspects of

child rearing. However in agricultu¡al societies, with the inhoduction of private ptoPefy,

families became more patriarchal and fathe¡s be¡ame less involved in child rearing.

Hebrew and Roman fathers a¡e also discussed by Bloom-Feshbach (1981) as models of

Westem Fatherhood. Roman families were exhemely pahiarchal and the fathe¡ fr¡nctioned

with almost absolute authority over all his child¡en for as long as he lived. This included

the legal right to put his children to death if he so chose (Tripp-Reimer & Wilson, 1991).

Roman fathers may have been monogamou!1. Ancient Heb¡ew fathe¡s wete also absolute

pahiatchs who were polygamous. Heb¡ew fathe¡s did tend to have some emotional

involvement with their chil&en, especially favorite sors, @loom-Feshbach, 1981).

Bloom-Feshbach (1981) also charts the development ofa "nurturing ideology"

between the years A.D. 200 and 1750; he states that:

These modem shifts toward greate¡ emotional sensitivity on the part of males mÂy

be better r¡nderstood within the context of the gradual development of a nurhring
ideology in Westem culhue ftom the time of ancient Rome (4.D. 200) until the

Industrial revolution (arowrd 1750). Slowly but steadily the notion of sensitive,
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empathetic, emotional telations between people became a popular ideal, first for
mothers and eventually for fathers as well (p. 87).

Bloom-Feshbach also states that the eliüe ide¿l of nurturing matemal love first

appears around A.D. 800-900 but that it \ as not common in the general populace. He cites

multiple examples of common ways of heating children (which by modem stondards would

be consideted child-abuse) in the pte-indushial era as evidenc¿ fo¡ the idea rhet t¡ue

empathy for chil&en was not wid€sp'¡ead and therefore that unpathy for ehildren - (esseatial in

healtlry parenting) is a relatively new historical development By the eighteenth c€ntury,

however, a general hansformation of parent-child and hr¡sba¡d-wife relations had taken

place, thus establishing the effectual bond as a cenhal element in family life @loom-

Feshbach, 1981).

The pre-modern Westem family remained firmly pahiarchal in the sixteenth and

seventeenth cenhries due in part to the Protestant emphasis on the conception of the stem,

judgmental God the Father (Steams, 1991). Stearns also contends that the P¡otestant de-

emphasis on the feminine nurturant aspects of Mary and the emphasis on the harsher male

God creaûed a harshe¡ form of patriatchy which ftequently used physical punishment and

shongly believed it to be morally inskuctive (1991). However, in emphasizing the

complexity and diversity of Eends in fatherhood, Ste¿ms also staûes that there is evidence to

support the thesis that pre-modern fatlers were also mo¡e involved with and emotionally

bonded with their chilclren (especially boys) then modem fathe¡s. Steams contends that

from the late seventeenth cenhry patemal ideals increasingly reduced the emphasis on

patriarchal dominance and physical discipline.

With the advent of indushialization the family became more private and narow in

its defìnition (the beginnings of the nuclear family) and less social. The dictato¡ial powers

of the individual father declined as patriarchal power became more institutionalized

@loom-Feshbach, l98l). The family became more specialized with indr¡shialization and
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more of it's other functions became institutionalize<|. It is widely accepted that gender

distinctions were increased as a result of indushialization (Bloom-Feshbach, 1981).

The roles of fathers and mothers became more separate and distinct. The father

began to specialize as the sole economic provider and the rnother became primarily a

homemaker serving to maintain and reproduce the labo¡ fotce. This specializing of father's

and mother's roles under capitalism led to fathe¡s becoming more socially and emotionally

isolated from their families. However, being the sole economic provider did rei¡fotc¿ the

father's pahiarchal dominance within the family. This state of affairs hås led to wh.at Lewis

and O'Brien (1987) have called the "paradox of patria:chy" which is that while a father may

be "head" of his family, simultaneoruly he is conshained from being a cenhal character

withinit" þ.6).

Gender specifìc socialization of children became more differentiated in the late

nineteenth cenh¡ry and fathers played a big tole in this. In otder to suit the needs of these

gender specific roles of b¡eadwinner and homemaket it became necessary to ptepare boys

for a competitive wo¡k world or the military which required men who were tough, assertive

and unemotional. Girls had to be irstilled with the domestic vi¡tues of nurturing and

passivity to fulfill thei¡ tole as homemakers (Steârns, 1991).

By the end of the nineteenth century, the range of patemal activities had been

nanowed and their importance diminished. Mothers became the ¡eal cente¡ of the family,

while fathers' economic activity became separate ftom the family and to some extent in

direct conflict with it. In the process of secu¡ing their family's economic security, father's

denied thei¡ own and their family's emotional needs. The responsibility of child rearing

and satisfying emotional needs was handed ove¡ to the mother (Steams, 1991)'

By the 1920's the gradual improvement in working conditions and the reduction in

the amount of working hours led to fathers having more leisure time which they often spent

with their families. This new found family leisure time also involved fathers spending more

time playing with thei¡ child¡en. The Depression, World War Two and then subsequent
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post-wâr increase in female labor force participation began to reduce the c€nhality of the

father's b¡ead wiruring role. Stearns (1991) contends that this reduced the legitimacy of

aggressive male role models.

It is important to note that while attempting to identify the broad histo¡ical hends in

fatherhood, that, fatherhood is a complex and diverse role and is affected by a number of

other factors besides eæonomic and pahiarchal ideologies. Religion (Marciaao, 1991), class,

@rikson & Gecas, 1991; Bloom-Feshbach, 1991) and ru¡al versus u¡ban i¡fluencæ's

@eFrain, læ Masters & Schoroff, 1991) also have influenced fatherhood.

For the purposes of this analysis it would be worth noting some of the differences

between middle-class and working-class fathers. In the period up to 1950 there are

distinctions made between middle and working-class fathers @loom-Feshbach, 1981). The

working-class man is characûerized as being more dehumanized by his job and as having a

more inskumental than affective bond with his family. He is also described as having more

of a sense of powerlessness which results in compensatory exaggeraûed male domination

and aggression in the family. In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the middle-

class father is described as having more of an affective bond with his family than his

wotking -class counterpart. The middle-class father is also described as less angry,

dictato¡ial and more emotionally aloof @loom-Feshbach, 1981).

rilith the rise in ptosperity and social stability after the second wotld war the

distinctions between the wotking and middle-class father begin to blur. As working-class

men become better paid and more affluent tl¡ey become less instrumental and more

affective in their family relation. Middle-class men lose stah¡s as cogs in the corporate

hiera¡chy and are just as likely to feel job dissatisfaction and powerlessness @loom-

Feshbach, 1981; Erickson & Ge¡¿s, 1991). By the 1950's the economic provider

conception of fatherhood is firmly enhenched, as is the exclusive tole of the mother as a

homemaker.
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The contemporary farnily seems to be demonshating a reversal in the historical

hend in the increasing differentiation between the ¡oles of mother and fathe¡. Women's

entry inùo the labor forc¿ demorshates that mothe¡s are beginning to sba¡e the economic

providing while fathers a¡e becoming rnore involved in family work (i.e. horueworþ and

child-care). It should be noted thât this is a conhove¡sial issue in the literature and my

intention is to thorouglrly analyze it in the ¡ext section. With this in mind it can be noted

tbat although ttre fathe¡'s share of family work is substantially less tlan his wife's it is

significantly mote than previous generations of modem fathe¡s. This is especially kue with

the unprecedented involvement of fathers with younger cbild¡en i¡ the post war period.

This rurrs counter to previous hends which saw fathers having more involvement with older

child¡en @loom-Feshbach, 198 I ; Steams, I 99 1).

These recent changes (begiruring by the eatly to mid 1970's) in the role of the father

have mainly been attributed to the i¡crease in female labor forc¿ involvement and to the

concomitant rise of the contemporary women's movement and the subsequent change in

social values that if has þ¡q¡glÌ¡ ¿bout. These causal facto¡s are indicated in aknost every

sou¡ce that will be cited in this literature review and it should be added that this argument

would seem to make shong intuitive sense. However, St€åms (1991) cautions agairst

engaging in a "modemist determinism" in explaining contemPorary fathe¡hood. Stearns

asserts tlut recent changes in the role of the father cannot be explained on the basis of new

ideologies alone. Steams argues tbat fathers have been skuggling with the issue of their

emotional dista¡c¿ ftom the family since the. inception of the indr¡shial age and have been

addressing it in various ways even though economic and culh¡ral hends ran cor¡nte¡ to it.

This tend which Steams describes as 'tåe desi¡e of many fathers themselves to redefine

their family role, toward greaûer activity through hading sterile authority for more intimacy"

(p. 47), is enhanced by contemporary social changes rather than c¡eated by them.
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The purpose of this b¡oad teview of the history of fathethood has been to shed light

on contempora¡y fatherhood and set a context for a discussion of it. It is cleat ftom this

analysis that current reactionary conceptions of pre-indushial fatherhood such as Robert

Bly's (1990) are not completely accu¡ate. It is a mistake ûo regard the past "as simple, nor

as simply delightñrl" as Sûeams (p. 49, 1991) states. It is imPortant to note that diversity

and te¡sion cbaracterize the history of fatherhood and attempts to disct¡ss 'the fathet" must

be very cautious. There does seem to be some indication that pre-indr¡strial fathers were

more involved in family life but it must also be ¡emembered that the pre-industrial family

was shongly pahiarchal and tbat the cent¡al featu¡e of pre-indwhial fatherhood was an

almost dictatorial power over the family. One can only assume that this power relationship

itself created distance between fathers and thei¡ wives and children. The fact that fathers

continued to have the right to put thei¡ children to de¿th until the middle-ages (Tripp-

Reimer & Wilson, 1991) and the legal right to beat their children and wives until recentþ

attests to the power that patriarchy bestowed on fathe¡s. This power relationship continues

to affect the contemporary family although to a lesser degtee. Att€mpts to idealize the past

of fatherhood are r¡nderstandable but misguided.

There bave been changes in the di¡ection of fatherhood that have been linked to the

economic setting. It is generally agreed that the indushial age led to home-wo¡k

separatiors for fathers and in the twentieth century a reification of the assumption of limited

paùernal involvement in the family. Father-involvement in the family has been changing

noticeably since the 1920s with the advent of family leisure time, the advent of the playftrl

father and the post second world war inc¡ease in father involvement with young children.

This hend towards more involvement has been enhanc¿d by a change in social values as a

¡esult of feminism and the incre¡se of female labo¡ fo¡ce involvement. However, in spite of

these changes, the most pressing context for contemporary fatherhood is the work-family

relationship. The economic conditions of late twentieth c¿ntr¡ry in general and the
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widespread belief by both men and women in the breadwinner role as the father's main

contribution to the family remain a major conshaint on increased father involvement in the

global sense.

2. The Changing Roles of tr'athers:
tr'ather Involvement in tr'amily Work

Profor¡nd social changes have occuned in the last few decades and these changes

have had a major impact on the family. The women's movement h¡s changed women's and

men's roles within the family and without. The very natu¡e of male-female relatiorships

has been hansfomred and the value assumptions of patriarchy have been exposed to the

light of scrutiny.

More women are participating in the labo¡ force then evet before. This increased

labor force participation of women has hansfon¡red the economic structure of the family

ftom a b¡eadwinner family to a two-eamer family @ichler, 1988). The rnajority of married

women now work outside the home. In Canada in 1931 35% of ma¡ried women wo¡ked, in

1951itwas ll.2o/o,n 1986itwas 62.1%. When age is factored in,70.2% of ma¡¡ileÅ

women at the prime child rearing age of 20-44 yeats old worked outside the home @ichler,

1988: 192, 193). This change is causing a reorganization of family structure and is

resulting in increased shai¡s on families. Mothers seem mo¡e overwo¡ked than eve¡ and

fathe¡s are seeing their traditional role as the sole b¡eadwinne¡ altered.

Another major social change which las affected families and fathers has been the

rising divorce rate. In the last ten years the divorce ¡ate has doubled and if one looks

furthe¡ back an even mo¡e ma¡ked inc¡ease is noted @iclrler, 1988: 59). ffuis h¡s meânf âtr

increase in the number of single parent and remarried farnilies. In both cases there ate

corsequences for fathers and children. For example, in the United States where the divorce

rate is even higher l|¡¿¡ i¡ Qenad¿, s¡s suwey showed that only half the fathers who we¡e
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divotced were having contact with their children by the time they were in early adolescence

and only 20% of the children in the suwey saw their fathers once a week or mo¡e (Osheron,

1986). This incre¿se in the nu¡nber of divorcæd fathers combined with the inc¡ease in the

number of teen pregoancies (which typically don't involve the father) are combining to

indicate a counter-Eend to the increase in father involvement in two pa¡ent families. The

level of involvement of fathe¡s in family life appears to be increasing for some and

decreasing for others.

Michael l¡mb (1986) has posited the existence of the "new nu¡turant father". Lamb

claims this "new father" is the most rec¿nt development in the historically changing toles of

fatherhood that have seen tìe emphasis change from moral teacher, to breadwirurer, to sex-

¡ole model and fi¡ally to this new nurturing father. Lamb also states that the present role of

fathers involves aspects of the other roles but that the new father is the ideal. l¿mb (1986)

does admit, in regards to the new father, that "rhetoric continues to ouþace serious

analysis" þ. 3). However, there is a body of liüerahre which does seriously enalyze the new

fatherhood which will help clea¡ the rhetorical clouds over this issue.

Have men's role in the family significantþ changed? llas father involvement in

family work (housewo¡k and child-care) increased or is this "new father" a joumalistic

invention?

The¡e is a body of literature that attemPts to quantify and analyzn patemal

involvement in family wotk. The main concem here will be with the degree and nahre of

patemal involvement in child-care. The questions that this literature asks are whether father

involvement has been increasing, what is the level of father involvement relative to the

mother, what is the nature of the involvement and what va¡iables affect the level of fathe¡

involvement.

A numbe¡ of studies b¿ve been conducted to measure the degee and nature of

father's family work @lecþ 1981; Plecþ 1985; Russel, 1983; Sandqvist, 19871'Homa &.
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Lupri, 1987; Bamett & Baruch, 1988). The difficulty with many of these studies is that the

samples are often small and not representative. However Plecþ (198 1 ; 1985) does analyze

the data ftom a number of nationally representative samples (U.S., Canada). Pleck (1985)

primarily looks at the data ftom tbree classic time-use studies, one of which is a Canadian

sample of 340 couples ftom Vancouver, B.C. l,amb, (1986) and Lamb, Plecþ Charnov and

Levine (1987) also review the data ftom these a¡d other studies.

l,amb et al. (1987) point out that one of the diffìculties in comparing the data from

different studies is that the va¡ious rese¡rchers bave defined patental involvement in family

wo¡k in different ways, measuring different activities. Lamb et al. (1987) resolved this

diffìculty and helped analyze the data by distinguishing between three types of parental

involvement. The first type of involvement was called ensasement or !g!4!!q and this

involved direct one on one interâction with the child in such activities as feeding, playing or

helping with homework. The second type of involvement was called g4!þ!!S which

implied that the patent was not directly inûeracting with the child but was accessible to the

child. Examples of this might be cooking while the child is playing in the next ¡oom or

cleaning while the child is watching television. The fìnal type of involvement was de¿med

responsibilitv which is defined as the degree to which the parent takes ultimate

responsibility for the child's care and welfare. This idea can be illushated by the difference

between taking responsibility for the child's care and being wiling to heþ out when it is

convenient. Examples of this caùegory might be making medical appoinhnents and keeping

hack of and buying clothes for the child.

I¿mb et al. also found out that using relative rather than absolute measues also

helped to generate fi¡¡the¡ consistency in the data as did the th¡ee categories of parental

involvement,

Lamb (1986) summarizes the exûent of patemal involvement by stating that in two-

parent families whe¡e the mother is not employed the father b¡s 20-25 percent of the direct
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inte¡action time of the mother a¡d one rhird of the acccssibility. Fathers generally take little

or no responsibility for their children (as previously defìned). In two-parent families whete

the mother is employed (which is the majority of families) the father has 33 per cent the

engagement of mother's and 65 per cent of the mothe¡'s accessibility. There is no evidence

tbat maternal employment has any effect on the level of pater:ral tesponsibility. This is so

even when both parents are employed firll time.

Iåmb (1986) also notes tlut even though rnany studies have suggesüed that matemal

employment is associated with increased patemal involvement that this is due to conñrsion

between the relative and absolute figures. In achrality it aPPeårs the fathe¡'s involvement

increases when the mothe¡ is employed but this is because the matemal involvement is

decreasing which incteases the father's relative amount of involvement. The father's

absolute figures do not appear to be affected by matemal employment.

Lamb (1986) also points out that fathers spend more time engaged in child care

when children are younger (as do mothets). Fathers also generally spend more time with

sons of all ages than daughters. I^anb (1986) firther states tbat "beyond these variations

associated with age and gender there are no consistent, regional, ethnic ot religious

differences in the amount of time mothers or fathers spend with their children" þ. 10).

Lamb (1986) states tlut there is not much reliable data available in regards to the

changes in the levels of patemal involvement ovet time. I^amb (1986) cites one natio¡al

suwey by Juster which indicates a 26 per cent inc¡ease in di¡ect i¡volvement for fathets

between 1975 and 1981. Mother's involvement increased by 7 per cent in the same period.

However, the relative amounts ¡eÌnÂined ståble showing a slight increase of 5 % for paternal

involvement.

In his ¡eview of the literature regarding men's changing roles in the family, l,amb

(1986) states that mothers and fathers engage in differing kinds of di¡ect interaction with

their children. Mothers spend the m¡jority of their di¡ect inûe¡action time in caretaking
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activities while fathers primarily engage in play. Mothers actually engage in more play than

fathers but becar¡se fathers spend the måjority of their interaction ín play they become

associated with play to the child while the mother is associated with caretaking. Parke

(1981) also confims that fathers generally spend the majority of their time with the children

in play but also shesses the diffe¡enc¿ in the behavioral style of the fathers and mothe¡s.

Parke (1981) staûes that the father's style ofplay is more vigorous, physical, and exciting

while the mother's style of play is more quiet and vetbal.

Sandqvist (1987) has notic¿d in he¡ study comparing the family work of Ame¡ican

and Swedish fathers that they have differing parenting styles. Swedish fathers do not

engage in the physical play with young children the way American fathers do. Swedish

fathers were found by Sandqvist to have a high degee of physical closeness and intimÂcy

with their children while American fathers generally had a more outgoing interaction style.

It is interesting to note that Swedish fathers tend not to enjoy the time spent with their

children as much as Ame¡ican fathers did. In her follow up tbree years later, Sandqvist also

found that father's emotional closeness with children was a shong p¡edictot of high

involvement in child care. Thedegree of involvement of fathers in family work was

identical between the Swedes a¡rd A¡nericans.

Russel (1983) found signilìcant differences between different t¡res of fathers in the

amount and Epe of involvement they had with their child¡en. Russel found their we¡e

differences between what he defi¡ed as haditional and non-haditional fathers. Russel

gleaned his findings ftom a sâmple of 309 two-parent Ausbalian families but found that his

results withstood a c¡oss-culhrrâl anâlysis.

The fißt tl.pe of fathe¡ Russel (1983) called the uninterested and unavailable father.

This father had practically no involvement with his children. He spent most of his time

working and when he was home he did not interact with his child¡en. The second type of

father was ûermed the haditionâl father. This fathe¡ had a shong haditional commihnent to
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farrily but did not engage in child care activities. He was tegularly available to his child¡en

and did play with them regularly. The third type of father, the gqg!þ!þ¡, had some

involvement in daily child-care tasks and was willing to heþ out the mothe¡ whenever he

could. This te¡m was derived ftom the wives who typically described thei¡ hr¡sbands as

good fatheß. The last type of fathe¡ Russel (1983) ealls the gqn-badltignâl hiCltty

p$tigipânt father. These fathers typically carried out 46 percent of the child-ca¡e tasks as

compared to 9 percent for fathers in haditional families. Howeve¡ these fathers we¡e still

not as participatory in child-care as their wives and still had low levels of overall

responsibility for child-ca¡e even though they were highly involved. Russell's highly

participant fathers anmpnseÃ 23% of his sample but it is not lnown how representative his

sample is of the general population. Russell posits that highly involved fathers tepresent a

"significant rrinority" of fathers.

However, Radin (1988) cite,s fou¡ studies where the highly involved fathers' level of

involvement declined ove¡ time (including Russell's). Radin notes that between 50-75

percent of non-haditional fathers end-up reverting back to mo¡e haditional anangements (as

reported in 2 year follow-ups). The most widely rePorted leason fo¡ this reduction of

involvement was the same as the re¿son fo¡ the inc¡ease in paûemal participation that is, for

economic or job-cateer Íeasons,

One Canadian study conducted by Homa and Lupri (1987) in Calgary, Alberta was

based upon a mndom sample of 562 couples. Homa and Lupri seemed to replicate some of

the results of other studies. It was found that one quarter of the fathers stated they did

housework often but the mothe¡s employment stahrs did affect the fathe¡s involvement in

family work. Fifty percent of fathers of younger children (under the age of 12) participated

in child-ca¡e often although the fathers' participation was significantþ lerv¿¡ rhen fhe

mothe¡s'. It was also found that mothers are the ones who a¡e regarded as essentially

responsible for the care of the children. The shongest fìnding of Homa's and Lupri's study
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was thât for the majority of Canadian men, the b¡ead wi¡rning role is the dominant element

of the patemal role and that this bread wiruring role is the main barrier to the development

of an androgynous (higtrly involved and nurtr¡¡ing) style of fathering.

An integral part of the resea¡ch on fathe¡s and family work has involved identifying

the determinants of fathe¡ involvement. Bamett and Baruch (1988) bave identified five

categories of determinants in the tesea¡ch: mothe¡s' and fathers' employment status and

patûem, socioeconomic indicators, family struchte, parental sex-¡ole attitudes and parental

socialization. The findings on the effect of employment status are incorsistent. Bamett and

Ba¡uch (1988), in their ¡eview of the literature, state that the inconsistency in these findings

could be a result of the variability of the inþraction of the mother's employment status with

other factors in the family system. For example, the number of hous worked and wo¡k

schedule flexibility have been found to be more ofa predictor than employment status

alone. Mothe¡s employment may affect other factors and these factors may be more

directly associated with father involvement. For example, the needs and attitudes of the

employed mother may be more of a dete¡minant of her husband's level of involvement.

Pleck (1985) found that two-thirds of the wives from his nationally tepresentative samples

did not want their husbands more involved in family work. Pleck explains this su¡prising

fìnding by saying tJìat wives may perceive their hr¡sbands as incompetent and may view

their involvement as creating more work than it saves. Wives may see thei¡ husbands'

increased involvement as a source of conflict and thetefo¡e will atüempt to avoid it. The

widespread culhual belief held by both women and men that family wo¡k is the wife's

resporsibility is also cited by Pleck. Women may feel that the domestic domain is thei¡

territory and derive a sense of psychological identity ftom family work in the same way tbat

men's identity is wrapped up in the b¡eadwinner role. Pleck (1985) is empbatic on the point

tlnt men's low involvement in family work carurot simply be seen as a staûe of affai¡s which

men bave imposed on women o¡ that only serves men's interests.
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Socioeconomic indicators such as parental age and occupational level have also

been posited to affect father's family involvement. Bamett and Ban¡ch (1988) state that the

findings are inconsistent in that this factor has been for¡nd ùo bave a negative correlation

with income and has also been found to have no correlation. Farnily structure variables

which have been reseaiched are the sex, age and number of children. Generally the findings

here are that fathe¡s a¡e mote likely to be involved with boys than girls, younger children

and will be more involved the mo¡e child¡en there a¡e in the family @amett & Baruch, 1988).

Most of the research on sex-role attitudes has focused on the sex-¡ole attitudes of

fathers as determinants of involvement in child-ca¡e. The findings have indicated howevet

that the sex-role attitudes of both parents are determinants. In fact it has be¿n found that a

father is unlikely to be highly involved unless he has support from significant others,

especially his wife. This had led Bamett and Baruch (1988) to conclude that "motherc' sex

role attitudes nray play a crucial gate-keeping role, either fostering or impeding fathers'

participation in family work' (p. 68). It should be noted, however, tbat Pleck (1985) found

no corsistent correlation between sex-role ideology and family work and explained this

counter-intuitive fìnding by questioning the efiìcacy of current sex-role belief measues.

Pleck found that questions often reflect either exheme haditional o¡ exbeme non-fraditional

points of view not allowing for the measu¡ement of more mid-range attitudes.

The last determinant of fathers' i¡volvement in family work which has been

discussed in the literature is the pa¡ents' own socialization experiences. Two points of view

have been discussed. The fi¡st view is tbat fathe¡s' tend to þþþ their own father's level

of involvement o¡ that they3g¡q@glþ fo¡ their own fathers level of involvement by being

either mo¡e (most prevalent) or less involved with thei¡ child¡en.

In considering the determinants of father involvement in family work it is important

to note the possibility that some of the findings may be conhoversial. This is especially
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true of the fìnding that the mother plays a crucial role in determining how involved the

father will be.

Bamett and Ba¡uch's (1988) assertion tbat the mother's sex-role attitudes are more

of a predictor of high father involvement than the fathe¡'s is con&oversial as is Pleck's

(1985) finding that two-thi¡ds of notle¡s don't want their hr¡sbands to be mo¡e involved.

These findings could be inærpreted as blaming mothers for fathers' low involvement and it

is important to keep a balanced perspective on the interactive natu¡e of the vadables which

affect father involvement. It is also important to keep in mind the sysúemic elements of

inûernal family dynamics and the relationship of the family to other systems (e.g.: the

disparity between men's and women's wages). Equal opportunity and wages for women in

the paid labor force might help in fostering greater equality in the family. Ple.ck (1985)

makes note of this conhoversy and also does indicate a steady increase over time of wives

desire to have their husbands more involved in family work. On the other hand Bamett and

Baruch (1988) are emphatic in their finding that the mother's attitude is an important

determi¡rant and do not make note of the potential for mother-blaming.

Bamett and Baruch (1988) posit that research on fatherhood has had three stages

and that we a¡e now in the third stage. The first stage was where fathers were barely

represented in the literatue. The second stage was where increased family involvement by

fathe¡s was thought to be universally beneficial for father, mothe¡ and child. Now the thi¡d

stage 'represents a recognition that fathers' incre¿sed participation will have shessfi¡l as

well as positive consequences on some aspeçts of fanily life, and that as it generates

solutions to some problems, it may also be creating new problems for which the solutions

are yet to be found", (p. 76).

Lewis and O'Brien (1987) reflect critically on the existenc¿ of the "new fathe¡" -

'the man who is both highly nurturing towards his child¡en and increasingly involved in

thei¡ cæe and the housewo¡k" þ. 1). læwis and O'B¡ien essentially conclude that this new
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father does not exist. They question the assertion that men ate becoming more involved in

family life and they quote Lamb (1986) in stating that rhetoric ouþaces serious analysis of

the new fatherhood. Lewis and O'Brien attempt to explicitly state some of the fundamental

theoretical diffìculties that exist in the literatu¡e where PerbÂps others have only implied

that these difficulties exist.

Lewis and O'Brien (1987) contend that comparisons of patemal involvement over

time are methodologically problematic due to problems of interpretation. They assert that

respondents today are under more pressure úo aPPeå¡ more involved than those of a few

years ago. However læwis and O'B¡ien do not say why men now might want to appeat

mo¡e involved than those of previous yeats. Might it not be because there has been a

change in social values as a result of feminist ideology (or specifìeally sexual or gender

equÂlity) and that now there is an influential belief that men should be more involved.

Iæwis and O'Brien atlempt to argue against what they call the "ideology of cbange", þ.2) ,

but they, in thek fi¡st assertion imply that social change has oc¿urred in the attitudes

towards patemal involvement in the family. Lewis and O'Brien go on úo state that patemal

involvement has to be considered within the context of other social and technological

changes and becaue of these changes, (such as increase in labo¡ fo¡c¿ involvement of

women and change in family struchue), that it is difficult to discern what the actual extent

of paüernal participation is. Iæwis and O'B¡ien also cite the lack of good longitudiml

studies to support the claims of increased patemal involvement and the genetal contention

th¡t involved fatherhood is a¡ innovative phenomenon. These a¡e all very good criticisms

but it does seem that many of these considerations have been aclnowledged by nrany other

¡esea¡chers (I-amb, 1986; Pleclq 1985; Bainett and Baruch, 1988). It is ironic tbÂt L€wis

and O'Brien cite Lamb (1986) to build a case against the existence of the new fathe¡hood

because in the same article l-amb (1986) asserts the existence of the new nurturing father as

a contemporary hisüorical development. Whether or not there actually has been change in
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the natu¡e and extent of patemal involvement in the family over time is a difficult and

complex question. In the firul analysis, it may be a matter of interptetation. Are we going

to view the cup as being one quarter fi¡ll or as three-fourths empty @lecþ 1985)?

Contemporary fathe¡hood has cbanged. Women's inc¡eased labor force

involvement and feminist ideology bave affected men's roles in the family in the broad

sense. Men's involvement in family work h^. increased while women's has dec¡eased and

taking into account women's decreasing amount of time in family work men's time bas

risen between twenty and thirty percent between 1965 and 1981 in the United States and

Canada (Pleck, 1989). Men's involvement in the child care aspect of family work has been

gteaûer then the housewotk aspect.

It should be noted that fathe¡hood continues to be both a complex and diverse

phenomenon. There is evidence that American and Canadian men as a whole have

increased their participation in family work but it should be she,*sed that men continue to do

significantly less family work than women. The breadwi¡mer role while loosening its grip,

continues to be the primary conception of the male role in the family by both men and

women. However, it should be.noted tlat while rnen do less than women there a¡e also

va¡iations among men (Russel, 1983; Barnett and Baruch, 1983). Pleck (1989) states when

referring to the increase in male involvement in family work that "aggregate figures such as

these probably concæal groups of men who have not changed or who are doing even less

family work than they used to, men who bave changed only a little and men who have

changed a great deåI." (p. 593).

While men's family participation has inc¡eased modestly it is important to mention

the most consistent finding in the research on patemal family involvement bÂs been thÂt

men continue to take little or no responsibility for family work as a whole and rhis is even

the case with higlrly involved fathers @ussel, 1983; Bamett and Baruch, 1988). This

general lack of responsibility that men exhibit may be responsible in part for the
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contemporary hend of divo¡ced fathe¡s who abdicate all fi¡ancial and social responsibility

towards their children and fonner wives. This has conhibuted to the continued feminization

of poverty. The high divorce rate, combined with the rapid rise in úeen pregnancies heq led

to a corresponding decrease in family involvement by men. In conclusion it is possible to

say tlat changes are continuing to occur in men's family toles and a firll range of diverse

levels of involvement aie prevalent ftom highly involved nurturing fathers to totally

abdicating fathers. Fathe¡hood has always been a diverse activity but it may be that it is

rno¡e diverse now than it has ever be€n.

3. Paternal Influences on Child Development

In the last section it was concluded that the degee of fathers involved with their

child¡en va¡ies ftom highly involved to no involvement at all. In some tespects the

literatu¡e on fathers' effects on child development teflects this. Lamb (1986) states that

there are thre¿ bodies of lite¡ature in this area; co¡relation studies, father absenc.e studies

and studies dealing with the impact of high father involvement.

Correlational Studies

The conelational studies (for reviews, see Lamb, 1981; 1986) mostly sought

correlations between father and son cha¡acteristics and were mainly conducûed from the

1940's to the early 1960's. The majority of these studies focused on sex-related role

development. This resea¡ch focus was no dqubt fosùeted by the conception of the father at

that time as a sex-role model (Ilmb, 1986). Researchers hied to measure the wâÌrrlth,

closeness o¡ hostility of father-child relationships, or the masculinity or authoritarianism of

fathers and then conelate them with conesponding characte¡istics in sons. Larnb (1981)

points out in his ¡eview that this literahue bns many conceptual and nethodological

problems including a focus on a t¡aditional stereotyped notion of masculinity in a narowly
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defined context. It was found that the father's ma"culinity was not consistently corelated

with the son's. It is worth noting thât Pleck (1981a) critically challenges what he calls the

male sex-role identity paradigm which domirnted the academic social sciences during the

time of the co¡relation ¡eseffch and ¡evealed its sexist bias as a paradigm of masculinity.

It was only later, when researche¡s sta¡ted asking the question why the son would

wa¡t to be like the father, that they found out that the important mediating variable was not

the masculinity of the fathe¡-son relationship. It was found that boys who had wann

relationships with tleir fathers we¡e more "r¡asculine" no matte¡ how masculine their

fathers were (Låmb, 1986).

Some more tecent research @amett & Baruch, 1983; Radin, 1978' Radin & Sagi,

1982) has shown that sors who have close relationships with thei¡ fathers are mote

androgynous. It is posited by l-amb (1986) that what the boys are adopting are simply the

current social definitioru of male gende¡ roles. In the 1940's that meant a mo¡e baditional

masculinity and in the 1980's that mea¡rt a greater degree of androgyny. The ironic aspect

of the finding that close father-son relationships are closely associated with better gender

role adjushnent in boys is that the qualities of warmth and nurturing have been traditionally

defined as feminine cha¡acteristics. In othet words, in 1950's terms, the more 'feminine'

the father was the mo¡e 'masculine' his son became. The important conclusion that can be

d¡awn ftom this resea¡ch is tbat the quality of the parent-child ¡elationship influences child

development more then the gender of the parent (-amb, 1986).

X'ether Absence Studies

The early research on parenting essentially ignored the fathe¡ and assumed tbat the

mother was the primary caregiver and therefore assumed that the father's impact on child

development was minor although paradoxically father absence was considered to be

detrimental @ronstein, 1988a). The father absence teseatch dates úo the same era as the
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conelationÂl studies. The assumption in this ¡esea¡ch (for reviews see Lamb, 1981;1986;

BilTe¡ 1974;1986) was that by comparing children with fathen and those without, that it

could be deduced by a pocess of elimination what effect fathers achrally had.

lamb (1981; 1986) points out that the majority of these studies are

methodologically flawed but that the more rigorous ones do seem to suggest that boys who

are raised without fathers are more likely to have problems with sex-role and gender

identity developmen! school perfonnance ptoblems, psychological adjustnent and

aggression conhol. Resea¡chers at the time @iller, 1974) explained these effects by

theorizing that it was the absence of the fathe¡ as a male sex-¡ole model. The problem with

this explanation was that the majority of boys in fathe¡-absent homes developed quite

normally in terms of sex-role development, academic achievement and aggression control

(Lamb, 1986).

Further research has found that these differences in father absent homes could be

accounted for by othe¡ va¡iables such as, absence of another parent to sbare the child-care,

economic shess (especially of single mothers), social she.ss and isolation of being a single

mother, and, the negative effects of pre and post divorce conflict (Lamb, 1986). Iåmb

(1986) concludes that this a¡ea of teseûch ¡einforces the conception of fatlerhood as

comprising many roles such as b¡eadwinner, parent and emotional support for the mother.

More recently Bille¡ and Solomon (1986) bave expanded the original defìnition of

father absence to mean inadequate fathering in the broad sense and havs þrmed rhis

phenomenon patemal deprivation and define it as "a general term referring to various types

of inadequacies in the child's experience with his ot he¡ father" þ. 2). Patemal deprivation

can exist in all type,s of families a¡d is most prevalently found in two-parent families where

the fathe¡'s lack of involvement rvith his child may be perceived as rejecting, neglectfirl, or

even abusive. In fact patemal deprivation can occur when the father is available but a

relatively meaningfif father-child attachment does not exist. Biller and Solomon (1986)
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also fu¡ther contend that child mÂlheatment is highly associated with patemal deprivation.

Biller a¡rd Solomon (1986) also state that thô most cornrrion form of child malheatnent is

patemal neglect.

There is also another a¡ea of literahre which relates to Biller's conception of

patemal deprivation. A lot of rec¿nt analysis has associated inadequate and even

dysfunctional fathering with the traditional model of the father as a breadwi¡ner and

disciplinarian (Feldmån, 1982). Others have linlced inadequate fathering more specifìcally

to haditionÂl male gender role stereotypes which p¡event men from being nurturing or

engaging in intimate ¡elationships (Osheton, 1986; Le,e,l99l; Comeau, 1991; Silvetberg,

1986; Feldman, 1990; Farmer, 1991). Unfortu¡ately most of this writing is popular and

anecdotal in its focus and there is a need for mote formal rese¿¡ch in this a¡ea.

Studies of Increased tr'ather fnvolvement

The most recent studie,s dealing with the father's influence on child development are

concemed with the effects of inc¡eased father involvement on child¡en. If, as the father

absence studies assume, the lack of paternal involvement has some negative effect on the

child, it is also possible that increasing paternal involvement rnay bave a positive effect.

Feldman (1990) bas reviewed the studies examining the effects of increased father

involvement on children, fathers, fathe¡-child ¡elationships, mothers and mother-child

relatioruhips and has found the effects to be in large part positive. Pruett (1987) found that

fathers' incre¿sed involvement with inlants Q-22 montbs old) led to above average

development of cogrritive and social skills. Radin (1982) in studying a group of 3-6 year old

found a positive association between father involvement and the developrrent of intemal

locus of conhol cognitive ability, particularly in the ve¡bal area. Radin also found a

negative conelation between father involvement and stereotyped perceptions of parental

roles. Sagi (f982) studied the same age g¡oup and replicaúed Raãin's results but also found
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a higher degree of empathy in children with rnore involved fathers than the child¡en with

less involved fathe¡s. In all of these studies high father involvement was equally beneficial

for boys and girls. Feldman (1990) also cites joint crutody studies that show children

benefiting ftom greate¡ fathe¡ involvement and also notes that father custody families report

no sigaificant differences with mother-custody homes (Ianson, 1986).

I-amb (1986) points out that in all of these studies (Pruett, 1987; Radin, 1982; Sagi,

1982), the fathers and mothe¡s were choosing for the fathers ûo be more involved and this

led to greater frrlfillment of the father inside of the family and for the mother outside the

farnily (in pursuing work-career). Iámb (1986) speculaûes that generally the effects may

have mo¡e to do with the conûext within which the father involvement occu¡s rhan the father

involvement itself. Therefore the fathe¡ involvement may have an i¡di¡sc1 ¡¿ths¡ th¡n a

direct effect. This means fhat the father involvement may produee negative or positive

effects depending on how it is viewed by all the family members. Increased patemal

involvement in family work is more often invoh¡ntary than voluntary (for economic

reasons) a¡d this context can ameüo¡aüe effects as well @ussel, 1983; Russel; 1986; Radin,

1988).

I¿mb, Pleck and l,evine (1986a; 1986b) add a more cautious and ¡ealistic note to

the discr¡ssion about the effects of increased paûemal involvement on children and mothers

and fathers ftom two parent families. They conclude that there are advantages and

disadvantages for all family members but emphasize the context of inctessed patemal

involvement and both parent's attitudes towards it as important factors for evaluating

effects. Lamb et al. (1986b) also questions whether the "effects" of increased patemal

involvement on children can really be clearly identiñed as effects when so many other

va¡iables a¡e not conholled fo¡. Families who have highly involved fathers and families

who don't may differ in many other ways. It is also emphasized by Lamb et al. (1986b) that

the alleged positive effects on child¡en of inc¡e¿sed patemal involvement can in no way be
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assumed to be dependent on the presence of a father and it is noted that in his absenc¿

development proceeds quite normally.

One of the advantages of increased patemal involvement noted by l,amb et. al.

(1986a) for employed mothers is a reduced worHoad. However, this is tempered by

d¡¡ai¡ishing the mother's monopoly in the cbild rea¡ing domain and the¡efo¡e erodes het

base of power in the family and dilutes the exch¡sivity for haditional mother-child

relationships. Clearly rrost women have been socialized for motherhood and mÊy

experience mixed feelings towards increased patemal involvement. Howevet, as Lewis &

O'B¡ien (1987) point out increased paternal involvement in the family must be evaluated in

the context of the continuing inequality between men and women in the privaûe and public

sphete.

The most impo¡tânt advantage for fathers of increased involvement in child-care is

closer, richer and mote ¡e¿listic relationships with thei¡ child¡en combined with the

opportunity to express themselves in a more nurtu¡ing way. For men this means coming

down out of the heåd into the heart and becoming mo¡e awa¡e of their emotions. However,

the downside is similar to that which applies to mothers only in reverse. Most men lnow

that moving into the domain of child-care and away ftom the b¡eadwinner role will mean a

lessening of their haditional dominance of the economic life of the family. For both men

and women the¡e is give and take required in adjusting to increased paûemal involvement

and Lamb et al. (1986a) suggest that how well both parhrers adjust will dete¡mi¡e how

positive the effects will be on child¡en. It shp¡¡ld be noted that families that opt for more

egalitarian arrangements with baving fathets more involved may be swimming agaiinst the

current to some degtee, The effects of increased, patemal involvement are not only affected

by the family's sub-systems but also by the larger sysüems which it is in interaction with.

Fathers or mothers may experience a lack of support or even censute ftorn family and

friends when they opt for more non-haditional a¡râ¡rgements. The inequity inherent in
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women's wages and job choices may mitigate against men's equal involvement in the

family as will the penalties against and lack of support for involved fathers in the wo¡k

wo¡ld. Outside social pressures do creåte problems fo¡ families who have opted for

increased paûernal involvement and this bas been demonsbated by gradual deterioration of

Ievels of involvement i¡ families where fathers had been previously highly involved. Many

egalitarian families ¡evert back to a mo¡e traditional anangement due to outside pressures

@ussel, 1983; Radin, 1988; Russel, 1987). The problems in more egalitarian families

shongly demonshates the need fo¡ sexual equality at all levels of society.

4. Developmental Aspects of tr'athering:
The Father-Child Relationship Over the Lifespan

tr'athers and Infents

The majority of the research on the father-child relationship is concemed with

infancy. It has already been stated that fathe¡s generally tend to be mo¡e involved with

younger children than older ones (I-amb, 1986) but even so they are significantly less

involved than mothe¡s on the whole. Most of the research involving fathers and infants has

been comparative in nature and generally compares the parenting styles of mothers and

fathers.

There have been a number of studies in this a¡ea @ronstein, 1988; Logman, 1987;

Parke & Timley, 1981). The findings in this area are consisüent and show that infants do

develop attachments to their fathers and that mothers and fathers of newboms are equally

competent o¡ incompetent when it comes üo caretaking. Conhary to the comnonly held

view of the "matemal instinct" it has been found that parenting behavior is primarily

leamed. As the infant gets older there is a difference between mothe¡s a¡d fathe¡s and how

sensitive they are ùo the infant's signals. The nother, because she typically spends the
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majority of the time with the child, becomes more sensitive, h¡ned into aad lnowledgeable

about the child's cha¡acteristics and needs. When fathe¡s are responsible for the ca¡e of

infants they do acquire the necessary sensitivity and skill to compeûentþ parent.

It b¡s also been found th't motheß spend most of thei¡ time with infants in

caretaking while fathen primarily engage in play. Mothers become associated with

caretaking and fathers with play even though mothers achrally spend more time in ûotal,

playing with the child. Mothe¡s and fathers have been found to bave differing styles of

play. Fathers are more physically r1¡¡¡l¿ting, varied and unpredictable in their play while

mother's play is more catning and verbal. Fathe¡s' style of play with sons and daughters is

different in that fathers tend to be more verbal o¡ social with girls aad mote vigorously

physical with boys.

Lamb et al. (1987) report an interesting finding that Swedish fathers unlike

American, British and Israeli fathers do not engage in vigorous physical play with infants

but are more quiet and intimate in there inte¡actions. However, it has been found thÂt

Swedish infants always prefened their mothe¡s over thei¡ fathers on attachment behavior

measwes which is not the case with the playful fathers. this had led l^amb et al. to

speculate that fathers' playfulness is an espeæially salient feature of patemal parenting

behavior which fosters infant-father attachment.

tr'athers and Pre-Schoolers and Older Children

Much less research had been done with this age group than infants. Bronstein

(1988) reports that the few studies which have been conducted have found a consistency

between the father-child interactio¡s which occu¡ in the i¡fant studies and fot the older

children. Several studies have found the same differences in fathers' and mothers' play

styles. Fathers' play styles ate more active and physical and fathers also nay show a verbal

dominance by inúemrpting and talking simultaneously with child¡en mo¡e than mothers, by
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giving more directives and imperatives than mothers and by giving more functional

infonnation and encou¡aging children's task pe¡for¡¡nce mote than mothers. Fathers have

also been found to be more positive and social with daughters than sons and more

concemed with gender specific play than mothers (this is more so with sons than

daughtels).

There is also very little literatu¡e on school-age children (5-12 years) and fathers.

Bronstein (1988) again reports that fathering behavior does ¡etain a certain co¡sistency over

time in that his play still continues ûo be physical but deæreasingly so and more so with sons

tban daughters. Fathers generally spend less trme with this age group than younger children

but spend more time with sons than daughters. Fathers bave also been found to be more

harshly eonholling with their sons than daughters and mote protective of daughters.

Fathers also appear to give more cognitive input and direction to sons and to engage in

more purely social interaction with daughters. Fathers also seem to be ego-involved with

their school age child¡en and derive satisfactio¡ ftom their suc¡æsses @radley, 1986).

Fathers and Adolescents

There is very little ¡esea¡ch dealing with how fathe¡s inúeract with adolescents in

natu¡alistic setti¡gs. Bronstein (1988) points out that most of the ¡esea¡ch on fathers and

adolescents involve clinical studies of problem bebaviors. It is beyond the scope of this

review to delve into the lite¡ature on adolesc¿nt behavio¡. Howeve¡ a few tentative

generalizations can be made.

Bronstein (1988) does conclude that the interaction patterns which occu¡ between

fathe¡s and infants and older children continue in adolescence. Bronstein (1988) states that

"fathers tend to maintrin a mo¡e active, initiating and de¡i¡¿¡¡ ¡els rh¡n do the rrothers

and this behavior style canies over ftom the physical into the verbal realn as the child¡en

get older" (p. 112). Other tendencies such as fathers' diffe¡ential heafrnent and level of
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involvement with boys and girls have also been ¡oted. Studies of patemal family

involvement have also indicated a hend for fathers to be more involved with younger

child¡en than the older ones @amett & Baruch, 1988). Pa¡t of the reason for this may be

that adolescents are generally less involved with their familie's than child¡en because of

their involvement with peers and youth culh¡re.

In one respect parenting an adolescent is more demanding and complex than

parenting a child. Adolescents ate not likely to defer to a parent's power or authority as

children are, which makes more skillftl communication an essential aspect of parenting an

adolescent. This need fo¡ mo¡e ve¡bal forms of interaction is heightened by the

developmental struggles of adolescents. Adolescent seatches for identity and individuation

lead ø a rejection of parental values or authority which inevitably leads to power struggles

and conflict. This could lead to the speculation that the parenting style of fathers, which bas

been cha¡acterized as active and vetbally dominanÇ could be problematic for dealing with

adolesc¿nts while the mo¡e ve¡bal and intimate style of mothers could be assumed to be

more effective. It has been suggested by Martin (1985) tlnt many of the parent-teen

conflicts which occu¡ may be founded on the parallel identity struggles of adolescents and

their middle-age fathers. One may also speculate tbat male gender sûereotypes which

emphasize power and conhol could leåd to difficultie.s with adolescents as they rnove away

ftom parental conhol towards greater independencæ. It has been posited by Esman (1982)

tlnt father-son relatiorships are more conflicted in e¡rly adolescence and that fathers may

take on a mo¡e mento¡ like role in late adolesc¿nc¿.

The¡e is a need for mo¡e teseatch on how fathers i¡ûeract with adolescents.

However, it is clea¡ that fathers do affect their children's development in different ways.

The ¡esearch shows that fathe¡s have encouraged physical competence, adventurousness,

confidence in asserting opinions, leaming of new information and mastering of new skills

@ronstein, 1988). Fu¡thermore research on higbly involved (Russel, 1983; Pruett, 1987;
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Radin, 1988) and single-fatheæ (Hanson, 1986) bas clearly shown that men ¿¡6 þ1þ ¡¡1¡illing

and able to be competent parents who are capable of fulfilling both the irctrumental and

affective ¡eeds of thei¡ child¡en.

5. Varietíons in Fathering

Fatherhood is dive¡se and involves a variety of experiences and problerrs. Not all

fathes are young, white, middle-class, hete¡osexual, ma¡ried and employed' Fathe¡hood

appears in different forms and at diffe¡ent times through the lifespan and some unique

factors affect men's experience of it. The liæratu¡e dsåling \¡¡ith the differing aspects of

fatherhood will be briefly suweyed. Some of these experiences are normative and may be

common to all fathers and some a¡e not.

Becoming a Father

The experience of berorring a father for the fi¡st time is something all fathers go

through. Men's hansition to parenthood has been studied focusing on the pre-natal and

post-natal periods @erman & Pederson, 1987; Carvan, 1988; Roopnarine & Miller, 1985;

Gurwitt, 1982). There has also been some discussion of the decision to become a fathe¡

@aber & Dreyer, 1985) and the age at which men become fathers @aniels & Weingarten'

r988).

One of the mo¡e impressive indicato¡s of men's inc¡eased involvement with family

life has been thei¡ involvement with the birth process and yorrng babies' Irwis (1986)

reported that an overwhelming majority of men now attend the bifbs of thei¡ children

(80%,90% in urban areas) as opposed ø 27% ten years earlier and almost zero ten years

before that. This represents a major shift in socieüal attitudes as Pa¡ke ( I 98 1) reminds us

that as late as 1972 abottTÍ% of American hospitals fo¡bid fathers entry into the delivery

toom.
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The lite¡ahne on men's harsition to parenthood has dealt with tb¡ee main themes

(Cowan & Cowan, 1987; Roopnarine & Mille¡, 1985). The early literatue on new fathers

dascribed pregnancy and birth primadly as a time of crisis fo¡ fathe¡s and a time of

hdhtened she"ss and anxiety. Although more recent ¡esearch has also found this to be the

çss¿ rhìs experience has b€€n reftamed as a nonnÂtive hansition which is shessftrl but also

full of mâny new joys and satisfactions which can be part of adult development over the

lifespan.

This crisis view of pregnancy and birth also has been extended beyond the

individual mother and fathe¡ to include the marital relationship (Cowan, 1988). Cowan

(1988) states that re¿ent evidence suggests tlat the couple relationship is the cenhal feature

of both men's and women's transition to parenthood. There appears to be a positive

¡elatior¡ship between the quality of marital relationships and the adjusfrnent to new

parenthood. Becoming a parent fo¡ the fìrst time is a diffìcult adjustnent and it does put a

shain on tl-re mariage. Cowan & Cowan (1987) have developed a 'five domain model of

family struchue" to help assess new parents adaptation:

1. The cha¡acteristics of each individual in the family with special emphasis 61¡

self-concept and self-esteem,
2. The husband-wife ¡elatio¡rship, with special emphâsis on division of labor and

pattems of communication.
3. The ¡elatioruhip between each parent and his o¡ her child.
4. The inter-generational telationships among grand-parents, parents and $and

children.
5. The relationship between nuclea¡ family members *¿ ¡¡fividrrals and

i¡stitutions outside the fâmily, with special emphasis of life süess and social
support (Cowan, 1988).

All of these facto¡s will affect how men adapt to beconring parents to varying

degees. Cowan (1988) has m¡de some initial sûeps in inûegrating men's experience of

parenthood into the larger scheme of lifespan development. For most men, becoming a

father is one of the most difficult, rewarding and transforming experienc€s of a lifetime.
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Adolescent Fathers

It has been stated in the ptevious section that pregnancy, birth and new parenthood

can be a shessfr¡l and difñcult experience in and of itself (Cowan & Cowan, 1987). This

difñcrlty is magnified and furthet complicated fo¡ adolescent Parents. The main attention

in the literature on adolascent parenthood has been on the mothet and the adolescent father

bas been largely ignored. Conhary to the myth that adolescent fathers are prirrurily

oversexed, irrespo¡sible and selfish it bas been reported that adolesc€nt fathers do not diffe¡

greatly ftom other teen males @arret & Robinson, 1985). Many teen-fathe¡s do want to be

involved but a¡e cor¡shained from doing so because theit involvement tends to make the

already complex situation of the teen mother even more problematic. Elster (1986) høs

indicated that adolescent fathers may experience a seriqs of social and emotional problems

due to prematurely being thrust into the bansition of parenthood. Some of the problems of

teen-fathers are; negatively affected relationships with parents, friends or partners, as well

as intemrpted education and job prospects. Elste¡ (1986) does shess that although generally

teen pregnancy is viewed negativeþ that some teen fathers make a positive adjushnent to

parenthood. Elster (1986) speculates that the reasons fot this positive adjusÍnent could be

good pre-pregnancy psychosocial adjushnent and the ptesence of social support.

Divorced Fathers

Divorce is so prevalent today that one author has commented that divorce seems as

much a feah¡re of contemporary family life as rrarriage does. The high rate of divo¡ce bas

bad a very sigrrifìcant effect on fathers and fâther-child relationships. The majority of

divo¡ces end with the mother having custody of the child¡en. This has led to the creation of

a vast number of non-custodial fathers. A number a¡ticles have outlined fte main problems

of non-custodial fathers @ox, 1985; Hetherington & llagan, 1986; Wallerstein & Kelly,

1982). The problems have been summa¡ized as: "(1) pragrnatic problems related to

domestic tasks, fìnances and employment; (2) emotional and psychological problems; and
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(3) ptoblems in relations with the ex-spouse, in social telations and in parent-child rela-

tions" (Hetherington & Hagan, 1986, p. 109). Ptobably the most signifìcant problem for

fathers is the difficulty in maintaining a significant parental role with thei¡ children.

Wallerstein and Kelly (1982) found that four to five years after the divorce only 30% of

fathers still played a significant role in their children's lives. Osheron (1986) quot€s an

American national suwey that showed that only balf the fathers who were divorc¿d were

having contact with their children by the time they were in early adolescenca and only 20

percent of the child¡en in the survey saw there fathe¡ once a week o¡ mo¡e. The most

commonly cited reason fo¡ the difficulty in mainüaining visitation is the ongoing conflict

between the cr¡stodial and the non-custodial parent. Other ¡easons fo¡ the lack of contact

between divorced fathers and child are: that the guilt and depression of the fathe¡s after the

divorce may lead to avoidance behavio¡ in the fathers; incompetence in the parental role;

¡6¡ þying a home like o¡ child friendly living arrangement; remaniage; problems with

child support payments @ox, 1985; Hetherington & Hagan, 1986). Finally, Wallerstein and

Ketly (982) found tbat the pain of the visits themselves which wete often experienced by

the fathers as too short, emotiorìally intense and generally unsatisfying often inhibited the

fathers ftom having ftequent and consistent visitation. Fathers bave also been described as

having wresolved gief involving the loss of their children which becomes particularly

intense just after a visit (Schwebel et al, 1988).

Fathers in two-parent and single-parent families a¡e conshained in their involvement

with their children by various factots to varying degrees so it is understandable tbat non-

custodial fathe¡s will be even firthe¡ed hampered in their efforts to mai¡tain a meaningful

role in their child¡en's lives. Being a non-custodial parent is the¡efo¡e a challenge for

fathers and it should be noþd that a significant minority of fathers do manage to meet rhis

challenge even if, nagically, the majority don't.
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Single Fathers

As a consequence of the continually high divorce rate it has been estimated rh¡t one

quarter of all child¡en in the United Ståtes live in single parent families and that 1 I percent

of those families are single father families (Ilanson, 1988). Furthermore, Hanson (1988)

reports that the number of single-fathers increased by 125 percænt between 1970 and 1984

and predicts this hend will continue.

Studies of single fathers (for teview see Hanson, 1988) provide an impo¡tmt

opportunity for resea¡ch on fathe¡hood by showing us how fathers respond when they are

totally responsible for and highly involved with their children. The research does clearly

indicate rhât men are capable of being competent and nu¡turant parents to their children

(llanson, 1988; 1986).Some of the sEengths of single father families have been desc¡ibed

by Hamon (1986a). Harson (1986a) states tbat genetally single fathers do well as parents

but the fathers who were mote involved with thei¡ children from birth or who actively

sought custody ùend to do bette¡. Fathers tend to leam the necessary housekeeping skills

quickly and also leam how to better fulfìll the psychological and emotional needs of their

child¡en. Single fathers generally become more confident as time go€s on. Shong and

satisfying parent-child relatio¡ships are reported by both children and fathers.

Some of the problems of single fathe¡ families are also reported by Hanson (1986a).

Fathers often report that they are confr:sed by the sole versus joint-custody debate and

sometimes may have difiìculty deciding which is in the child¡en's best interest. Fathers

have reported having behavioral problems with children although less so rhan motle¡

custody homes. Fathers also may bave emotional-psychological problems arising ftom

divorce or loss (i.e. widower). Clung and Deinard (cited in Hanson, 1986a) note that the

three main problerns reported by fathe¡s were "reshicted chanc¿s to dåte, inability to pursue

special employment opportunities and a dea¡th of time and energy to spend with their

children" (p. 143). Half of the men in Chang aad Deinard's study also teported an increase
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in drinking and smoking as well as depression and loneliness. Fathers also generally

express some diffìculty in deal¡trg with sex education with adolesc¿nt daughters as well as

other conce¡ns such as clothing and appearance, Shess related to lack of proper daycate is

noted. Most importantly all fathers complain of role ovetload and of not having enough

time ûo spend with their child¡en. They also have ûo make special efforts to atüend to the

psychological and emotional needs of their child¡en and sometimes have to forc¿

theruelves to show physical affection towa¡ds thei¡ children. Many fathers report that

being affectionate is a new behavio¡ for them since becoming a single parent (Ilanson,

1986a, p. 144).

However, despite the difficulties i¡herent in being a single father the nurturant

quality of father-child ¡elationships is high. Hanson (1988) states that in he¡ studies she

found that "fathe¡s viewed thenselves as affectionate, nurturing pa¡entrs and children

perceived their fathers as being loving and concemed" Cr. 182). An interesting finding

reporied by Hanson (1988) '\A,âs that "children of single fathers rated their fatheß as moÌe

nurturing than child¡en from two-parent families rated either parent." (p. 182).

A few studie,s have also compared single father and single mother families. Ambert

(ciùed in Hanson, 1988) reported that custodial fathers reported better behavior than

custodial mothe¡s; tlut child¡en of custodial fathets verbalized their appreciation of the

fathers but children of custodial mothers rarely did and that single fathets reported more

satisfaction with thei¡ ¡ole tb¡n mothe¡s did. This w¡iter has speculated tbat these

diffe¡ences âre understandable in tlut fathers generally are used to being in the role of

disciplinarian. Children may be more motivâted to behave out of fear because they have no

othe¡ pârent to protect them. AIso the single father situation may s€€m mo¡e r¡nique and

may need defen,tíng by the children, that is, the children may need ûo 'stick up" fo¡ their

fathers mo¡e. These diffe¡ences should be unde¡sûood in the context of the economic and

gende¡ inequâlity between single fathers and mothe¡s. The point is not to demonshate that
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single fathers a¡e better than single mothers but ¡adher to show fhât men, who are usually

regarded as incompetent in child care, can be competent and involved parents when they

want to be.

Sanhock and Warshak (cited in Feldmsn, 1990) found no significant differencæs

between the cbildren in fathe¡ custody and mother custody homes. Howevet, Sanhock et

al. (cited in Feldman, 1990) found that boys did slightly better in father custody homes and

girls did slightly bette¡ in mother custody homes.

Stepfathers

Another consequence of the high divorce and temarriage raûe is an increase in the

number of men fi¡nctioning as stepfathers. The research on stepfathers has been described

by Sanhock et al. (1988) as inconsisient and somewhat inconclusive. The research hao been

conducted in tb¡ee sheâns: clinical, sociology and experimental-developmental.

Clinical reports seem to indicaûe that stepfathers and stepfamilies have a host of

problenrs. Stepfathers are described as having a number of problems common to their ¡ole.

Some of these a¡s¡ fseling pooily prepared for the task of integrating inüo a new family,

uncertainty about thei¡ role in the family especially in how to administer discipline, loyalty

conflicts, tersion over leaving childten ftom a ptevious marriage and confr¡sion about how

much affection is appropriate for their step-children especially step-daughters (Sanhock

et al., 1988; Pasley, 1985). It is unce¡tain how tepresentative this ctínical data is of the

general population of step-father families.

The experirnental-developmental studies have atüempûed to measu¡e the influence of

stepfathers on the development of step-children. Some of these studies have suggested the

presence of a stepfather in a previously father absent home may have a positive effect on

boys' cognitive and personality development but it is unknown what effect this might bave

on a girls' cognitive or personality developrrent (Sanhock et al., 1988). There have also
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been comparative studies between stepfather families and single-parent and two patent non-

divorced families. These studies found no significant differenc¿s between stepfather

families and other families. In all of the families variables other than family structute wete

rrore signifìcant (Sanhock et al., 1988).

However, Hetherington et al. (cited in Sanhock et al., 1988) conducted a study

which found tlnt stepfathers showed mo¡e vr¡lnerability in their fâmily relationships than

natu¡al fathers. Stepfathers were described by Hetherington et al. as either being

disengaged, inattentive and non-supportive of the mother o¡ as being active participants in

parenting especially with sûepsons. In the same study the stepfathers also were found to

have a positive influenc€ on their stepso¡s if the mother wâs supportive of it. The age of

the child was also found to be a sigrrificant variable in that positive relationships between

stepfather aad súep-children were more likely if the child¡en were r¡nde¡ 9 years old and less

likely if they were between 9 and 15 years old (SanEock et al., 1988).

In sum then it can be concluded that the sûepfather step-child telationships ate

problematic but it does seem to be more so for girls than boys and more so for older

children than younger. It also seems that the marital relationship and specifically support

from the mother for the stepfather's parenting role is also crucial. Stepfathers need ûo head

lightly and proceed slowly and carefrrlly while they inùegrate into the new family.

However, despiûe all the problems that seem to be associated with this complex family

shuctu¡e it do€s seem that stepfathers can positively conhibute to remarried family life.

Abusive Fathers

The most dysfunctional aspect of fathe¡hood involves child abuse. Fathets bave

been said ùo be responsible for about 50% of the physical and over 90% of the reported

cases of sexual abuse (Jason et al., q¡ted in p¿ldm¡n, 1990; Tyler 1986). It may be possible
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that fathers are responsible for more than balf the physical abuse when the typical low level

of father involvement in child c¿¡e is factored in.

Tyler (1986) states that she has found simila¡ities and diffe¡ences between

physically and sexually abusive fathers but contends that these differences need ùo be

further researched. After a ¡eview of the literahre, Tyler also stated rhat "social isolation,

poor marital adjusbnent, shess, lack of empathy, low self-esteem, role reversal and the

history of having been abused are important components of child abuse" by fathers (P.267).

It h¡s also been suggested by Tller (1986) that stePfathers are over tepresenúed in the

sexual abr¡se statistics and that stepfamilies may be at risk situations for children, especially

girls. However Pasley (1985) suggests that given current data it is not possible to say with

certainty that süepfamilies are high-¡isk environments for child abuse.

The¡e have also been attempts to link child-abuse with traditional gender-¡ole

socialization of males especially in the a¡ea of father-child relationships (Feldman, 1990).

Abusive fathers have been characterized as rigidly traditional and authoritarian men with

low self-esteem, low frusbation tolerance and poor impulse conbol (Iyler, 1986). Abusive

fathers also are described as being unable to empathize with thei¡ child¡en. Herman (1981)

posited a teason for fathe¡-child sexual abuse by relating it to the lack of involvement of

fathe¡s in nr¡rturant child care. This has also been confirmed by Parker and Patker (1986)

who found that abusive rnen are typically less involved with their child¡en than non abusive

men. These dysfiurctional a¡d abusive relationships really do represent the darker side of

the haditional father role in the pahiarchal fqmily skucture.

There has also been sorne attention paid to othe¡ forms of cbild malheatment in the

literatu¡e. Biller and Solomon (1986) contend that patemal deprivation which they define

as "a general term referring to various types of inadequacies in the child's experience with

his of he¡ father" @.2), is a major conhibuting facüo¡ in cbild abuse. Biller and Solomon

(1986) further contend that the most comrnon form of child malteatnent may be paùemal

neglect.
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Gay Fathers

Bozett (1988) suggests that most of the literatu¡e on gay fathers is limited becawe it

does not take into account the effects of AIDS on gay fathethood. Bozætt (1985) states that

the majority of gay fathers do not come out and infomr thei¡ famiÏes that they are gay.

They continue to live a duplicitous life caught between the shaight and gay worlds.

However Bozett (1988) doas state that a nr¡mbet of gay fathers do tire of not being

honest and do reve¡l their homosexuality to their wives and children. The lite¡atu¡e does

seem to suggest that this c¿n be a positive experience for both the gay father and his family

@ozett, 1988). The attitude of tle gay father toward his own sexuality and the experience

of "coming out" are said to be inpo¡tant determinants of a positive response ftom

significant others. Furthe¡mo¡e the literature suggests that neither the quality or quantity of

gay fathers' parenting is affected by their homosexuality. Bozett (1988) also states that the

father-child relationship tends to shengthen after the father discloses his homosexuality to

his children.

However, Bozett (1988) teports that while children seem to manage their father's

disclosu¡e within the family fairly well they often keep their father's homosexuality hidden

outside the family. Bozett (1988) also discusses some comparative studies. Scallen (cited

in Bozett, 1988) found when comparing non-gay and gay single custodial fathers that the

two did not differ in problem solving dimensions, providing recreation or in the

encouragement of thei¡ children's autonomy. Howevet, Scallen did find tbat gay fathers

put more emphasis on nurturing thei¡ child¡en and de-emphasized the economic provider

role ând we¡e more liberal overall in their parenting attitudes. Mller (cited in Bozet! 198E)

compa¡ed covert gay fatheß and gay fathe¡s who were less closetred and found that the

parenting of the covert fathers was of a lower quality due to the conflicts i¡herent in their

covertness.
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Gay fathers who divorce are reported to make special efforts to be a good father.

Also some gay fathers have experienced restricted access due to their homosexuality

@ozett, 1988). The research does clearly indicaúe that children's sexual identity is not

affected by their fathe¡'s homosexuålity (Bozett, 1988). 11is would appear to be consistent

with the findings ftom conelational studies which found that child¡en's sex-role

development is not corelated with their fathers gender identity but is associated with the

wannth and quality of the parent-child relationship (Lamb, 1981; 1986).

Grandfathers

Like fathers, grandfathe¡s have not been given much attention in the literahre

because of the previous assumption th¡t men have a minimal role in child-development and

ca¡e. Howeve¡, there has been some tesea¡ch on grandfathers (Russel, 1986a; Cath, 1982;

Cunningham-Burley,1987; Tinsley & Parke, 1988; Baranowiski, 1985) which h¡s evolved

as an off shoot of the resea¡ch on fathers.

Conhary to the myth of the close-lnit pre-indushial inter-generational family it hes

been suggested that extended grand-parenthood is a twentieth century phenomenon due to

vastþ increased longevity (Troll, as cited in Tinsley & Parke, 1988). There are more

g¡andfathers now (¡elatively) than thete ever have been although due to differences in

mortality there are more grandmothers tban grandfathers @aranowski, 1985). In addition,

presently about 75% of people over the age of 65 in the Unitei States are gandparents

@aranowski, 1985). The amount of contact.grandparents håve with their grandchildren

ranges between a lot (25%) to little o¡ none (5%) with the najority falling sornewhere in

between (Tinsley & Parke, 1988).

The e$lier family liûerature generally discusses grandparents and does not generally

distinguish bet'ween grandmothers and grandfathers but some of the scant liûerahre on

grandfathers bas attempted to determine the distinctiveness of the grandfather's role in the

family (Tinsley & Pa¡ke, 1988; Baranowski, 1985; Russel, 1986a).
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Some ¡esearch h¡s attempted to test Gutman's theory of later life role reversal (cited

in Tinsley & Patke, 1988) which states that women become more i¡strumental ove¡ the

lifespan while men become mo¡e affective and interpersonally oriented as they age. Some

studies have shown that grandfathers are more respotx¡ive io i¡fants and young children

than men of any other age except fathers of young children (Tinsley & Parke, 1988). \ryhile

there is some support for the idea of a more emotive and Durtu¡ant gandfather other

research suggests that this type of behavior in grandfathers may be limited to i¡fants a¡d

younger children (see Tinsley & Parke, 1988 for review). It has been tentatively concluded

however that grandfathe¡s' main role with grandchild¡en is not nurtu¡anc¿ and care but

more as companions, advisors and fìnancial providers (Tinsley & Parke, 1988; Baranowski,

1985). It has also been found that the bebavio¡al differences in parenting style between

mothe¡s and fathers also hold fo¡ grandmothers and grandfathers (Iirsley & Parke, 1988).

A nr¡mber of factors have been found to affect the influence that grandfathers have

(Tinsley & Parke, 1988). These facto¡s are sex of the grandchild, lineåge, age and

accessibility. Grandfathe¡s þnd to be more involved with grandsons while the same sex

relationship also applies to grandmothers. Grandchildren are more likely to be more

involved with matemal grandparents especially when they are young. The age of the

grandfather and grandchild are also both important conside¡ations. Older grandfathers'

types of interactions may be very different ftom younget grandfathers. AIso grandfathers

will interact differently with different age children. For example an older grandfather might

have more qualitatively different interaction.with an olde¡ grardchild while a yorurger

grandfather might have mo¡e and diffetent interaction with a younger grandchild. Finally,

accessibility is important if the grandfathe¡ is to have any influenc€. The most important

factor ùo consider with accessibility is the grandfather-parent relationship because the parent

is the person who mediates the ftequency and type of access the grandfathe¡ has (Tinsley &

Parke, 1988, p. 240-242)
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The literahue does suggest that grandfatherhood provides distinct and significant

conhibutions to family life and may also provide fathers the opportunity to makeup for the

nistakes or neglect of the past (Russel, 1986a).

f,'etherhood and Culture

There have been two volumes which have considered the impact of the various

aspects of culture on fathe¡hood (I-amb, 1987; Bozett & ÉIanson, 1990). Lamb views the

impact of culhre ftom a c¡oss-cultural or i¡ten:ational point of view while Bozett and

flens6¡ yle¡y cr¡lhue in a b¡oad perspective and define it as the multiple-facets that

influenc¿ fathers in contemporary society.

Cross-cultural analysis of fathers bave shown both consisüencies and differences

between countries. It does seem tlat the division of family labo¡ is influenced more by

gender than by culhue (Tipp-Reimer & Wilson, 1991; Steams, 1991; Lewis & O'Brien,

1987). Tripp-Riemer and Wilson (1991) assert that when engaging in c¡oss-cr¡ltu¡al

analysis that we must be carefr¡l not to make general¡zations based on specific examples and

also to guard agairut ethnocenhism. Although there does seem to be a consisûency in the

division of family labor across cultu¡es it does seem that specific fathering practices and

roles rnay differ. For example Sandquist (1987) found that American and Swedish fathers

had identical levels of family involvement but b¡d significant differences in how they

interacted with their infants and young children. Russel (1983) also found that his tesults of

the level of family work that Aushalian fathers engaged in held up to cross-cultu¡al

analysis.

Mirandé (1991) also provides some specific examples of how ethnicity relates ûo

fathe¡s in different culh¡res within one counùy. Mirandé asserts th¡t the white middle-class

Anglo American veßion of fatherhood is presented as the domimnt paradigm of fatherhood

against which all other fathers from minority-ethnic groups arejudged. Therefore, the
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evaluation of fathers from diffetent etbnic groups may be ethnocenhic and even racist.

Mi¡andé states that the stereotype of the absent and neglectftrl African-American fathers as

an example of ethnocentric bias. Mi¡andé states that carefi¡l ¡nalysis of African-American

fathe¡s as a whole demonshates that they are involved and significant contributors to

African-American family life. Mi¡andé haces this negative stereotype of the African-

American fathe¡ to the over empha"is in American sociology on studying the poor wban

ghetto families.

There is also some consideration in the liúerahue of the i¡fluenc¿ of culh¡¡e in the

b¡oader sense of fatherhood. Influential factors such as social class @rickson & Gecas,

1991), religion (Marciano, 1991), rural venus uban influenccs, @eFrain et al., 1991)

unemployment and poverty (Aisha & Mcloyd, 1988) and family culture (Seward, 1991;

Jurich et al., 1991) are considered. Fo¡ further discussion of these factors see Bozett and

Hanson (1991). It is beyond the scope of this review to ãiscuss all these factors in detail

other than to say that the research on fatherhood and culh¡re affirms the conception of

fatherhood as a highly diverse and complex phenomenon.

6. Treatment Considerations

Underlying the most recent heatnent approaches with men in families has been a

feminist analysis of society and the family. Feminist writing on the family ftom Betty

Friedan onward has demonshated how the family is a comerstone of pakiarcþ and how it

serves to perpetuate the dominart ¡ole of men and the subordinate role of women (Goodrich

et al., 1988). Plerk (1985) has explicitly stated that to a ce¡tain extent feminism is a "theory

of family inequality" and has gone on to identify the three main themes of the feminist

critique of the family which are violence against women, sexual domination and domestic

exploitation þ. 16). However, as Fanell (1986) points out feminism has largely elucidated
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the female experience of male power while largely ignoring the actual subjective experience

of males (which may actually be a sense of powerlessness for some men).

P¡e-feminist social science has been described as being androcenkic and gender

blind and in response to this feminist foms of family therapy have evolved (Goodrich et al.'

1988). Recently there has been some criticism of feminist family therapy' lvfargaret

O'Brien (1990) has pointed out that "until recentþ gende¡ sensitive therapy has þ5¡

woman centeted" and states thst a "second wave" of gender sensitive therapy is now

identifiable (p. 195). O'Brien (1990) cites læmer in atguing for a systems petspective on

the family that "d66s ¡ef minimize o¡ obscure the ¡ole of fathets, the complexity of

interlocking telationships and the impact of cultu¡e and women's subo¡dinate status" þ'

195-196). An understanding and elucid¿tion of men's subjective experience as gendeted

beings seems essential to the heahnent of fathers.

A eenhal premise in the teatnent lite¡ature for men is that haditional gender

soeialization creates certain maladaptive attitudes and behaviors in men. Some of the

maladaptive characteristic associated with the haditional view of masculinity are:

overemphasis on rational thinking, conbol and power, relationship problems, restricted

emotionality, shess and health problems, violent and abusive behavior, social a¡d human

isolation, inadequate fathering and addictions (Allen & Gordon, 1990; Pasick et al', 1990;

Silverberg, 1986; Comeau, 1991).

Feldman (1982) has cited empirical findings to support his conclusions 
.tr¡t 

"sex-

role conditioning exerts a variety of dysfrrnctional influenc¿s on marital and family

relationships; and that male and fe¡nale sex toles inte¡act in a mutually reinforcing way that

inhibits the psychological development of each fanily member" (p' 375). Feldman (1982)

speciñcally a.sserts th¡t sex-role conditioning exerts a negative influenc€ on both ma¡ital

and parent child interactio¡s. The dysfunctional characúeristics of husbands-fathers which

a¡e associated with male gender norms are very similar fo¡ men in both their family roles.
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In the marital dyad men a¡e seen as having difÊcultias with marital intimacy and problem

selying which result from deficiencies in emotional expressiveness and empathy as well as

having difiìeulties in being open ûo receiving emotional, physical or ñnancial support and

diffìculties in sbaring power or conhol on a equal basis. Men in the fathe¡ role are

described by Feldman (1982) as having an underdevelopment of expressiveness and

nurturing behaviors and of over emphasizing authoritarianism aad rigidity. Feldman (1982)

asserts that on average 'children experienc€ their fathers as colder, less understanding and

less nurh¡¡ant than they do their mothers." þ. 366).

The fraditional role of the father has been cha¡acterized by an emphasis on economic

provision and a low level of involvement in child care (Lamb, 1986). Feldman (1990) bas

devised a general beafrnent apptoach for fathers based upon his eatlier assumption (1982)

that the haditionally uninvolved and non-nurturant fathering role is dysñ¡nctional. Feldman

(1990) cites Biller's moÌe rec€nt conc€ptualization of Patemal dePrivation in support of his

thesis of the dysfunctional nahue of traditional fathering. Feldman (1990) then further

concludes that if r¡ninvolved and non-nu¡tu¡ant fathering is dysñmctional then involved and

nurh¡rant fathering must be beneficial for child¡en. Feldman cites the generally positive

results of the studies of highly involved fathe¡s by Radin, Sagi, Pruett and Russel in support

of his argument for incteased father involvement.

Feldman (1990) further posits the existenc€ of both inhapsychic and inûerpersonal

ba¡¡ie¡s to nurturant fatåering and suggests that the removal of these ba¡riers will le¡d to

more nurtu¡ant fathering. The inhapsychic barriers sûem from haditional gender-tole

socialization a¡d involve beliefs about child-cere as a feminine activity, feelings of

incompetence and men's experience of uninvolved fathe¡s in their famiües of origin. The

m¡in i¡þ¡percsnâl ba¡rie¡s cited by Fel.lm¡n (1990) are lack of support ftom their wives

and employerc. Feldman (1990), in sum, is generally âss€rting more involved and nurh¡ant

fathering as a desirable heatnrent goal,
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A number of authors have described the haditional father as being inadequate based

mainly upon rebospective reports of adult men in men's groups (Oshe¡on, 1986; Comeau,

1991;Lee,1991; Farmer, 1991; Bly, 1990; Baraff, 1991; Silverberg, 1986). The main

focus in this mostly popular literature is the inadequate and even toxic nahre of the

"haditional" father-son relationship. The men in these groups are typically described as

yeaming for a closeness o¡ intimacy with their fathers that they never h¡d. The fathers of

these men are typically described as ûtting the traditional male stereotype of being

uninvolved and emotionally distant. Samuel Oshe¡on (1986) is perhaps the most

representative of these varying points of view on the theme of fathe¡ absenc¿. Osheron

states that:

...the psychological or physical absence of fathers from thei¡ families is one of the
great underestimated hagedies of ou¡ time. I believe the¡e is considerable loss
hidden within men, having to do with their fathers þ. 4).

This inadequate father-son relationship is seen as endemic by Comeau (1991) and is

generally described as being a common and significant Eeaünent issue fot ¡nen (Gordon,

1990) and is targeted as the toot cause of many of men's mental health problems including

addictions, depression, telatiorship problems and their own inadequate fathering (Comeau,

1991; Osheron, 1986).

Oshe¡on (1986) hâs capsulized the psychological result of the i¡ådequåte fathe¡-son

relationship with his concept of the 'wounded fathe¡" Oshe¡on describes the wounded

fathe¡ as:

...the intemal sense of masculinity tlot -"r, ""r.y 
a¡or¡nd within them. It is an inner

image of father that we experience as judgmental and angry or, depending on our
relationship with father as needy and vulnerable. $/[6¡ ¿ man says he can't love his
child¡en becar¡se he wasn't loved well enough it is the wor¡nded fathe¡ he is
stsuggling with @.22).
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Osheron (1986) fruther asserts that men need to "heal the wounded father" and

detoxify the intemal image of the father so that "it is no longer dominated by the

resenhnent, sorrow, and sense of loss or absence that reskict our own identities as men" þ.

177). The concept aad process of grief is central to the healing process and this involves

grieving the loss which h¡s ¡esulted ftom the father absence (Osheron, 1986). Bly (1990)

has ñ¡¡the¡ stated tlat gdef is tle doorway to feeling fo¡ men.

There a¡e a number of theoretical and methodological difficulties with this popular

literatu¡e on the father-son relationship. Most of the conûent is based upon retrospective

accor¡nts and therefo¡e its reliability is questionable. The authors invariably rnake

generalizations about the father-son relatiorship based upon these clinical samples and it is

uncertain how tepresentative these accounts ale,

There are also theo¡etical difficulties with both Comeau's and Osheron's

concephralizations of masculinity and the role of the fathet-son telationship in creating this

masculine identity. It seems that Comeau and Bly are saying that men a¡e at a loss because

their fathers did not provide them with adequate masculine sex-role models which implies

that somehow the¡e is a di¡ect Eansmission of masculine identity between father and son.

l¡mb (1981; 1986) has pointed out thåt conelational studies have demonshated that their is

no relationship between fathers' and sons' masculinity and that father absence studies have

not demorstrated that father presence is necessary for normal male child development.

Joseph Pleck (l98la) points out in The Mvth of Masculinitv thet the male sex-¡ole

identity (MSRI) paradigm is the theoretical underpiruring for the father absenc¿ studies.

The MSRI paradigm assumes that it is necessary for healthy human development for males

to acqufue a mÂsculine identity and that this masculi¡e identity is acquired ftom the father.

It also assumes that masculine identity haits are somehow immutable and absolute a¡d not

socially corskucted. Masculinity is an inùemal statc of being according to the MSRI

paradigm. Pleck (1981a) finds alnost no empirical support for the MSRI paradigm. The
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MSRI patadigm is a resr¡lt of an adrocenhic and gende¡ blind social science and, according

to Pleck (1981a), it is generally not explicitly asserted by its supporters. This may be the

case with some of the new popular father absence litsratu¡e.

Other factors in addition to traditional role socialization and the father-son

relationship also should also be neahnent consideratiors. The rese¿rch on the determinants

of father involvement in child care provides clinically relevant information (I¡mb, 1986;

Ple¿k, Lamb & lævine, 1986; Bamett & Baruch, 1988). l^amb (1986) outlines fou¡ factots

which affect paùemal involvement; motivation, skills and self confidence, support and

institutional practices. Whether or not a fathet is motivated to be more involved needs to be

considered. I-âmb (1986) cites Quinn and Staines who found in their survey that about half

of the fathers in the United States do not want to spend more time with their children while

half do. It has also been for¡nd that because of many men's lack of experience in child care

they lack necessary shlls to heþ them feel confìdent in the role of categiver. Therefote the

acquisition of child care skills can help increase patemal confidence and involvement.

Perhaps the most important factors to influence patemal involvement is social support

especially suppo¡t ftom within the family ftom the mother. Pleck (1985) reports that from

60% to 80% of women may not want their husbands to be more involved. It may be tlnt

wives perceive their husbands as incompetent or s€e their husbands involvernent as creating

more work than it saves. Bamett and Baruch (1988) also found thât in two eamer farnilies

the mother's attitude toward the male role was a mqjor predictor of patemal involvement

while the father's was not. The last facto¡ which affects patemal involvement is

institutional practices such as laws, govemment policies and worþlace practicas. All of

these facùors Bre nec€ssary co¡side¡ations when attempting to facilitâte increås€d patemal

involvement.

It should be shessed that inc¡essed patemal involvement should not be considered to

be ruriversally beneficial. Whethe¡ or not incre¿sed father involvement will be beneficial
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for mothers, fathers and children depends on the context of the farnily system and other

va¡iables. How family members view father's incteased involvement is crucial (amb,

1986; Lamb et al., 1986a; Lamb et al', 1986b; Bamett & Baruch' 1988). The corollary ûo

this is that low patemal involvement should not necessarily be viewed as negative (,amb,

1986).

Another important conside¡ation is that most men resist seeking help because they

rray view psychotherapy as the antithesis of m¡ssulini¡y' Pasicþ Cordon and Meth (1990)

state the dilemma of males in thetapy very succinctly:

To enter therapy a man must violate several tenets of the c¡edo of "manhood". A
"real man" is supposed to be self-reliant, invulnerable and in conhol whereas theta-

py tequires the male client to admit he needs help and to sacrifice some autonomy to

the therapist. Because "real men" prefer rational, active solutions, thetapy is viewed

as a lot of emotional tålk with tittle action. Further, the male preoccupation with
l*nowing the rules and keeping sco¡e is seldom satisfìed in therapy, which rarely

provides such unambiguous data þ. 152).

For this reason the beginning stages of therapy and effective joining are crucial

(Allen and Gordon, 1990). Allen and Gordon (1990) go on to suggest that male

conditioning be taken as a given and that a more i¡strumental approach to therapy be taken,

especially initially.

Men a¡e often reluctant to engage in therapy and more often than not are involuntary

clients (Allen aad Gordon, 1990). Allen and Gordon (1990) also note the fou¡ most

common extemal pressures that bring men to therapy: spouse initiated refenal for marital

therapy; ¡efenal due to child behavior problems; work-related o¡ court-mandated he¿tment.

It has also been noted that men are more comfortable entering therapy on behalf of their

child¡en than for any other reason (Allen & Go¡don, 1990)'

An example of the father's role in therapy is provided by Gumran and Kniskem

(1g81) who assert that father involvement in family therapy is shongly associated with

improvement in the family. Heubeck et al' (1986) question Gurman's and Kniskem's
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global assertion and present a modified hypothesis which still maintai¡s that fathe¡

involvement is important but make some attempts to link positive outeomes with specific

types of father involvement, family types and ptoblems. Heubeck et al. (1986) assert, for

example that "positive outcomes have been associated with the degree to which fathers take

iesponsibility fo¡ the causes as well as the solutions of family problems" þ. 214)' Heubeck

et al. (1986) fu¡ther assert that father involvement in family therapy is not universally

beneficial but that positive changes can occu¡ in fathet-child relationships and mothers may

also be relieved of the shain of having sole responsibility for cbild problems as a result of

family therapy @.214). Heubeck et al. also suggest that gender sensitivity should be

extended to fathers and that therapists taking a feminist perspective 'should avoid the

tendency to stereotype fathers and family relationships" (p. 216). Goodrich et al. (1988) in

Feminist Familv Therapv also echo these sentiments by stating that while taking into

accormt the power differentials between men and women it is important for therapists not to

engage in blaming the father or ¡escuing the mother and child¡en and that political

correctness is no excuse fo¡ bad therapy. (p. 21).

Ments Groups

Men's support groups have become increasingly more common in the last few

years. All-male therapy groups have also been utilized to deal with issues related to m¡le

gender socialization (Silvetberg, 1986; Corneau, 1991;I*æ,,1991; Mclæod and Pemberton,

1991; Baraff, 1991). However, thete is very little liûerahue on groups for fathers. One

example of a parenting skills course for chilà-re¿ring fathers was founcl in Iævant (1988).

Levant (1988) bas noted that until very recentþ parent education fo¡ fathe¡s has been a

totally neglected are¿. Levant also notes that the overwhelming majority of parent

education literahue is gender blind and reinfo¡cæs ste¡eotyped gender roles in regards to

child care. However, Levant (1988) does discuss a fatherhood cou¡se he developed which
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was offered to fathe¡s who wanted to improve there relationship with their child¡en. The

cou¡se used a skills haining format and taught fathers communication skills, particularly

learning to listen and respond to their children's feelings and to express their own feelings

in a conshuctive rn¡ì¡lne¡. In addition, the cor¡rse offe¡ed didactic instruction in child

development and child management.

Carolyn Pape Cowan (1988) also provides an example of group heafrnent with men

becoming fathers. Cowan (1988) conducted an evaluative study of six couples groups with

follow-up at 6, 18, and 42 months after the bifh of the child' The tationale for the couples

group intervention was based upon ¡ese¡rch that indicat€d that the birth of a child is

associated with crisis and longer term mârital dissåtisfaction for both husbanals and wives.

Cowan's (1988) long term resr¡lts indicated the group participants and the parents in the

comparison sample in the five areas that included sense of self partners' role arrangements,

communication, ma¡ital satisfaction and marital sùability. Cowan (1988) forurd tlrat the

fathers in the couples groups had better self-esteem, less symptoms of depression, less

ma¡ital conflict and less parenting shess when the child¡en we¡e toddlers than the fathers in

the non-intervention samples. Cowan (1988) concluded that the intervention was effective

in helping both fathers and mothers make the difficult transition to parenthood.

Andrew Schwebel et al. (1988) provide a good example of clinical wo¡k with

divorc¿d and widowed fathe¡s which is gender sensitive. In their teatnent designs

schwebel et al. (1988) atüempt to facilitate the development of characteristics associated

with "emergent fatherhood" such as nu¡tu¡anc¿, competent cffetaking and active and firlly

resporsible involvement (Lamb, 1986). Schwebel et al. (1988) target barriers to emeÌgent

fathering such as the lack of parenting skills and the limit'ed interpersonal and expressive

behavio¡s which de¡ive ftom ¡esþictive gender-role socializ¡tion and institutional pressues.

Schwebel et al. also utilize 'The Adjusting Family Model" which follows the family

thLrough 4 stages during divo¡c¿ or widowhood' In stage one the family is inùact and no
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intervention is necÆssâry. In stage two the family is deteriorating and individual, couples

therapy or family mediation is indicated. In stage three the family is in hansition because

of divo¡c¿ or death and the father requires assistance in adjusting to his new parental role

and eithe¡ mediation (with extended family) is indicated or ¡xycho-educational group

interventions.

Schwebel et al. (1988) provide four other examples of psycho-educational

interventio¡s. Keshet and Rosenthsl (1978) focused on teaching single fathers basic

interpersonal skills necessary for effective parenting. ùhne¡ et al' (1976) ran seminars on

parenting skills for fathers. Teddler et al. (1981) ran a group for custodial divo¡ced fathers

dealing with issues such as the effects of divorce, dating, remarriage and homemaking.

Wanen and Ama¡a (1984) also focused on teaching specific skills to post-divorce fathers.

Schwebel et al. (1988) also describes in detail their own psycho-educational goup

which involved eight sessions. Topics such as identification of feelings, active listening,

communication skills, behavior management principles and problem solving procedures

were deslt with (p. 314-315).

7. Conclusion

In conclusion it should again be emphasized that fatherhood is a b¡oad, diverse and

complex phenomenon which is affected by a number of variables and these should be

co¡sidered as much as possible when planning heaünent. An r¡nde¡standing of the

conshai¡ts on fathe¡ involvement in the family is impodant in clinical planning, but tlese

social and psychological variables do not completely explain why men's family

involvement is lowe¡ than women's @lecþ Lamb and Levice, 1986). Pleck et al' (1986)

Bo otr to say:
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The cenEal issue is whethe¡ men themselves, rather than social-structwal and

socialization facto¡s, are tesponsible fo¡ men's low family participation The most
judicious response is that both are true to some degree @. 12-13).

Men simply may not want to change. Why should a goup in a superior position

voluntarily give up its privileges (Goode, 1989)? It may be thst men will only change out

of necessity. women's ¡esistance to patriarcþ has created tlnt necessity and if men want

to continue to gain some kind of benefit ftom involvement in the family they wiJl have to

change.
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PART II
INTERVENTION
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PART II
INTERVENTION

1. InitialPreparation

The facilitators of this group, who both had worked with child¡en and families fot a

number of years noticed that parenting programs had primarily involved women. A

decision was made to try to set up a parenting gtoup for fathers' Levant (1988) in his

review of parenting programs also made the same observation'

The facilitators met weekly for three months to brainstorm and to get to know each

other. They talked about the structure and content of the group. They also discussed thei¡

own personal experiences as fathets and as sons.

After three montbs they had a general design of a group and had decided they could

work together. The next step involved printing up a handbill for the group and mailing

them out to all the relevant family oriented agencies in the city. The handbill was designed

to provide an initial step in the screening process (see appendix A). While they were

waiting for the referrals to comg in they secured a space to conduct the group in at a

community health clinic with a feminist orientation'

The majority of the referals wete ftom ptofessionals in the community. The

facilitato¡s also received some self refenals. They did initial screening with the refenal

sowces by asking questions to disc¿m if the father in question was interested in improving

his relatiorship with his child¡en. The professionals we¡e informed about the program and

were included in the decision making proc€.ss and then we¡e asked to get the clients !o make

contact. The facilitators wanted to ensu¡e that the clients were volunt¿¡y and motivated'

After speaking to the ¡eferral sou¡cæs and the clients, fathers were selected who

would attend individual in person intake-screening int'erviews. During the intake session

the clients were scle€ned for motivation, interest and suitability for group therapy. Lamb
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(1986) describes motivation as one of the four key determi¡rants of father involvement in

child-cate. The inclusion a¡d exclusion criteria cited by Yalom (1985) were also given

consideration. The fathe¡s we¡e also encouraged to set their personal goals for the group

during the interview. See appendix B for copy of intake fonn.

2. Program Description

The program was designed as a psycho-educational group for fathers of any age

who were curently active in that tole (i.e. baving contact with their children). The

intention was to conduct a heûerogeneor¡¡¡ gtoup including fathers at any stage of the life

cycle. Non-custodial divo¡ced fathets, step-fathers, grandfathers, single-fathers, new

fathers and fathe¡s ftom two parent families were all included.

The group was to have an optimal numbe¡ of ùen members and continued to be open

to new membe¡s for the fi¡st fou¡ sessions and then to ¡emain closed for the ¡emainder of

the goup. It was intended that the group would run fo¡ two and a half hor¡¡s weekly for

twelve weeks. It should be noted that a decision was made to conduct one longer group

rather than two shorter ones as it håd be€n suggested that groups of longer duration are

indicated for men becar¡se of thei¡ ave¡sion to self-disclosu¡e which results in men taking

longer to wann up to each other (Silverberg, 1986; Osheron, 1986; Mclæod & Pemberton,

1991; Comeau, 1991).

The group was held at Klinic, a community health cenhe with a feminist orientation

in Wiruripeg, Ca¡ada. Klinic's only involvement in the group was by way of providing the

meeting space. The co-facilitators of the group functioned as an independent team.

Referrals we¡e rec¿ived ftom va¡ious agencies. Self referrals were also accepted. The

facilitators expected the clients to be motivated to become mo¡e involved fathe¡s and

especially inùerested in improving their relationships with their child¡en. Exchuion crite¡ia
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included: men in severe crisis, substancæ abuse¡s and men who were exhibiting physical or

sexual abr¡sive behavior. It was felt that all of these factors would seriously impede the

ñrnctioning of the $oup.

The group was co-facilitaûed by this write¡ and another man who had been involved

in the men's movement for seve¡al years, was a stepfathe¡ and wo¡ked in the child welfare

field. At the time of the group this writer was married, had two child¡en and was employed

in the child-welfare field as a social wo¡ket. This wliter had also wo¡ked for a number of

years as a child and youth care worker. It was intended that both goup leaders would co-

facilitate the group as a team and would have equal responsibility for all aspects of the

group. Both team members we¡e involved in meeting twice weekly for the duration of the

group to plan each session and to evaluate and deb¡ief each session. Mutual expectations

were clearly expressed and the other facilitator accepted the primacy of the M.S.W.

practicum requirements as a given,

Supervision for the co-facilitato¡s was ptovided by Ron Thorne-Finch who at the

time of the group was a clinical social worker at the community health cenhe where the

group was being held. This supervision happened, on average, bi-weekly and involved

discussions focusing on group dynamics, the relationship between the co-facilitators and

special problem a¡eas related to the content and process of the group. On the altemate

weeks ftom the team supervision this wriùet recêived individual clinical supervision ftom

Dr. Joe Kuypers, who is a professor ftom the faculty of social work at the University of

Manitoba. This supewision involved issues related to the ptacticum and clinical issues

related to the group.

The initial design of the program involved three main a¡eas of focus. The fi¡st area

of focus involved helping the men get a clearer understanding of their own identities as

fathers by exploring how they were parented and relating that to how they ñrnctioned as

fathers. Pa¡ticular attention was given to the fathe¡-son relatiorship in the family of origin.
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Bamett and Ba¡uch (1988) found that there was a relationship between how men were

parented and how involved they were with their child¡en. Fathe¡s a¡e said to either imitate

their own fathe¡'s pattems of interaction ot compensaþ fo¡ them. The significance of the

fathe¡-son relationship to the identities of fathers has also been disct¡ssed in the literature

@el lm^n, 1990; Osheron, 1986; Comeau, 1991).

The second intended area of focus in the group was to be in the are¿ of emotional

awa¡eness and expression. Feldman(1982; 1990) has described fathers' ¡eshictive

emotionality as one of their main areas of dysfunction. Men in genetal are described as

having difficulty in identifying and expressing emotions in the literature (see ptevious

section). A few reæent programs for fathers have included emotional issues fo¡ fathe¡s in

their de,signs (l,evant, 1988; Schwebel et.al., 1988)'

The last general area of focus was to be on parenting skills in general and

commu¡ication skills in particular. l,amb (1986) has stated that men due to thei¡ haditional

lack of experience in child care need to improve their skill level. It has be€n found that

fathers who increase their skill level have a concomitant rise in conJìdence and

involvement.

It was also our intention in the group to explore othet issues related to gender - role

socialization such as anger-violence and conhol-authority issues. Howevet, it was also our

inûention to model egalitarian relationships in the group by not having a hierarchical group

struchre and by attempting to engage the members in designing and planning the group to

suit thei¡ own needs

3. Group Description (see Table I)

The group was comprised of nine fathers mnging in age ftom 28 to 50 years. Two

of the men were around 50 years of age and the majority of the rest were in thei¡ thirties

with the average age being 34. All of the men were Canadians although one had been an
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immigant. Seven of the men we¡e caucasian while one was non-status Aboriginal and one

was of Afto-Caribbe¿n descent. Seven of the fathers¡ were employed at the beginning of the

group and all were employed at the end. The fathers could be generally characterized as

middle or working class. An interesting feature of the employment stahrs of the group

membeß was that six of the nine were in rnanagement or supervisory positions. Two of the

men could be characte¡ized as low-skilled blue-colla¡ workers and one was a high-skilled

blue-colla¡ worker. In addition, two of the fathers were office¡s i¡ the a¡med forces.

The average numbet of child¡en fo¡ the fathets was 2.8. Fou¡ of the fathers had 2

children while 3 fathe¡s had 4 child¡en a¡d one had 3 child¡en' In addition, one father bad 2

children ftom a ptevious marriage and one father was expecting his first child. One of the

othe¡ fathels wife gave birth during the group. Two of the fathers had step-children. The

majority of the fathers had school-age children (5-12 years). Four of the men had

adolesc¿nt child¡en.

The most common te¿son sûated by the fathers for taking the group was to improve

their relationshi¡x with ttrei¡ child¡en. Othet ¡easons included improved parenting skill,

anger rna¡agement, family of origin issues and self awareness.

4. Client Descriptions

tr'ather R

R was approximately fiffy years old, married and employed as a manager. He had

tluee teenage daughters and one had been seVerely developmentally delayed since birth.

Recently R had experienced serious conflict ovet his youngest non-handicapped daughter

which had led the family to counseling.

R desc¡ibed his main goal for the group as improving his family relationships.
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Father S

S was also around fifty years old, married and was employed as a factory worker. S

had emigated to Cenada as a yor¡ng man. He had two te€nÂge sons and two school age

daughters. S had been physically abusive with his wife in the past and more recentþ with

one of his sons.

S said tlnt he wanted to talk to othe¡ fathers to see how they handled rhings'

especially teenagers. He also said he wanted to leam how to deal with anger.

tr'ather T

T was thi¡ty-seven yeårs¡ old ma¡ried and employed as a manager. T had four

chil&en. The oldest was an adolescent and the others were school age. T exptessed a

general interest in improving his parenting abilities. T also expressed concems about his

relationship with his oldest son and his wife.

Father U

U was fofy years old and employed as a nra¡Âger. U had tecently changed jobs and

was in the process of marital separation. U had two children and expressed a desi¡e to

prepare himself to have a better relationship with his chilclren.

Fether V
V was tbirty two years old and a fairly high ranking offìcer in the military for his

age, V had recentþ been hansfened to Winnipeg and bad recovered from a case of clinical

depression in the ptevious year. He athibuted this depression ûo 'bum out" and having

risen too far, too fast, in his profession. V had one school age child and one pre-schooler.

He recentþ bad been experiencing behavior control problems with his olde¡ cbild.

V expressed an interest in expanding his awa¡eness and ia self exploration.
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f,'ather IV

$y' was fwenty-eight years old, worked with compuùers and lived common law with

a wornan approximately ten years older tban him. W was a fi¡st time expectant father. His

partner bad conceived as a tesult of in-viho fertilizåtion (IVF). This pregnancy occurred

after several years of tying. W was very detennined to be a good father and expressed a

desire not to be a 'haditional" fathe¡ a¡d described himself as a ferninist. He wanted to

leam ftom the experiences of other fathers.

W also spoke about the fact that his parhrer bad a history of abuse and that she was

receiving courseling for it. He stated that the abr¡se issues sometimes created difficulties in

their relationship. W also thought that he may bave been abused when he was a child

because he saw a sc¿ne in a movie of a sexual assault on a boy that gave him very bad

feelings. He stated that he hacln't had any specific memories but had decided to see the

same counselor as his partner to explore the possibility of childhood abuse.

Father X
X was thi¡ty-four yeats old, an unemployed seasonal laborer and bad been separated

ftom his wife for eight months., X was also a recovering multiple-substance abuser who had

been clean fo¡ about â yea¡. X stated that his problenrs with his marriage began when he

stopped using. He described a family history of substance abuse. X and his wife wete

receiving couple counseling with the goal of being reuniied.

X had an adolescent stepson and a preschool-age biological son. X expressed a

desire to improve his relationship with his stepson and generally wanted to be a good role

model because he was awa¡e that he had been a bad role model in the past. He stated that

his stepson was into substanc¿ abuse. X wanted to find out how other fathe¡s dealt with

issues.

X was a regular attendee at alcoholics anonymous.
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Father Y
Y was 34 years of age, unemployed and separated ftom his wife. Y described

hirrself as a prospective single-fathe¡. His wife had custody of their two children (ages 10

and 6 years old) but he was anticipating getting crstody of his 6 year old son fot various

feasons.

Y a¡lmitted to having been physically abusive towards his wife in the past a¡d bad

taken an ange¡ management course three years pervious to our gloup'

Y staæd that he want€d ùo leam how to be a better father and to feel better about

himself as a father. He wanted to leam how to be more intimate with his son in a way that

would make the child feel good about himself' Y also said that he wanted to leam mo¡e

about how he was parented.

F'ather Z
Z was thi¡ty-for¡r years old, and an offìcer in the military. Z was ¡ema¡ried and had

three súepchildren. His wife was pregnant. Z also had two children ftom his previous

marriage who lived in another city.

Z described himself as an adult child of an alcoholic. He stated tlat both his parents

were alcoholics and that he was a ¡ecovering alcoholic. He had been sobe¡ for a nwnbet of

yeåls.

Z's main intetest in the group was in leaming how to deal with things on an

emotional level. He also wanted to improve his parenting skills and irnprove his

relationship with his present wife. He wantdd so¡ne help in facing the realities of his own

childhood.
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Session 1

All but one of the fathers wete present for the first session. It was later discovered

thât V was absent because he had had a ñght with his wife' This facilitator phoned V's

home and spoke to his wife and could tell by her tone that they had probably had a fight.

She said that she didn't think he was coming to the goup but she was ve¡y conc€med about

whether he would still be allowed ø attend the group. She was assured he would be.

One of the othe¡ membets, X, took me aside at the beginning of the goup to Ûell me

he had to leave ea¡ly due to a previously scheduled appoinhnent to conduct step 5 ofhis 12

süep prog¡am. However X did stay for most of the group and at the time it seemed that he

was genuine and would reh¡m the following week.

We began the session by sitting around some long tables, conference style as it

was assumed this would provide a safer feeling initially and would also give the group a

mo¡e instrumental (task-oriented) feel to it. This task oriented approach was taken by

Levant (1988) in his fathets' group. It has also been suggested by othet authors that men

prefer irshumental approaches in therapy and that this shor¡ld be accommodated, especially

initially (Allen & Gordon, 1990; Pasick et al., 1990; Silverbetg, 1986)'

Initially each goup member was asked to inhoduce himself and to tell the group

something about why they had come to the group. They were also asked not to identify

themselves by their occupations. Men often identify themselves by occupation Ûo establish

their position in the male group hierarcþ and also once we know a petson's occupation we

begin to steteotype them. This was an attempt ùo create an egalitarian gouP.

11t"t" *¡s s feeling of apptehension and first day jitters in the group. As each father

inhoduc¿d himself the recurring theme of a deep concem for their children and a desi¡e to

be better fathers c¡uld be he¿rd. Many of these men had come Ûo the group as a result of
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family problems. A few of the men were the¡e because selious coDflicts with adolescent

children bad caused them to reevaluaùe their effectiveness as fathe¡s. One of the men was

an expectant fathe¡ fo¡ the fi¡st time and was detemrined to break out of the traditional

father mold and be the best father he could be. Anothe¡ father stated th¿t he wanted to leam

to deal with emotions bette¡ because he tended to be overly logical in his approach to his

relationships.

After the inhoductions were over the facilitators covered the orientation to the group

and the facility. The participants were o¡iented to the space and told the n¡les of the

building. The basic rules of the group were also coveted and a brief talk on the necessity of

confidentiality was given. The group members were generally asked to be respectñrl of the

space, other ¡reople in the building and each other. The feminist orientation of Klinic was

explained to the members and they wete also asked to be very respec6ll of this fact'

After the o¡ientation, this facilitaûor gave an inhoduction to the group, again

outlining the three general topic aress but also emphasizing that the group could be

designed to suit the neæds of the participants. All the members were invited to take

resporuibility for the group and to take special responsibility for getting thei¡ own needs

met in the group. They were invited to take risks and to "go for it" and were ¡eminded of

the old cliché that they would get out of it whÂt they put into it.

Other group business was also conducted in the fìrst session. Two Ple-test measures

were also administered @.4.M. general scale and F.A.M. self-rating scale). Esch rrember

was also asked ûo sign a program rele¡se foqn reminding each member that the group was a

student practicum and was not associated with any agency. The fact tlat the group was a

student practicum had been explained to the men ftom the very first contact' The

requirements of the practicum were explained to the men including the necessity of writing

a practicum repod (see appendix D).
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During the break it was interesting to note there was a lively discussion on custody

issues and some of the men wete expressing tbat they felt they were not heated fairly by the

legal system in this regard. It was also noted that during this discussion that W, the young

self-avowed feminist, was rather quiet and tense looking. There was some difficulty getting

this discussion to end becar¡se it was so lively. However, thete seemed to be a chemisfiry

building in the group already.

The facilitato¡s then inhoduced the filst exercise. The exe¡cise involved asking the

questions: Wlut kind of father do I feel I am and what kind of father do I want to be? The

men were asked to pick a partner and to tell each other the answer to these questions and

then to come back to the goup and inhoduc¿ their parftrer by telling the group his answe¡'

Dwing the exercise sorne of the men were writing down their partnen a¡rswers.

There seemed to be some nervousness and performance anxiety around this exercise along

with the need to do the exercise conectly.

The men were then convened back to the whole group to inhoduce thei¡ paÉners.

Each man was descried by his partner as being a good father. It is interesting to note tlnt all

of the men included being a good economic provider in their definition of a good father.

Most of the fathers also said they wanted to be more loving úoward their children. The

responses, however, appeared to be more superficial than we bad anticipated. It seerns the

exercise in and of itself did not work too well because of the nature of the question and the

struchue of the exercise (i.e. asking the partner to give the ¡"swer inhoduced the

performance factor and raised anxiety levels). However the exe¡cise did succeed in

stimulating a very good interchange between the ¡ren on the topic of being a father and

generally on some of the things th¿t fathers have done that they considered wrong. One

message thât came out very shongly in the discussion was about the degree of uncertainty

the men had experienced in making parenting decisions. T tefened to whether or not he

had made the right decision about letting his 10 year old daughter go on a date with a boy.
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S, who was the oldest father in the group, commented that he had learned not to make quick

decisions when he was asked permission for something by his children. He said he had

leamed this lesson the hard way by naking quick decisions and then seeing things go

wrong. Z commented tbat he often felt that he had no idea what normal parenting was

because he had no healthy parenting tole-models'

The discussion was very thoughffif and honest and the level of interaction between

the fathers was high. Unfortrmately, because of time restraints this exc¿llent i¡teraction had

to be arbiharily cut off but it gave positive indications fo¡ the next session.

After a few atûempts to wrap up the discr¡ssion the session was ended on a positive

note and with an afiì¡mation of the good work the fathe¡s had done that evening.

Session 2

One of the fathers who attended the fìrst gtoup withdrew ftom the group for health

re¿sons. Howevet there were tluee new members which brought the number of participants

up to nine. We went around and did the inhoductions again and the rest of the group

seemed to welcome the tlree new membe¡s without any difñculty.

At the very beginning of the session this facilitator brought up an issue for the

consideration of the group. It was pointed out that at the end of the last session the

discussion was going very well but was cut off prematurely and left hanging. To temedy

this a more forma¡7sd çlesing and opening for the group was proposed comprised of a

sho¡t time lirrited tuning in, and check in which would involve the passing of a "talking

stick". The "talking stick" was simply a waiking stick which bad been carved by a native

elde¡ and would be used to help the rrembers focus and also ùo inhoduce an element of

rituål into the goup. The group consented to these elements of structu¡e' The goup

outline was also banded out to the membeË for their consideration (see appendix C).
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The facilitato¡s then conducted the first hEe-in and check in. For the tune in they

conducæd a guided meditation-relaxation exe¡cise. The men were asked to close their eyes

and then take a few slow deep breatbs and to leave the houbles of the day outside the doo¡

and to focus in on the work of the group. They were asked to tune in to their bodies,

thoughts and feelings. The tuning in took between o¡e and three ninutes. Fo¡ the check in

the talking stick was passed ftom ¡nÂn to rnan. This write¡ took the stick first and spoke

about how he was happy with the way the group bad gone so far and that he sensed a

certain chemisky in the group already. This facilitato¡ also stated that he was feeling a little

apprehensive about the group becarse of the newnsss sf this type of progam and tbat at the

same time he was exciûed and looking forward to the group'

s took the stick next and said he had had a good week uwhowasoneof the new

members talked about what brought him to the group and spoke about his separation with

his wife and that his wife had custody of the childten' He said he wanted to continue to be

the best father possible in spite of the separation. Z staûed tbat he saw some things in tle

ouftine that were very scary for him; things tbat he bad neve¡ done befo¡e. Y told the group

ttrat he had al¡nost not come tó the group that evening be¿ar¡se he was feeling very shessed

out because he was expecting to receive custody of his son that day but the court date was

posþoned because thejudge was sick. X apologized to the gtoup for leaving early the

previous week. He also said tlnt he was feeling apprehensive because he didn't know

where the group was going to go. He also spoke about feeling very confirsed about what

had been happening in his life with his faniily. R spoke about his recent touble with one of

his daughters and the fact that she wanted úo leâve home. R had found this 1¡ þ v¿¡y

traumatic and as a result felt the need to look at hirnself as a fathe¡. w spoke up and

responded ùo what he felt about last session and that he bad wanted to say something but

didn't. He said that he thought that the group needed to consider women's issues mo¡e and

that men need to change. Y spoke next and responded to what w had said by stating tlrat he
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was under the impiession thÂt the glouP was about men's issues a¡d not women's issues. Y

supported what W had said but also said that there needed to be a balance. V spoke about

being glad to be in the group. He also told the group about the argument he had had with

his wife last week.

This facilitator was a little overwhelned by the amor¡nt of mate¡ial that had been

presented during the check in. This was expressed to the group and asked it they wanted to

to continue talking or go on with the agenda for the evening. They chose the agenda.

The group started after check in with a gtoup goal setting exetcise and had a very

lively but unfocused discussion on what the various fathers wanted to get out of the group.

The facilitators conducted it much like a brainstomring session and listed all the ideas on a

flip chart, (see appendix E). This exercise went on much longer tban we anticipated. It is

interesting to note rhât the general sense of the list was very sirnila¡ to the facilitators

outline.

Unforhrnately there was only about 45 minutes left to complete the remainder of the

program for the evening so the group ended up doing shorter versions of everything.

This facilitator began with a short presentation on some of the barriers to being a

nu¡tu¡ant and involved father; discussing gender-role socialization and the view that child-

care is a feminine activity. When the fathers wete asked how many of them would fotbid

their sons ftom playing with dolls th¡ee of the men put their hantls up.

Some of the barriers which derive ftom the family of origin were also discussed

with special emphasis on the possible lack of positive role modeling ftom tleir own fathers.

The general question posed to the men was: what factors have influenced how you are as a

father?

Operating on the assumption tb¿t the father-son relationship has a shong influenc¿

on how men fr¡nction in the role of fathe¡ we moved into an exercise to assist the men is

clarifying what their own image of thei¡ father was (Osheron, 1986; Farmer, 1991)' The
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rationale fo¡ this exercise was based uPon the assumption that the grouP membgrs could add

to their understanding of how they behave as fathers by exploring what they thought and

felt about their own fathe¡s.

The exercise involved a guided visualization to help the men get a cleater image of

their fathers. The exe¡cise involved the men picturing their fathers in both a positive and

negative way. This exercise was approxirnately 10 minutes.

The group was then teconvened and the men were invited to share their images of

their fathe¡s.

Z was the fìrst to talk about his experience' He said that he had a hard time doing

the exercise but he could se¿ his father's face but he couldn't feel anything. He stated that

the positive images ended very early in his life and the rest was a blarik. He talked about

how he thought his fathe¡ b¡d wasted his life by drinking and as he spoke he ¡ealized that

his fathe¡ was nevef there for him arid that this made him angry. Z was asked if there was

anything he wanted to say to his father at thât moment; he declined to speak Z seemed

disconnected from his anger and spoke about himself as if he were speaking about someone

else.

X described his father as being his best drinking buddy and his best enemy. He said

he ¡emembered his father working in the garage and ùeaching him about wofking with his

hands. He described his father as a hard wo¡ker and a good p¡ovide¡. He also disclosed

that he thought his father had done the be,st he could r¡nde¡ the circumstances a¡d that he

had nevet bad anyone to talk to or sha¡e his þurdens with like x did now. X spoke about

how his father had died a¡ound ñve yeåfs ago flld about how the last time he saw is father

his fathe¡ had asked him to Pick up a six of beer for him and he had reft¡sed' X is a

recovering alcoholic and he seemed to be showing some emotional maturity by accepting

that his father did the best he could unde¡ the circr¡mst"nc¿s. X also seemed to be able to

se¿ his father's wounds and how he bad soldiered on alone while providing well for bis
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family. X seemed to be seeing his father as anothe¡ man and a real person and as a result X

seemed to be more accepting of the hard knocks he had had in his own life. X's voice

hembled with emotion as he spoke and the love he felt for his fathe¡ was very evident.

There atso seemed to be a deep sense of loss in his voice for wbat might have been, with his

dâd.

U also described his fathe¡ as a good provider and said tbat his father wo¡ked so

much that U ba¡dly ever saw him and never reålly knew him. U also seerned to be

expressing a sense of loss about a father he 'never really knew",

Y also said his father was a good pÌovider but that he mainly remembered his father

in the ¡ole of disciplinarian. He ¡elated it as the old 'you wait till your father gets home"

scenario. He ¡ecounted a time when his father had come off the road and Y had be¿n

anxiously awaiting his ¡eturn becar¡se he b¡d done something wrong. Y walked inüo the

famr kitchen and saw his father waiting there with the shap so he tumed around and ran out

of the house and across a ploughed ñeld. His father had given chase in his semi-hailer

huck cab roaring and bumping across the ploughed field after Y. Y described being

tenified and his father finally caught him and beat him with a nearby willow branch.

However Y seemed to accept this beating as being no¡rnal and then went on to exptess his

support for the use of corporal punishment. He also said thÂt he didn't have much of a

relatiorship with his dad and really didn't know him very well.

T repeated the refrain t¡ât his father was a good provider and described his father as

a man who was actively involved in community organizations. T reralled being amazed

when he encor¡nte¡ed his father's public personae and saw how different it was ftom T's

image of his father. T staùed tbat the actual image he got of his father during the exercise

was of a head protruding from an armchair, a lamp, smoke rising from the armchair and a

television set. There also seemed to be an underlying serse of loss with T in relation ûo his
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father although T seemed to be more accepting of the lack of relationship with his father

rhan some of the othe¡s.

V's remembrances of his father were unique in that he said most of them were

positive but at the same time he acknowledged that he felt he neve¡ really loew his father

and fo¡ the rnost part his father remained a mystery to him.

Neither R or S shared anything about their fathe¡s which was interesting to note

because both were around fifty years old although W who was the youngest group member

also ¡emained silent.

This exercise generally seemed to be a succ¿ss in simulating images of the rnen's

fathers but there wasn't enough time to explore some of the issues around the lack of

intimate relationships and the resultant sense of loss and longing that seemed ûo be

expressed by the men. Most of the rnen presented an image of a fathe¡ who was a distant

economic provide¡ and sometime disciplinarian. This image is consistent with the

descriptions in the literahue of the "haditional fathe¡" (Feldman, 1982; 1990). The sense of

longing and loss tbat the men seemed to have expressed over not being very close to their

fathers are consistent with reports fte¡¡ ell¡s¡ slinical samples (Osheron, 1986; Famrer,

1991; Comeau, 1991; Lee, 1991).

Bamett and Baruch (1988) have found that fathers' ¡eactions to their family of

o¡igin parenting expe¡ienc¿s fâll into two caüegories; emulation or comp€nsation. Bamett

and Baruch (1988) found that highly involved fathers a¡e more likely üo be compensating

for their own fathers' lack of involvement. It is also possible that a combinÂtion of

comllensation and emulation could be present in a father's parenting style,

For example U's patûem seemed to be very much al imitation of his own father

whom he described as wo¡king and absent most of the time. Howeve¡ U's atten,lâncê at the

father's group was evidenc¿ úo the fact that he was tying to reverse that pattem.
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We then moved on in the group to the closing check-out which was carried out by

passing the stick. S spoke first and tersely stated that he had some positive and negative

images of his father and he was glad to be in the group. Z spoke next and said that he had

realize<l this evening that he was very angry with his father. Both X and U staûed that they

felt much less app¡ehe¡sive about the group aad were glad to be the¡e. Y said that he was

now glad he had decided ø attead this evening and tlnt he felt better. T spoke about self-

awarene.gs a¡d told the group that he had previous experience with meditation and had been

involved in self-exploration for a number of years. He said that it was his imptession that

people didn't really cbange but that they needed to learn to accept themselves as they are.

W said he was graúeful to have the opportunity to be leaming from the other father's

experiencæ and in a quiet response to T's remarks said that he thought we all needed úo

change. V said he thought the group goal setting was a waste of time and he would have

prefened that we had spent all the time on the other agenda iúems. He also said he was very

glad to be in the group and was looking forward to next week. The group closed on a

positive noúe.

After the group was over R, who had hardly spoken all evening, approached this

facilitator and said that he had felt manipulated by the visualization exercise and felt that it

was directed raths¡ th¡n guided. He said he did want to speak and almost grabbed the stick

away from me at the end but didn't. He also said he thought the group goal setting was a

wasþ of time. He described himself as a prefly straight lacæd guy who was very task

oriented. He said that he thought we had a good program planned and that we should just

get on with it and forget about asking the group members what they want. He said his

impression was that the men would do whaûever they wete told to do. R seemed very teme

and angry at the way the evening had gone. He was thanked for his feedback and úold that a

man of his experience and shlls would be a ¡eal asset to the group; that he could really help

the group stay focused. This facilitator bad atÞmpted to positively reframe his slightly
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hostile and negative criticisms and it appeared he left feeling a little bette¡ about his

iniolvement in the Foup.

For the most part this writer took the rrain facilitati¡g rcle in the group and the other

facilitator was less invovled. This was discussed after the goup and the facilitato¡s had

realized that when they had planned the first session they had been mote specific about who

was doing wbat segments of the session but tåat they had not planned the second session in

rhis ¡¡¿sy sq rhis writer had just taken the responsibility upon hinself for conducting the

sessio¡. The facilitators de€ided that they would plan session th¡ee by outlining their

respective roles and functions more clearly. The eonsensus was rh¡t it had been a good

session with a lot of good interactions and insights.

Session 3

The men were visibly more relaxed and chatted quietly together while they waited

for everyone to arrive. X and W were not present but no one in the group commented on

this o¡ seemed to notic¿.

The session began with a sho¡te¡ "tune-in" than the previous week. The rren again

were asked the men to take a fei deep slow breatlrs, ûo leave the day outside the door, relax

and to focru on the task at hand. The stick was then passed and S was the fi¡st ûo speak. He

told the group that he has bad a good week despiûe the fact that his son totaled the family

car and it had to be written off S stated that he handled the sih.ration with his son calrnly

without getting aagry and that he was proud of himself.

Y said that he had had another shessfr¡l week which was just another in a long line

of shessful weeks. He told the group that he was baving more legal problems in g¡ining

custody of his son.
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V ùold the goup that he was taking the S.T.E.P. (Systernatic Training for Effective

Parenting) program and was fìnding it very helpfif . He also disclosed that he and his wife

had de¿ided ûo atùend narriage colnseli¡g and that he felt good about it.

Z stated tl¡at he felt he was making progress in the goup and was looking forward to

the rest of the group.

R talked to the group about how he had been feeling last week he sâid thât he båd

been very tired and shessed out and this accounûed fo¡ some of his negativity. He also

stated th¡¡ [¡is f¿¡¡ly was working on their problems in counseling and that he felt his

priorities were changing as a result of this and his involvement in the group.

U talked about how the focus of his life was separating from his wife with the least

amount of negative impact on his children. He also said th¿t he felt good about the group

and that it was helping to anchor his life dwing a difficult time.

Afte¡ the check-in the floor was opened to discuss the structure of the group. We

posed a question to the goup and asked them if they wanted to have more open time in the

group so they could talk about the mo¡e immediate problems ot issues in thei¡ lives. rWe

pointed out that during check in important issues seemed to be coming up and we wondered

whether they felt a need to talk about them more.

T was the fi¡st to respond and suggested thât mote time be given to the men to tell

their "stories". He said rhis would help them to get to lnow each othe¡. R counûe¡ed T's

suggestion by stating that he wanted the group to stay focused on the task at hand ¡ather

than having the group members "pool their collective ignorance". ¡ -¿ 1 dsþ¡ted rhis

issue briefly. S added that he wanted the chanc¿ ûo check things out with the group - to

compa¡e notes on fathering so to speak. For example he said tbat he wor¡ld like to check

out whether or not he was right about certain rhÌngs. He said tlat in the past he bad thought

he was "dead right" about something and later discovered he was 'dead wrong". U added

tbåt he didn't fe€l the need to talk about his life with the group because he was working out
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things pretty good on his own but he also thought th"t there shor¡ld be an opportunity for

the group members in crisis to get sorne heþ ftom the group.

This facilitato¡ then intervened and acknowledged that there appeared to be differing

needs in the group; that some might want to tell their stories and others might not. This was

accepted by the group arid also by R who was the main opponent of a less skuctured group.

It was then resolved that we would open the floor afte¡ check-in to anybody who felt the

rced.

The other facilitator then gave a short presentation to inhoduc¿ the exercise for the

evening called "fi¡ding your feelings about father' which involved the men writing anr¡we¡s

to fifteen open-ended questions about their fathers. This exercise was ftom Farmer (1991,

p. 36). The next stage involved the men forming into two smaller groups to ¡elate their

fesPonses.

Each of the facilitâtors joined one of the small groups. This w¡iter was in the group

with Y, V and T and the overwhelming theme in their responses was a longing, a wish that

they had been closer with their fathe¡s and a se¡se of loss that they didn't have much of a

relationship with thei¡ fathers. Although this sense of loss and sadness was evident when

they spoke about their fathers none of these three acknowledged it openly or overtly

expressed any of the sadness. In the other group led by my parhrer there seemed to be a

mo¡e dive¡se reaction.

S declined to do the exercise altogether saying he had wo¡ked out his feelings about

his father a long time ago and didn't think it.\Àras Dec€.ssary ùo dredge up the past. He stated

tbat he bad let go of his father and had come to accept things the way they were. He

admitûed that he had been very angry with his fathe¡ in the past for leaving the family when

S had been young but he bad realized that he had to let go of that anger before it ate him up

i¡side.
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This facilitator was unable to disc¿m whethe¡ he had ¡eally let go of his fathe¡ or

whether he was displaying resistance to dealing with his feelings about his father. At this

point in the group the faciltators were questioning S's authenticity.

R also initially expressed some resistance to doing the exe¡cise and said that the

questions had a negative bias aad tbat most of his feelings about his father were positive.

He said he didn't have any negative images of his father. It was later admitted by R that his

reluctance to consider his fathe¡ in any way but positive might be a result of his own belief

that he was very much like his fathet and so considering his own father's shortcomings was

tantamount to reysåling his own. R felt he was very distant with his children; the way his

father had been with him. R stated that he demanded respect ftom his children in the same

way his father had.

U admitted that he was a workaholic just like his father had been. U disclosed that

his father was physically absent most of the time and when he was home he always seemed

to be angry. U expressed regret that he had not been closer to his father.

Z rclated thatltts father had been a physically abusive alcoholic. Z expressed

hahed, anger, rasenhlent and guilt towa¡ds his father. Howeve¡ Z also had an insight in the

midst of all this negative feeling and said that he still ¡eally missed his father. "Why do I

miss him if he was such a jerk".

Z, R, and U showed more awareness of their feelings towards their fathers than the

othe¡s and were just on the brink of a firller expression of some of their feelings.

It seems all of the men displayed distant and/or conflicted relationships with thei¡

fathers and a concomitant longing to h¿ve been close¡ with them.

During the wrap up discussion all the nen acknowledged tbat they felt a distance

betwee¡ them and their fathers. There also seemed to be an r¡nde¡standing that this might

be a common expe¡ience fo¡ men. Y stated that he felt better knowing tbat othe¡ men's

experience with their fathers we¡e similar to his. There was also some discussion about
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what c¡eates distânc€ betwe€n men a¡d their children. One suggestion was that it "came

with the territory" of the breadwinner tole and that men are expected to be a sou¡ce of

shength for the family and thât this in some way keeps them distant. It seemed tbat the

gioup members were able ûo gain some irxight into how they were as fathers by looking at

their experiences as sons.

During the checkout R disclosed that he felt he wanted to show his vul¡erability to

his family more and that he bad been recentþ and had for¡nd that this brought him closer to

them. It seemed that R was able to provide a partial answer to the emotional distance that

fathers feel.

Session 4

All the fathers wete present except Y. None of the men made any mention of Y's

absence,

The hrning in and check in with the passing of the stick had become ¡outine in the

gfoup.

U began the check-in by saying that he was glad he was in the group becar¡se his life

was so busy and hectic and that the group represented the one time in the week he had set

aside fot hinself.

Z was being positive again and staùed that things wete on the upswing for him. This

facilitaûor was begiruring to doubt Z's positive porhay¿ls and wondered how others in his

family viewed thing

W apologized to the group for missing the last session.

T ¡elated that his mother-in-law w¿5 yisiting and said that this was creating more

tension betwe€n him and his wife. He said he was noticing how manipr¡lative his mothe¡-

in-law was with his wife a¡d their child¡en.
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R passed the stick again. At this point in the group R seemed to be re.sisting being a

fr¡ll member of the group. He seemed to see himself as diffe¡ent ftom the othets and

se€med to be mÂking an effort to keep himself separate.

X apologizrd ø the group for being absent and ûold them about attending emotions

anorrymorx¡. X mentioned to the group that he had met a woman and tbat they were

þssming good friends. This wriúer had phoned X the previous evening to ensure he would

þ affç¡¡ling the group and he mentioned about his previous commitrrent to emotions

anonymous. He was ùold about the new open format section of the group and it was

suggested that he might want to speak about the new relationship he was beginning.

S stated th¿t he was looking forward to the evening's session.

The other facilit¿tor spoke about some positive changes in his relationship with his

stepson.

During the first segment of open time in the group X spoke up and asked for

feedback ftom the group on the new telationship he was starting. X said he had been

boubled about the morality of dating another while he was still himself mÂrried (noüe: X

had been legally separated for about a year).

U was the first to ¡espond ùoX and said that to him ¡ight and wrong could be broken

down into "what others think of you and wbat you think of yourself'.

Z added ùo that by asking: "whose judgments are more important to you? You¡s o¡

someone else's?"

T said he didn't bave much use fo¡ morality and thåt he didn't think i¡ sih¡ations

like X's there should be a single standard for everyone.

X then pulled out a letter he h¡d written to this new woman and asked the group for

permission to share it. X ¡ead the letter aloud and the group responded very wamtly ûo his

very honest and emotional letter.

It was evident tlut X's letter was shaight from the heart.
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S spoke in a fatherly way to X and gave him advice to be friends and to go slow.

U spoke directly to X and said "listening to you rnakes me feel good".

S went on to speak about his wife and how love bad grown between them over many

years but that recentþ things had been shained and that they had at one point considered

separation,

T then spoke up and talked about how he noticed his wife's family tended to

invalidate or deny his feelings. He said he had nouble communicating with his wife. He

felt there was a wall between them or that they spoke a different language.

U again spoke directly to T and said that he ¡elated a l0O% to what T was saying

except that in his marriage the sihration was reversed and he was the one who denied his

feelings.

T continued at length talking about the differences between he and his wife and said

that the ide¿ of falling in love sounded wonderfr¡l to him because the¡e was no love betwe¿n

him and his wife. He said his wife was cold a¡rd lacked expression of feeling.

Z noþd that his first wife had been cold but he fow¡d in his present marriage he was

the less emotional one.

This facilitator noticf,d thåt R and W had not spoken during this open segment and

that R especially seemed tense and pteoccupied so this wdüe¡ invited him to cor¡ment on

the process. R stated that he wanted more skuctu¡e and focus in the group. He described

himself as being completely different than the othe¡s in the group in tbat he was a very

Private Person.

W then spoke and invited R to shsre some part of his life with the group so he

wouldn't feel so diffe¡ent.

R responded by briefly telling the goup his "story". He said he had been the son of

a minister who had grown up in a very close extended family. He stated that his family of

origin had not been openly argumentative and did not fìght. R went on to say that when he
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got ma¡¡ied he had firlly expected that he was seÉing out on a very orderþ course of life

and things had gone well until his second daughter was bom mentally handicapped and this

disrupted his orderþ well planned life.

R stated that recently there had been a blow-up with his youngest daughùer which

resulted in her leaving home temporarily. He said that his family had said to him that

(because of him) they lived in a perpehral staúa of guilt. Because of these problems he had

come to the ¡ealization that he needed to take a look at himself and get himself together.

R also disclosed that he had regretted the comments he had rnade to me at the fi¡st

session and said that maybe a goup which wasn't completely structured might have some

PulPose.

This facilitator commented to the group that the issue of skucture versus non-

struch¡re was a common theme in men's groups and it could provide a special opportunity

for men to look at their conditioning around needing to be task and goal orienüed.

The exe¡cise for the evening involved the men identifying the negative and positive

aspects of their own and their father's parenting styles and then comparing thern. The goal

of the exe¡cise was ûo assist the fathers in identifying which aspects of their parenting style

they wanted to change. This was a paper and pen exe¡cise which the men did individually.

The exercise felt rushed.

During the checkout X admitted that he felt a lot betûer about his new relationship

and was clea¡e¡ on how to proceed,

The men seemed to be expressing a genuine sense of caring for each othe¡ in this

session. They engaged in more direct interaction and were very willing to help X resolve

his dilemma. R seemed ûo be placing himself outside the goup and made some effo¡t to

keep himself separate in the open-process part of the group. The group, howevet, made an

effort to draw R in and then when he spoke they gave him intense attention. R appeared to

be a "haditional" rule i¡ his focus on tasks and goals and also in his ¡eticence to self-
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,{isclose or share his feelings. He also presented as being somewhat authoritarian and

conholling. In a way he acted as a reverse barometer for the group and helped them to see

where their own ¡esistances were.

The discr¡gsion a¡ound X's new telatiorship seemed to shike a chord with all of the

men about the lack of true intimacy in their lives and how they had a longíng to be close to

othe¡s which somehow didn't get realized.

At this point in the g¡oup, the facilitators were tying ùo achieve a balanc¿ between

shuctu¡ed and non-skuch¡¡ed (otganic) interaction in the group. It seemed to wotk in this

session but the¡e wâs trension around this issue as was evidenced by R's frushation with the

open segment of the group.

Session 5

All nine group members were present for this session. This facilitato¡ had called Y

the ptevious evening to ensrue that he was retuming to the group. He staþd the reason he

missed the previous session was because he bad his two child¡en and he took them to his

parent's farm.

The tone in the group was very relaxed and open during the check-in. The group

members se€med much more comfortable with each other. Everyone spoke during the

check-in. The fact that V told his 'story" to the goup during che¿k-in was notable. He

spoke about his fathe¡ who had been in the Polish Resistance and his mother who was an

English war bride. He also disclosed that he bad a case of depression in the last year which

he athibuted to his meteoric rise in hi. prof"oioo. He b¡d achieved too much success and

responsibility at too young an age.

This facilitator asked the group if his note taking bothered any of tåem and it was

not an issue for any of them. The irony of having brought up this issue was tllut rhis wrire¡

didn't take any more notes âll evening.
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Y was the fi¡st father to take advantage of the open time and asked the group's

advice about what he should do about his wife (ftom whom he is separated). Y stated that

his wife often said derogatory things about him to thei¡ son who was seven yearr¡ old. The

group responded with a variety of advice whieh exp¡essed thei¡ conc¿m fo¡ Y and his non-

custodial problems. A few of the other members had also been either divorced of separated

and the consensus was fo¡ Y to take the high road Ðd to do what was best for his son. This

meant not lehrming her anirnosity and explaining to his son wbat was hue and what wasn't.

Y allowed himself to be vulnerable in front of the group by expressing how much he had

been hurt by some of the things his son had said to him. Y's open vulnerability acted as a

catalyst for other gtoup members.

After Y had his time ftom the goup this facilitato¡ asked if anyone else had

anything and T started to speak about his boubled relationship with his wife. T spoke about

the issues of communication, honesty and trust in his relationship. T also took a

hansgenerational perspective and spoke about his pa¡ents and his wife's. He also spoke

about the fact thst he and his wife had conflicts over childrearing approaches and related

this to their respective family of origin experiences.

This prompted others to talk about thei¡ ¡elationships with their own wives and how

it affecûed their parenting. A number of positive and negative experiences we¡e ¡elated.

The need to bave effective and honest communicstion appeated as a theme. Ihere was a

conhast in the goup between those who said they had very poor cornmunication with their

spouses and those who said they had very good communication. The good communication

didn't nece,ssarily improve the father's parenting but it was agreed that it prevented

parenting issues ftom becoming areas of ma¡ital conflicL

R joined in frfly with the group and talked about his conflicted ¡elationships with

his ûeenage daughter aad how they often got into screaming matches. The goup actively
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responded to R and challenged him to some degree about how he ¡elated to his daughter.

Issues of conhol, authority, self-esteem fot adolescents and communication we¡e discussed.

The group took an important developmental step in this session by displaying a high

degree of cohesion a¡d self-discl6sing interaction. The group members spoke about their

relationships with their wives and children and how each affecúed the other. They were able

úo see how difficulties in the ma¡ital-relationship affected the father-child relationship and

vice-ve¡sa. Every member was actively involved in the group.

During the check-out atnost every gtouP member comment€d on how they had

enjoyed the group very much. V and Y explicitly stated that they shongly felt the goup

membe¡s were getting close and acting like a r¡nit. V put it in this way, "The group really

felt like a group fo¡ the first time tonight."

The goup's proc.e^ss was allowed to take it's course without any of the structured

interventions that we had planned and it worked well with perhaps the most productive

discussion on parenting yet taking place. The struch¡re of the group remained an open

question at the end of this session. The group members clearly stated that they enjoyed the

open forrnat. Even R who ironically had been the most vocal critic of the open format said

"for the fì¡st time in the group I really feel like I've been helped".

At this point in the group the facilitatoÌs were atüempting to maintain a balance

between allowing the nahual goup process and proceeding with the planned interventio¡rs.

Session 6

All nine membe¡s were present for this session although Y was about ten minutes

late.

T stated during check-in that ¡ecently he had been feeling that his marital

relationship seemed to be getting worse because he was becoming more awa¡e of the

problems between them.
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R told the group thÂt he had hâd a conflict with his daughter on the weekend and

that he had handled it diffetently and felt good about it.

\ilhen Y check in he appeared very upset and angry. He informed the group that the

judge refired to make a decision in his case a¡rd tbat his son was going to be retumed to his

wife. This decision was a complete reversal fo¡ Y as he had been expecting to receive

custody and he had been led ûo believe rhât this was agreeable to all parties involved. Y

was very confused ald angry with the system.

The othe¡ facilitator in the group had expressed to this writer that he had been

f66ling uncornfortable with the increasing ptocess orientation of the glouP. He thought that

perhaps the group members were ex¡recting a more task orienúed group and that they might

be upset that we were shaying ftom our program outline. This writer disageed witt¡ his

assessment and stated that the structue vers¡¡s non-structu¡e issue bad been resolved by the

group and tbat the members had made it clear ùo us that they didn't want to discuss it

anymo¡e and considered it to be a waste of time. However, it was decided that the other

group leader would bring up this issue with the group again.

This issue was presenúed to the goup and they reacted to this discr¡ssion with some

impatience and expressed reluctance to be involved in fixthe¡ disct¡ssions on the structue

of the group. The membe¡s did express that they liked the open format and the discussion

thÂt hÂd rcsulted ftom it. R made the suggestion that perbaps there should be a topic for

each session to help focus the discr¡ssions. Howeve¡, the ovetwhelming sentiment of the

group on the skuchre-process issue was that they t¡usted the facilitato¡s and wanted them

to get on with the business of running the group. The group members made it very clear

tbat they did not want to spend anymore time analyzing the struchue of the group.

This session was the beginning of the segment of the group where the theme was to

be fathers-men and emotions. The two facilitato¡s led a discussion on the ûopic of men a¡d

emotions in genetal and the tole anger plays in how men experience their own feelings.
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The mixed messages that men receive about anger were discussed. It was stated by the

facilitators that anger in nen is both encouraged and discouraged. Anger is encouraged

because it is the emotion which se€ms ûo be associated with haditional conceptions of

¡¡¡¡5s,ìliníty, but it is discouraged because it is associated with violence i¡ men. The

proposition that other fe€lings such as pain, sadness and frushation may underlay a¡ìger was

The need fo¡ men to incre¿se their awareness of their emotions was also

discussed.

After this short p¡esentation and disct¡ssion an exe¡cise was intended úo help fathers

to get in touch with their anger, what higge¡ed it and what shategies they employed for

dealing with their anger.

1. repeating the open ended question,

"I get angry when...?"

2. having a tug-o-war with a phone book while saying

"it's mine and no it's mine."

3. repeatedly stating and answering

'I stop being angry when?"

It is interesting to note that although the facilitators went arorurd encouraging the

men to get fr.¡lly involved in the exercise, the men still engaged in the exercise in a balf-

hea¡ted and retic¿nt fashion. It seerrs that the men we¡e emba¡¡assed and aftaid to allow

themselves to get angry. I^aúer fhis impression was confirmed when some of the men stated

that theh $eåtÊst fear in getting angry is that they will toúally lose conhol of the ¡nger. It is

hteresting to Dote that the most reluctant of the participants was S who had a hisûory of

being physically abusive.

After the exercise was compleùed the group mernbers came together to discuss thei¡

own personal ange¡ issues. The discussion seemed very mâhlte and i¡fonned. All the men

in the group were willing to take responsibility for theil own anget and it's consequences.
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It was agreed that even though sometimes some of the men might feel as if the othe¡ was

causing their enget that in actuality they were choosing to get angry.

U who was in the proc€ss of sepdating from his wife said he was amazed, to teaßzn

how angry he actually was and how much he had totally supptessed his anger throughout

his whole ma¡¡iage and separation. He staæd that he was always too busy to get angry and

that anger is a liability when you're trying to get things done.

There was âlso some discussion of what happened in their interactions with their

children whcn they got angry. Some of the men expressed that they saw that their children

were afraid of tlem and that they didn't like this.

O¡re of the main situations which seemed to elicit anger in the fathers was when they

felt a sense of powerlessness or frushation ftom the lack of conbol. Ttis often seemed to

arise when children were app€âring to be non-complia¡t. A few of the men discussed

specific examples of thei¡ reactions ûo non-complianc¿ in adolescents and school-age

child¡en.

R discussed a recent incident involving his teen-age daughter who wanted to go out

with he¡ friends rather than attend a family gathering. R expressed that he had been happy

with the way he bad h¡ndled the situation which he desc¡ibed as different then his r¡sual

conflichral app¡oach. His daughter had challenged his authority and had said to him:

"What's so important about a farnily gathering?" R stated that inst€åd of trying ûo get his

daughûer to comply he simply handed over the responsibility for her actions to her and

avoided a screaming match. He had countered her by saying: 'What's so important about

going out with your friends?'. R said tb¡t he øld his daughter the decision was hers to

make. He said he had bean pleased that he hâd let go of bying to conEol the sih¡ation and

banded ove¡ the decision to his daughùer.

However, R was challenged initially by W and then by others in the group as a

result of open ended prompting by this gtoup leader. The question asked was: "Does the
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group blieve that R bad let go of bying to conhol his daughter?" The goup responded by

saying that R bad not let go of conhol but simply had found a less direct way of

maintaining conhol by backing his daughter inüo a comer then telling her she could make

the decision. However the implicit message to his daughüer was that there was only one

right decision. The daughter eventually decided she didn't want to decide and banded the

decision making back to he¡ father. R had been very pleased with this tesult and had seen it

as an improvement. Howeve¡ as a result of the group's cballenge R came ø see that he had

not let go of conbol but rather bad manipulated his daughter into a no-win situ¿tion. He

also evenhrally came !o ¡ealize that the reason he had been so pleased was because his

power and authority had been affìrmed. He had won but he had not actually allowed his

daughter any power in the situation.

The discussion of this ¡"¡¿"n 1"0 úo a general discussion of the issues sf ¡nger,

conhol of othe¡s and power. These issues were related ûo the male gender conditioning tbat

says fathers have to maintain their superiority in the family by conholling others. Letting

go of conhol and allowing other family members to exercise their power were also

discussed. Particularly what the men envisioned happening if they did let go of conhol.

One fear expressed was tbat the family would fall apart if everyone did wbat they wanted üo

do.

By the end of the se"ssion the issues of anger, power and conhol had been linked and

operationalized into a parenríng situation. The issue of how anger often covers other

feelings was also discussed.

Session 7

T and X were not present for this session and Y arrived late.

Afte¡ the check-in and during the open segment of the group, S came forward with a

problem which had involved his son who had ¡eceived a numbet of parking tickets on the
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family car and didn't do anything about them. This had resulted in a police summons

arriving in the mail in s's name. s expressed frushation at not knowing how to talk to his

son. He felt he was unable to 'get through to his son".

This facilitator asked s to enact a role play using one of the other group members as

his son. S was then asked ûo talk to his son.

During the course of the role play it becsme evident that S wasn't having a

discussion rrith his son as he bad said ea¡lie¡ but that he was lechring him while the son sat

there not speaking and tuning his fathe¡ out s said he had be¿n very calm and reasonable

with his son but it became clear that he had been angry with him but had not been direct

about it.

S also admitted that in the past he had been angry enough with his son to hit him. S

was challenged by the group when he said he wasn't angry with his son. During the course

of the role play S became mo¡e aware of the implicit messages in his and his son's

communication. His own anger and his son's fe¡r and withdrawal were pointed out to him.

It was suggested to S that he try to be mo¡e direct in his communication and to address the

wrderþing feelings and issues which prevented him from ,,getting through', to his son. It

seemed that s was resisûant when it came to exploring the metacommunication issue,s. He

wanted advic¿ and a solution ûo his problem but he w^ rssisrqnt to viewing himself as part

of the problem and the solution but tended to identify his son as the problem,

It seemed that S was not being authentic about his feelings and intentior¡s in his

inte¡action with his son. He stated that he wasn't angry and all he wanted to do was bave a

reasonable discussion but this was not believable to the group members. s got stuck and

would not move from his set approach with his son a¡d after a number of attempts and

different approaches with s the decision was made to move on even though s had shown no

movement,
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We then continued on with the theme of men and emotions in general and emotional

awareness in particular.

This facilitator gave a short presentation outlining some of the bariers to emotional

a\¡/areness in men. Family of origin and culh¡¡al factors we¡e discussed. Issues such as fe¿¡

of fe€lings, emotions and male conditioning, competitiveness, ovewaluing of rationality,

fea¡ of vulne¡ability and rugged individualism were also discr¡ssed in a interrelated context.

Ways that men employ to avoid feeling such as substance addictions a¡d process addictio¡s

(e.g.: worþ were mentioned.

How men leam to limit thei¡ emotional awareness by "numbing out" or nanowing

their bodily awareness was also discrused.

The approach in the session was partly based on Bly's (1990) assertion that the

"doorway to feeling in men is through their grieP'. This approach to opening up men's

emotions had been confirmed in ptactice by others (Farmer, 1991; Pasick et al. , 1990). It

should be noted that the approach used in this practicum focused on individual men's grief

and loss and no attempts were made to generalize men's grief and to relate that grief to the

experience of being male as does Bly (1990).

The second part of the approach which was taken in this session involved the

assertion that the pÍocess of emotional testrictiveness is to some degree a physical or bodily

experience. Farmer (1991) contends thÂt men leam to limit their expedence of their

emotions by leaming to ignore physical feelbg or narowing their awareness of thei¡ own

bodies. This would seem to be supported by studies tlhat show rhât men often downplay or

ignore physical symptoms of illness to their own dehiment (Goldberg, 1976). An exernFle

of these cor¡ld be demonshated by the common occurrence of a boy being hurt and then

being encouraged to "take it like a man", that is; ignore and suppress what he is really

feeling. Men also become desensitized to the bodily sensations of emotion in a similar way.
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The approach in the session utilized the combi¡ation of men's experience of loss

and the body-emotion connection. It is this write¡'s contention that increased bodily

awareness is the fi¡st door to be opened or that bodily awareness is the doorway to grief in

the same way tbat grief is the doorway to feeling.

It is assumed that empathy or the ability ûo be aware of the feelings of others is

essential to being an effective a¡d nurtu¡ing parent. Howevet, for fathers to be able to be

sensitive to the feelings of their children, that they must fiist begin to leåm to recognize

their own feelings.

After the presentation segment of the group was completed the fathers were guided

through a body awareness exe¡cise. This exercise was comprised of a combination of

meditation, visualization and relaxation techniques. The men we¡e first asked ùo get

themselves comfo¡table in their own private space, either sitting or lying down. They were

then asked to put their atiention on their breath, to take a few deep slow breaths, telax and

then to just follow the bre¿th in and out of the body. Then the attention was directed to

slowly scan the body and úo be aware of any sensations or feelings in any particular part of

the body. The next step involved the men lightly touching their own bodies slowly and

with the awareness of any emotions th¡t might be stined. Part of this exercise involved

þslding one hand over the heart (the emotional center). The last step in the body awareness

exercise which was adapted ftom Farmer (p. 88, l99l) involved some body movement.

Having opened up their body awareness, the men wete then asked ùo remember and

visualize a loss that they might have experienced and to tecall and focus in on the feelings

that we¡e associated with that loss. When the group membets indicaÞd they had some

sense of the feeling around their loss they were then asked ûo see is they could locate that

feeling in some part of their body. They wete then invited to focus tleir awareness on that

part of their body and breath into it and then put thei¡ hand over that part of the body to

enhance thei¡ awareness. The men we¡e then invited to go inüo the feeling and allow any

expression.
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This exercise had a powerfrrl impact on some of the men and seemed to be effective

in helping therr to open up their feelings. R, Z and U were all crying quite intensely at the

end of the exercise.

After the exe¡cise, the men wete convened into the circle. At first the men just sat

silently with intense emotionality hanging heavy in the ai¡. U sta¡ted úo cry intensely again

and was moumi¡g the end of his mariage. When he was invited by this facilitator to put

some words to his pain he chose to speak ø himself and kept repeating that he had 'blown

if', U had not only been suppressing his anger at the ending of his marriage but also his

g¡i"f.

R also did a lot of crying and talking about the death of his b¡other and admitted th¡t

he was crying rno¡e now than when his b¡othe¡ bad died. R was inviüed to speak to his

btother and say those unsaid things which he did. R also moumed the sense of loss he felt

pewaded his life because of living a life centered around a mentally disabled child. R also

spoke to all his family members.

Z mourned the loss of his child¡en ftom his first marriage and relived the time when

he said good-bye to them. Z also was invited to speak to his child¡en ftom the he¡rt.

Y stat€d thât the exercise had mainly made him aware of how angry he was.

To end this session all the men in the goup joined bands i¡ the ci¡cle as a way of

acknowledging and sharing their pain and grief with each other. This facilitator spoke, as

the men held hands, about the experiencæs of the evening and the fact that it was okay üo be

vulnerable and that the men did not need ùo put on a show of shength and toughness in this

group.

Instead of closing the session with passing the stick, the group did an exercise

derived ftom a men's gtoup experience tbat this wriûer had had in the previous year at a

workshop conducted by Dr. Claude Gouldner of the University of Gueþh in Ontario. The

exercise was derived ftom a Native-American coming of age rihral for boys. The rihul
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involved each man in the goup taking his tum at spteading his suffering to the wind so it

became not just his own personel grief but a universal grief. This occu¡red while all the

other men held up the amr of one man and gave him their shength while he waved his pain

to the wind with his other amr. The men were also inviûed to speak any appropriate words

while they waved.

This facilitator modeled this exercise by going first and mourning the loss he felt at

never hearing his father say I love you. This facilitaùo¡ also c¡ied.

All the other group membe¡s took a tum at being the c¿nter and simultaneously

experiencing the shength of a gtoup of men while spreading their personal pain to the wind.

It is worth noting t¡at during this ritual Y moved out of his anger with his custody

problems and started to cry and feel the pain of being separated from his chil&en. He

spoke words of love to his child¡en.

At the completion of the rifual we all stood in a circle with arms around each other

and silently made eye contact with each of the other men.

This session was very moving for all the group membe¡s and at the end of the

evening many of the men hugged each other.

Session 8

S and X we¡e absent fo¡ this session. X had been called back to work and was

working evenings. He said he would retum when he started working days. It was not

completely clear why S was absent and at the rime rhis wdter wonde¡ed whether he was

¿y6i¡ling the group because he had been challenged about hig anger. S bad also been the

least involved a¡d authentic in the previous session.

During the check in T infomled the group that the reason he was absent last session

was because his mother had passed away. This seemed at the time to be a significant

coincidence considering we had been dealing with the issue of loss during the previous
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session. The exisùential irony seemed to be intensified by further news ftom Z that his wife

bad given birth since tbat last session. The group's synchronicity seemed to be enhÂnced

by the fact that this group leader had experienced a birth and a death in his own extended

family in the previous week

The emotional úone of the group continued to be intense during this session. The

group seemed to react to T's news with slight shock and silence but were also genuinely

congratnlatory andhappy fot Z.

Ihe plan for this session had been to debrief the previous week's emotional

experiencæs but T presented the group with his need to speak about his mothe¡'s death.

T spent about forty-five minutes talking about the events a¡or¡nd the time of his

mother's death and his feelings. He spoke about how much he had loved his mothe¡ and

about wbat a hard life she had experienced. He also talked about her pain and how while he

sat by her deathbed, he came to firlly realize just how much she bad suffered in he¡ life. He

told the group that while she was dying somehow her pain ûotally became his pain and that

he had felt tra¡rsformed by this experience but couldn't really understand it.

T also spoke at length about how angry he was with his father. T generally was

given space in the group to do some of his grieving.

Afte¡ T had been continuously speâking for about forly-five minutes this facilitato¡

âttempted ûo inte$ate the other group members into the discussion and get them to process

some of thei¡ experiences ftom tle previous session. One of the themes ftom the last

session had been loss so it seemed logical that there could be some corurections made

between the group's experiences and T's loss. Some atûempts were rrade by this group

leader to inûegrate T's experience i¡to the fab¡ic of the goup by invitíng comparisons about

how men respond to loss and how it affects their emotio¡s. However, while this tfus¡¿pis¡

was hying to elicit continuity with the previous session he felt frushated because it was

appffent that T's rec€nt loss was dominating the group. The difñculty with T's domin¡nc¿
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of the group was that he was being very intellectual and analytical about his mothe¡'s death

rathe¡ than emotional. This therapist brought this to T's attention but he did not c¿ase or

âlüer his intellectualizing. It was this facilitator's assumption that if T began to s¡reak more

ûom his hea¡t rathe¡ than his head tlnt he would help bring the group back tÐ the place they

had been in the p¡evious session because all the attention of the group was focused on T.

However the atüempts to get T to sùop intellectualizing were not succ¿ssfr¡I.

T did go into his anger towards his fathe¡ somewhat and the group did respond to

T's anger and talked about anger as a choice rather tban a¡ effect of someone else's

behavio¡. T continued to remain focused on his father's behavio¡ and was resistant úo

seeing past that. This facilitato¡ slightly shocked T when he told him that his anger had

nothing to do with his fathe¡. T was also told he could let go of his anger or continue to

feæd it wittr the injustices of the past. T was co¡fr¡sed and confessed he did not know what

it meÐt to drop one's anger.

This therapist felt generally frustraûed during this session by his seaning inabilty to

move T and the group away from an intellechnl heåtnent of the subject of loss. Tbe group

rray bave been experiencing a rebound effect ftom the last session and had a need to play it

safe and one of the best defenses that men bave against feeling is intellectualiz¡tion.

However the group was very suppo¡tive of T and his grievi¡g (in whatever for:n) and may

have been pushed deeper into their own personal awa¡eness of loss and grief even if this

wâsn't expressed,

It should be noted that Z told the group about his and his wife's birth experie¡ce and

about how after the last session he felt wlnerable and open and how carrying that

vulnerability and emotional ope¡mess inüo the birth toom allon'ed him to have the most

beautifirl experience of his life. Z told the group that he h¡d a lot of tears ofjoy during and

after the birth a¡d as a resr¡lt felt very close ûo his wife and new child.
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Session 9

Six of the eight men were present for this session. Y and W a¡e absent and W

phoned to say he couldn't make it.

This writer had telephoned T and S the day before. S said he had missed the

previous session due to baving to attend a ¡ehearsal for his daughter's communion. This

facilitato¡ asked S directly about his participation in the group. He said everything was all

right and he was enjoying the goup. However S did say that he could only attend the group

fot one mo¡e session becaræe of previous commihnents. He stated tbat he was under the

impression that the group was only 10 weela long but there is a good chance that this is not

true because every group member was explicitly asked during the intake interview if they

would make a commitnent fo¡ twelve sessions. At the time of this conve¡sation this w¡iter

was sensing that S was withdrawing from the group becar¡se he was threatened in some

way. Perhaps the challenge that he bad faced in the group in relation to his well constructed

image of the cool guy who has his anger and feelings well in hand had disturbed him in

some way. It seemed that S did not engage in the group in a authentic way and his

inte¡actions often were kept at the superficial conversationâl level.

This faciütator also telephoned T before the group and spoke to him about how the

group was affecting his grieving proc€ss. T st¡ted tlnt he wanûed to co¡tinue in the group

and felt he was able not overwhelmed or dehabilitated by his gief. This w¡ite¡ also

expressed his conc¿m that T's grief not dominate a¡rd overwhelm the group. T accepted

this and stated he would let the group know he was okay. Tte hour long discussion this

writer had with T was effective in addressing tåe conc¿ms about T's gief and its affect on

his ability to continue in the group and the effect on the gtoup process as a whole.

The group moved ditectly inùo an exercise right after the check in.

The goup was divided in half and this wriûer took one goup and the other

facilitato¡ took the other.
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The co-facittato¡ inhoduced the exetcise which involved e¿ch father picking an

issue and then identifying and expressing the undetlying emotion. One person took the role

of the 'explorer" who was the o¡¿ dqing the work and another person took the role of the

"guide" to assist the person doing the exploring and the third person was the observer. This

faciltator bad a group consisting of R, S, and Z.

T began by talking about his wife's habitual lateness and R was his guide.

R explored the issues related to the messiness and disorganization of his household

and Z was his guide.

Z discussed his mother's visit and T was his guide.

The goal of the exetcise was fot the men úo practice identifying and expressing their

emotions. All of the men had diffìculty identifying and expressing their feelings and some

found it near impossible. The overall tendency of the men when they talked about their

issues was to intellectualize and ¡etionally analyze the relevant incidents. None of the

guides were very succrssfil in heþing their partners identify how they felt in various

situations.

This fâcilitâtor intervened and assisted each guide úo help their partners identify and

express theh emotions. This was done by using Martin's (1983) ûechnique of making

statements which desc¡ibe the client's implicit messâge.

R discove¡ed bis sadness and "utter desperation" of his family situation. He

admitted he bad thought about leaving his maniage and suicide.

T got past his anger at his wife to his own sense of being ignored and his sense of

emptiness at having his own needs eclipsed by the needs of othe¡s. He had stated that he

had believed he should not have needs and that it was his responsibility ûo take ca¡e of

everyone else fìrst. He had come ûo realize that he was not honest about wanting his needs

met-
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Z¡eahzedhe was angry with his mother for not protecting him and abandoning him

to his abusive alcoholic father. His most overwhelning feeling had been one of guilt

because of his belief that good boys should not hate their mothets.

The other facilitator reported simil¿¡ rcsults in the other small g¡oup and noticed that

' th" -"n found it very difñcult ø connect with their feelings and preferred the safety of

: rational thought, It se¿ms this group were even mo¡e ¡esistant and were less successñf in

identifying their underlying emotiots. It was noted that S made no movement away ftom a

superficial fonn of inûeraction.

However even though the men we¡e rot suc¿essfi¡l in clearly identifying there

feelings they did gain an awa¡eness of their own personal procass of intellectualizing their

is"ur" and sometimes using rational analysis as a way of avoiding feeling.
:

: The responses of the fathers in this group would se¿m to be consistent with the

, t**mes of the fathers in Schwebel et al.'s (1989) g¡oup who also had difñculty in

identifying feelings.
]

: It is this write¡'s observation that the fathers in this group could bave r¡sed a lot of
:

i work in developing their emotional awareness. It app€aß that this is an area where all the

men showed a deficiency. It is possible that the subject of men and emotio¡s could be the

' theme of an entire group.

Session 10

U and V were out of town on business fo¡ this session but the othe¡ six members

were present.

This facilitato¡ had planned ø do a session on cornmunication skills but he was also

aware that the group was winding down and there was a desi¡e to allow the group üo work

tb,rough any unfinished business.
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After the check-in the group was again remhded tbat the group would be ending in

a few sessions and they were invited to make the most of the ¡emaining sessions and to take

furttrer risls in pushing their own limits.

The group was asked if they prefened to do a session on communication skills or to

have the time Ieft open. The group chose the later.

When the floor was thrown open T again chose to do some work. He began by

talking about his curent ¡elatio¡ship with his father and how it had changed since the death

of his mother.

It seemed that something had shifted in T. He did not appear to be so lost in his

intellectualizing about his own life. He spoke a little slower and sometimes paused as if to

check how he was feeling. He was not so angry with his father as he bad been and seemed

to be feeling mo¡e of his sadness about the distanc¿ and lack of connectedness he felt with

his father.

T desc¡ibed his father as a self-cente¡ed a¡d abwive man. T's father was a big man

who had been physically, verbally, and emotionally abusive. All of the members of T's

family of origin were aftaid of his father. T desc¡ibed the atnosphere in his family of origin

as a "wa¡ zone'.

T began to tune in to his sense of loss at not having had much of a telationship with

bis fathe¡. He felt fea¡ and timidness in the presenc¿ of his father as a role play was carried

out with Z electing to play the part of the dista¡t and abusive father.

T stated during the role play that he wanted his father to aclnowledge and üo see

him as a person. He said he wanted his father !o value him snd [s ìr/anted his dad ûo love

him.

The group was very involved with T as he did his wo¡k aror¡nd his relationship with

his father. They were right the¡e with him as he went tbrough the role play. They were

alert and sitting fo¡wa¡d in tleir ch¡i¡s. The group seemed to be very cohesive during this

session. The group displayed solidarity and empathy around this issue and it seemed that
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T's pain at feeling devalued and not loved by his father, became everyone's pain. Some of

the group members wete angry with T's father while othe¡s viewed hím with compassion.

During the course of this process T came to the mature realization tbat he had not

received the love he bad needed ftom his father and that he probably never would and so as

an adr¡lt male he needed to acæept and emb¡ace this wound. T may have been describing

Osheron's (1986) "father wound'.

In rhis writer's opinion this sense of woundedness or disconnectedness that nen feel

is not fundamentally gender specific. It is not the gender of the parent which c¿r¡ses the

woundedness but the lack of wa¡mth involvement and connectedness or in other words the

needs of the children are ¡elated to the qualities of a parent and not the athibutes of a

gender. An example of this was provided by Z during the session when he responded to T's

discussion about his father by talking about how his feelings üowards his mother were very

simila¡,

All the group members seemed ùo aclnowledge their se¡se of woundedness a¡d that

to some degree most of them did not rec¿ive wbat they teally needed from their parents.

Tbe question for the goup then became; what is the next sÞp after tbat realization? There

was some discussion thst the next step could be accepting responsibi.lity for fulfilling one's

own needs and providing one's own sense of being valued as a ftuman being) person.

There also se¿med to be a realization that the¡e was a part of T's dad in all men; that

all men, ûo some degree are cold, distant and abusive. There was an understanding

expressed that men needed to be awa¡e of thei¡ conditionings in order to move beyond

them.

During the check-out all the group members affìrmed that the session bad been very

powerfrrl, The session seemed to shike at the root of what it is to be a man; to be hained to

be a monster. Male conditioning hns lsd rrs¡ to become cold, distant and violent and these

are the qualities which breed success and power ia a man's wo¡ld. The price tbat is paid
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from when men are little boys is one of disconnection ftom other human beings. At the

core of what it is to be a man is the deep psychic pain of separateness and ultimaæly

valuelessness.

During the check-out S told the group that he would not be retuming to the group. S

had waited rmtil tle last possible minute to tell the group and they appeared to be slightþ

shocked by S's abrupt disclosu¡e. Some of the gtoup members tried to talk him into staying

a¡d othets said they would miss him.

It appeared to both the facilitators that S was continuing to practice avoidance as a

way of dealing with issues.

Session 11

Five of the remaining seven group members were present for this session. V and Y

were absent. V bad left a message that he was sick.

The group again decided to have an open session. The group membets were

reminded about the ending of the group and were invited to take the opportunity to fi¡ish

anything that needed finishing.

During the check-in \M said tbat the group had made him mo¡e aware of how

disconnected he was ftom his feelings but that it still did not feel safe enough for him to get

in ûouch with his feelings.

This facilitator brought up the issue of S having left the group and asked if anyone

had anything to say about it. W wondered whethe¡ S had left the group because he bad

been challenged by the goup about his authenticity or honesty about his anger. Howeve¡

most of the membe¡s seemed to accept S's departure as tæing for legitimate leåso¡s.

U was the first person to speak when the open part of the session began. He

attempted to a¡ticulaùc what he had been going tbrough sinc¿ he had moved out of the

family home and into his own apartnent, He said he had been spending more rime alone
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which was a new experience for him. U also said that he bad been envior:s of other group

members who bad seemed to be mole conversant with wbÂt he described as "the other side

of life". He admitted tbat he was famiüa¡ with the side of life which involved business and

success bcause tåat was what he had spent most of his time pursuing. However he stated

thât now he was feeling an emptiness in his lile and longed to experienc¿ a side of life

which involved feelings, meaning and spirituality.

This facilitator asked U to close his eyes and first tune i¡ to his breath and body and

then his feelings. He had some houble doing rhis ¿¡d said that he just felt an emptiaess.

He then visualized this emptiness as a clam lake and a horizon in the distance. He then got

stuck there and couldn't move any firther so the group moved on.

W was the next person to speak. H talked about his fear and apprehension around

a fathe¡ for the first time. This was a big sûep for W and was the first time he had

been self disclosing in the group. W also stated that he h¡d some feelings about the in-veho

fe¡tilization and the fact that the sperm was not his. He wonde¡ed how this would affect his

feelings towards the child. He also added that this was the fi¡st time he had verbalized these

feelings to anyone other than his partrer. He said that he had mainly been focusing on

being supportive to het during the I.V.F. process and then during the Pregnancy.

Most of the other fathe¡s were touched by W's disclosu¡e of his fears of not being

able to be an adequate father. Many of the other dacls reassured him that what he was

feeling was normal and then went on to talk about how they felt the same way when they

first became fathers. lvfany of the stories that the other fathers úold were touching and

reinforced the joy ând beåuty ând risk of being a fathe¡. W was very pleased by the warmth

and attention and seemed re¡ssu¡ed.

While the exchenge of birth stories were going on this facilitator noticed that U was

not talking and appeared to be getting slightly agitaûed. He seemed to be percolating.
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U was finally asked by this writer how the lake was looking and he answered that

the lake had some ripples on it now. The tone of the group to this point while the men were

talking about being a first time father bad been very soft, caring and relaxed but somewbat

superficial. U seemed to be very far away from this gentle discussion of the joys of

fatherhood. The group was being supportive with W but were perhaps choosing to play it

safe by ignoring U's increasingly evident anguish.

When the group's attention was finally focused back on U there was fifteen minutes

left in the group. U began by saying he that he still did not trust the guys in the goup

enough to express his feelings. He stated that this was 'nothing personal" and that it was

his problem that he could not hust and it really did not have anything to do with the group.

He a¡lmitted that when it came down úo it he really did not trust hirnself.

It seerned that U was baving houble expressing his feelings of loss and pain ove¡ the

end of his marriage and separation from his children. He seemed that he was standing

amidst the ruins of his life and all he could see on the ho¡izon was emptiness. U was just

beginning to grieve his loss. T seemed to perceive this which is understandable considering

his own rec¿nt loss and suggested ùo U that he spend some time wailing and getting it all

out.

This facilitato¡ felt very moved by U's suffering and felt the desi¡e ûo give hirn

support and comfort. This was expressed directly to U. This wdte¡ then made physical

contact with U while being careful to check out his comfo¡t level and pemrission ûo give

physical comfort. Othe¡ members of the group were also invited to give U some physical

nurturing and R and T also moved ûo comfo¡t him.

All the membe¡s of the group were focused on U with empathy and compassion. U

admitted that in the prcsent moment in the group he could feel the caring and support of the

othe¡s and admitted that he bad not felt that for a long time. By this time the group had

gone a half hour over rime.
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Dwing the check out more supportive statements we¡e directed towards U. U also

thanked the group; and expressed his gratitude for being in the group.

T made a rema¡k at the closing of the group about how the group had helped him to

be aware of some of the negative aspects of his trarsgenerational parenting style but that for

the fi¡st time in his life he really believed that he cor¡ld ¿q se¡sthing abou¡ çh¡¡ging his

Iife and he attribuúed this directly to his involvement in the group.

Trust and vulnerability were very much issues for both U a¡d Sr' in this session.

They bad both begun the session by saying tbat they did not trust and then ptoceeded ø

allow themselves to be vulnerable and hust the others. They were both rewarded by being

given empathy and compassion by the others. This group seemed to be a joumey to the

heart for all these men and the overall ûone of the group was one of sincere caring and

acceptånce. They were exhibiring and practicing their nurturing quatities as men. Tbey

were taking c¿¡e of e¿ch othe¡.

: Session 12

i This facilitator had contacted X, Y and S before the last session to ensue they

I would be attending. All nine membe¡s of tåe group attended the last session.

, fft" agenda for the session included:

- the members wdtten evah¡ations (see Appendix F)

- ve¡bal evaluation

; - closu¡e
.

I About balf of the session i¡volved the wdtten evaluations of the group members and

, th" post-test. When the written part of the evaluation was completed the men came ûogether

in the ci¡cle to discuss the group.
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The comments about the various fathets' experience in the gtoup were generally

positive. All the men were active in the discussion except S who was silent all evening. It

seemed again rhat S had chosen to keep himself outside the group and he appeared ø be

behaving like a visito¡. To his credit, however he did choose ûo retum for the last session.

This may indicate thet he still had some con¡ection and invesfurent with the goup. X and

Y who had both rnissed a number of sessions bec¿use of work participated actively in the

session and seened ûo be feeling very much a part of the grouP.

Some of the themes which were discussed by the fathets were; caring, sbaring,

listening, communication, honesty, responsibility, empathy and intimacy. The men

discussed pivotal events which bad occured in the group for themselves and others. Tbe

men often spoke to each other during the discussion. A numbe¡ of the fathe¡s ¡efened to

session 7 as a very significant event in the group.

T nominated R for the 'most improved awa¡d" and a numbe¡ of other men

concu¡¡ed.

A number of the men stated that they were surprised at how close they had become

in only twelve weeks.

lhe men were also invited to share their feelings about the ending of the group. Y

sha¡ed that he felt the group had just scratched the surfac¿ and that there was so much more

he wanted to talk about. R also said that he felt the¡e we¡e some 'loose ends" in the group

and refened specifically to U's issue of the separation ftom his wife. U asswed R tåat he

was okay.

There was a general consensus in the group that it had been ûoo sho¡t and that there

were mo¡e issues to cover. At this point the subject of the establishment of a suPPo¡t $ouP

was inhoduced by rhis facilitaúor.

R and Y took the initiative and circulated a sign-up list fo¡ the fathe¡s who were

interested in establishing a support group. Seven of the nine fathers decided to fo¡rn a
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support gtoup. S and V declined. V declined because he was going to be moving to

another city but said he i¡tended to seek out a group the¡e. S said he was to busy to attend a

support $oup. This seemed to be consistent with what this writer perceived as S's de¡ision

ûo divorce himself from the group after they challenged him about his anger. It appeared

tbÂt S had kept his i¡teractio¡s at a superficial level throughout the group and had not

allowed himself to get close to the othe¡s or vice-ve¡sa'

The other facilitator and this write¡ talked with the group about how support gloups

operate. Z expre,ssed his conc¿ms about being in a support group and baving some

membe¡s playing amatew psychologist.

When this issue was explored it was evenh¡ålly ieduced ûo a matter of kust;

specifically, Z's own trust of his own abilities. Z seemed ûo set very high standards for

himself and others and did not seem to acknowledge that he could communicate honestly,

listen and be empathic. The group gave Z sorre positive feedback about how much he had

conhibuted to the group. Z eventually relaxed with the idea of a support group after he

made the realization that his awa¡eness of the potential problem of people playing amateur

psychologist would help prevent difficulties.

The group was asked how they would like to close the group. Thete was some

discr¡ssion and the men opted for passing the talking stick. The ritual of passing the stick

had gained meaning for the men and they seemed to have some feeling for the process that

it involved. The¡e seemed to be a certain poignancy to the passing of the stick a¡ound the

circle ftom father to fathe¡ for the last time.

The stick moved around the circle and each father expressed his gratitude to the

group and each man also expressed his caring for the othe¡s and affi¡med that they were

glad they bad come úo the goup.

rilhen the talking-stick finally fell silent the men rose and came together i¡to a

standing circle with their ams around each othe¡ and they looked inø each others eyes and

quietly felt their connectedness and said their good-byes.
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When the group was over the men milled about shaking hands and hugging. This

facilitator said good-bye to all the membets individually.



PART III
EVALUATION
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PART III
EVALUATION

1. Eveluetion Criteria

The basic criteria fo¡ evaluation are derived from the initial practicum objectives

(refer to p. I of this teport). The evaluation involved detemrining to whât de$e€ the

practicum objectives we¡e fulfilled.

Another set of criteria ¡elated to clinical evaluation was also co¡sidered. These

involved factors such as attendance, athition, level of involvemenÇ authenticity, degree of

change or movement, acquisition of improved parenting skills and the level of self-

understanding in relation to the father-tole.

2. EvaluationProcedures

Three aspects of this practicum were consideted in the evaluation ptocess, these

involved evaluation of the group as a whole, the individual participants and this facilitator.

The data for the evaluation were derived from this facilitator's observations and

weeHy case notes, ftom consultations with the other facilitator, ftom verbal and written

evaluations of the gtoup's members and ftom a pre and post-test of the participant's level of

family functioning, utilizing the F.A.M. (Family Assessment Measure). The F.A.M.

general and self-rating scales were adminisùeted. The general scale measures family

functioning as a whole and the self-rating scale determines the subject's evaluation of his

own level of fi¡nctioning within the family unit.

The F.A.M. is an i¡skument based upon the McMaste¡ model of farnily fimctioni''g

which is based on Ca¡adian no¡ms. The a¡e¡s of family functioning which the McMaster

model add¡esses are; task accomplishment, role performance, communication, affective

expression, involvement, conbol, and values and norms @pstein, Bishop and Baldwin,
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1982). This inskument was utilized because it me¿sures ateas of family ñrnctioning which

have been described as typical problem a¡eas for fathe¡s such as affective expression,

involvement and conEol @eldman, 1982).

3. Group Evaluetion

This fathe/s group could be described as modestly successñ¡I. The literature gener-

ally acknowledges that it is difficult to engage men in therapy because men may perceive

the need for help as being conhary to a definition of masculinity which dec¡ee.s tåat men

should be self-sufficient and shong. Howevet, it has also been indicaùed that men are most

motivated in therapy when they attend on behalf of their children (Allen & Gordon, 1990).

This practicum was successfi¡l in achieving its most basic goal which was to establish a

father's group in Winnipeg, Canada. This writer is aware tbât â family ¡esource cente¡ in

this city attempted to start a father's group last year and was not successfif.

The group was established and was well attended. The attendance rate was 887o or

each father attended 10 of the 12 sessions, on average. The attrition rate was very low as

only one father declared he was leaving the group, however he attended 10 of the 12

sessions and was present for session 12, All of the group members attended the last session.

One of the practicum objectives was to establish a permanent father's support group in this

city at the end of the 12 week program. Seven of the nine members decided ûo continue on

as a support gloup for fathers. One of the men who declined was moving away from the

city but said he would be interested and the other fathet who declined was the one member

who decided to leave the group. This support group is continuing to meet on a bi-weekly

basis at the time of this writing which is five months after the end of the last week of the

pfo$am.
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The high level of attendance and involvement in this group could be athibuted in

part to the fact that the goup's participants were screened for interest a¡d motivation.

However, it shor¡ld be noted that the facilitators did not have a large pool of fathets to pick

ftom and did not reject many applicants.

The design of the group and the app¡oach of the facilitators might also explain the

level of involvement in the group. The group was designed to bave a responsive structure

which would allow for the participanls individual needs. In addition to this the facilitators

conducûed the goup in a egalitarian and democmtic fashion. The facilitators did not set

themselves up as parenting 'experts'. The facilitato¡s assumed that each fathe¡ was his own

best expert,

The fathe¡s we¡e asked to participaûe in deciding upon the struch¡re and content of

the group. They were asked to take frrll responsibility for their own involvement in the

group. There was some resistance from the participants to this egalitarian approach and

many of the men expressed a desire fo¡ a more haditional heirarchical approach with group

leaders making the decisions and the men acting as passive recipients of infomlation or

service. It could be argued that men in groups are more comfo¡table with hierarchy and

clear lines of authority and responsibility. This may have been 
"u"o 

¡¡e¡s ss \Ã,'ith 
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group because seven of the nine men had supervisory roles at wo¡k. The intention in this

group was for the facilitaûo¡s úo model a more egaütarian style of relationship.

A few examples of ¡ec¿nt fathels groups in the literahte (Gordon, 1990; Levânt,

1988) have proceeded from the assumption that the way to engage fathers is to design

groups which are highly skuctured and task o¡ienüed. One of the ass'mFtions in this

approach is that men a¡e aversive to the sharing of their fe€lings Ðd experiencæs in groups.

A fi:rther assumption is that if men a¡e ¡esistant úo therapy in general then approaches have

to be taken which take into account their proclivity fo¡ inshumental and task o¡iented

behavio¡. However, there is a diffìculty with this approach for fathe¡s because it plays to or
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encourages 'traditional" masculine traiæ. Much of the literatute on men's toles in the

family asserts that the ovet-emphasis of instrumental behaviors by fathers conshains them

ftom becoming more nurturing. Ttetefore fathers may need to leam to de-emphasize the

instrumental behavior and encourage thei¡ affective and expressive behaviors.

An exclusively task oriented approach was not taken in this glouP and with the input

of the participants an organic sEuch¡¡e evolved which was a combination of both struchred

and nondirective or open time. It was found that the men were not adverse to the open

sharing of feelings and experiences but they did want to feel like they were accomplishing

something. tlaving a combination of structu¡ed and open time in the group allowed the

fathers to have both their instrumental and expressive ne¿ds rnet. In fac! as the group

progressed the men more ftequently chose to engage in open-ended exptessive interactions.

Initially, the design of the group contained three segments. The fìrst part was to

explore the men's identities as fathers by looking at their relationships with their own

fathers. The second part of the group was to deal with emotio¡al awa¡eness aad exptession

which was also to include anger-conhol issues. The intention in the third segment was to

instruct the fathers in parenting skills. In rebospect the initial design of this group may

have been over ambitior¡s as each of the th¡ee areas could have easily filled twelve sessions.

However, as the group delved into the fi¡st segment and statted to explore their respective

families of origin the theme of loss and grief began to evolve.

The men began in the first few sessions by looking at thei¡ ¡elationships with their

fathers and most of these ¡elationships were characûerized as dista¡t and lacking in

intimacy. Most of the fathe¡s from the families of origin conformed ûo the descdptions in

the literature of the haditional father who was emotionally distant ând either physically or

psychologically absent. Most of the men in the group began to feel some sense of loss at

not having had as close a ¡elationship with their respective fathe¡s as they would have liked.

In subsequent sessions this pattem of relationship characùerized by lack of intimacy and
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disconnectedness was revealed úo be generalized for most of the men in their own families

with both their wives and child¡en. The men wete able to aclnowledge to some degree that

being in the provider role separated them ftom thei¡ families. The main thene in the fìrst

five sessions on the group was the loss and grief that the men felt at feeling distant from the

ones they loved.

In the next segment, (dealing with emotional awa¡eness a¡d expression), Robert

Bly's assertion that gief is the doorway ûo feeling in men was tesûed in the $oup. The

men's growing awaleness of thei¡ own sense of loss ând gdef was able to be utilized to help

them open up thei¡ emotions. The group was succcssñrl in opening up their emotions and

an emotional watershed experience happened for most of the men in the session seven. By

the time this pivotal experience occuned the group had already developed a shong serse of

cohesion and a deep solidarity with each others pain. In the following session one of the

nembers reported the death of his rrother and another the birth of a daughter. These

experiences profoundly enhanced the emotional tone of the group.

The men demonshated that they were able üo collectively share their grief and loss

and subsequently were also able ûo comfort and support each other in a variety of sihutiors

and problerns, The men expressed concem and compassion towards each othe¡. They were

able to honestly share their feelings and experiences with each othe¡. They were able ùo be

intimate and empathic with each other. In shor! the fathers were able úo engage in

nurturing behavior.

According úo this analysis it appears that the group was somewhat successfi¡l in

assisting the men in exhibiring nurturing behaviors. However, it is unknown whether these

nurturing bebaviors becâme moiê generalized or hansfened even in part ûo the more

complex sihrations in thei¡ ¡oles as fathe¡s. To be su¡e it was e¡sier for the men to be

empathic with other group members with whom they have very little invested than it would
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be with their r¡¡ives or child¡en. However, it is still plausible to assume that the group did

i encor¡rage generalized nurturing behavior in the men.
:

: fhe main practicum objective was to assist the men in becoming move involved and

nurturing fathers. The men clearly exhibited nurturing behavio¡s in the context of the

' gro,rp. The resr¡lts of the F.A.M. (see appendix G) wor¡ld seem to support the clinical

I obr"ration tbat the men improved their nurturing behavio¡. A significant area of improved

' f"roily fi:nctioning for the group as a whole was affective expression. Six of the nine

fathers showed irnprovement in affective expression. If it is assumed that affective

expression is a basic component of nurhrring behavior then it is possible to assurne that the

men did as a whole improve their nurturing qualities. Othe¡ areas of family firnctioning

which showed improvement were; conhol (7 men improved), communication and

, involvement (5 men showed improvement in each category). These improvements in
!

¡ communication, involvement and conhol might also be inûerpreúed as an improvement in

nurturing behavior.

: ruthough it could be cautiously posiùed that the fathe¡s did improve their nurhring

] q*lities it is not certain whethe¡ the fathers' relationships with thei¡ child¡en actually dicl

, n*Utativeþ improve. It is also not possible to know whether the group resr¡lûed in the

j f"th"rs becoming more quantitatively involved with their cbildren or whether they spent
j

I mo¡e time with them. However, the F.A.M. results did indicate that five of the fathers

showed improvement in the caùegory of involvement.

The second objective of the group which was to assist the membets in achieving an

intergenerational u¡de¡standing of how they ñnctioned as fathers by exploring their

j relationships with their fathers and child¡en was met to a limiûed degree. There were
l

. exercises in the goup which were designed to assist the men in comparing themselves in a

, sysüematic way to their own fathe¡s. Some of the men in the group were able to build upon
:, these largely intellectual exe¡cises and fir¡thet explore their own identities as fathers in

relation to thei¡ families of origin in a more integrated way in the group. One of the fathers,
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for example, was able to see clearly that he was repeating his fathers pattern of parenting

alrnost exactly and in the process made a sEonger comrrit¡nent to change, A few other

members of the gtoup were also able to do this.

The rhird objective of the group was to assist the members in increasing their

awa¡eness of how their own gender role soci¡liz¡tion had affected them in relation to the

issues of emotional awa¡eness and expressiveness as well as anger and conhol-authority

issues. These issues wete encountered in the group in both a didactic and experiential way.

Some of the barriers to emotional awareness and expression which derive ftom male

gender socialization were discussed and experienced in the group. The men experienced

the relationship between emotional awa¡enqss and reshicted body awaleness and grief. The

rnen were also able to gain some insight into how the ovetemphasis on rational thought may

deliÍrit emotional awareness and expression. Meditation and relaxation techniques wete

leamed by the men and were utilized in enhancing thei¡ awateness of some of the pitfalls of

over-intellectualizing.

The relationships between anger, conEol and power as they relate to the father role

were also explored in the group in both abshact and concrete ways. A few of the men

discussed examples of conflicts with thei¡ child¡en, especially the adolescent children.

When these conflicts were explored it was revealed to the fathers tbat o'ger and conflict

were often ¡ooted in their belief that it was necessa¡y for them to maintain their power and

conhol in the family.

Some of the deskuctive consequences of male gender socialization were highlighted

by one of the member's thorough explo¡ation of his relationship with his cold, distant and

abusive father. This discr¡ssion shongly engaged the group and while they empathized with

this member's pain they also saw a part of themselves i¡ his cold and abusive fathe¡. The

men experienced both the cause a¡rd the effect of patemal neglect and abuse within
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thernselves and therefore were provided with the impetus to change this aspect of their own

lives.

The F.A.M. post-tests indicated an i¡teresting tesult which may be related to

changes in the fathers' role in the family. Seven of the nine men showed a decline in the

area of role perform¡nce in the family. Family functioning is posited to be most effective

when roles are clearly defined and rurderstood by all family members @pstein et al., 1982).

It is not clear what the corect interpretation of this apparent decline in role performance

means. However it is possible to speculate that the fathers' alæring of their role in the

family would affect the role performance of the farnily system. The purpose of this group

in a b¡oad sense was to get the fathers to change thei¡ role in the family especially in

encouraging them to take on mo¡e of the affective fi¡nction in the family. It could be

assumed that the family would be temporarily disrupted by a father who, for example,

became more em6li6nally expressive, communicative and involved and less ç6¡¡qlling.

The effect on the family of cbanging fathers' tole is an a¡ea which warants more study.

Another objective of this group was to help increase the members' confidence as

fathers by working on the practical skills of being a parent. This was perhaps the least met

objective of the group. The originâl intention was fo¡ the facilitato¡s úo teach ptactical

parenting skills in the last few sessions of the group. However the group had developed in

a direction which appeared to be incongruent with switching to a more didactic teaching

mode, The fathers were given a choic¿ between having ân oPen more p¡ocess oriented

session and a struchred skills teaching session and chose the fonner. Issues had evolved in

the group which the fathe¡s wanted to continue ûo explo¡e. The men in this group clearly

showed a preference for open ended, selfdisclosing interaction rather than inskumental or

task oriented activity.

The inclusion of the parenting skills module in the group was, perhaps, over

ambitior¡s and demonshated a flaw in our planning. lhe facilitators may have
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underestimated the rnembers willingness and need ûo work on mo¡e fr¡ndamental issues.

A more specific focus may have been mote effective in the goup. The stated subject matûet

of the group was broad and was intended to touch on a number of issues related to being a

fathe¡. Howeve¡, by allowing the group's process to develop, the initial b¡oad focus on a

numbe¡ of issues evolved into a deeper focus on a few issues.

The participant's written and verbal evaluations of the goup indicated rhat some of

tle men notic¿d imp¡ovements iil affective awa¡eness and expression, communication,

involvement a¡d control issues. Some men also reported a general improvement in family

relationships. Some men also attributed reduced shess to their involvement in the group.

This unexpected result night be related to the use of meditation and relaxation ûechniques

in the group.

The participants made it clea¡ as the goup evolved that commwrication and conhol-

conflict issues we¡e impodant to them in their family telationships. A very important issue

which surfaced in the group concemed the men's relationships with their wives and how

these relationships affected the men in their role as fathe¡s. The marital issue a¡d the wider

issue of how the family sysûems dynamics affect the father ¡ole could also be given due

corsideration in designing fuhre father groups

This group, to a large degree seemed ø be about the sense of alienation that men

feel towards their families and themselves. The sh¡dow of this alienation seems to be a

sense of grief and loss and a longing ùo feel a part of the family. The group tumed out to be

a joumey into that hidden and fo¡bidden land of men's emotional life. Joseph Pleck (1989)

h¡s iefipd p¡þiarchy as a system whereþ men oppress women, eåch other and thenselves

and this oppression seems to be a certain prescription for life denying alienation. The

challenge for men is to b¡esk down these walls a¡rd the challenge for practitioners is to se¿

the interconnectedness of these tbree walls.
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4. The tr'athers

tr'ather R

During the evaluation at the end of the group one of the men jokingly suggested that

R should be given the 'most improved award'. This perception was sbared by other grouP

membe¡s and the facilitators. Comparisons aside, R did indeed do well in the goup. R had

perfect attendance and by the end of the group was one of the m¡in advocates for the

establishment of a father's support group.

R initially presented as a úense, critical and somewhat reluctant participant. He

desc¡ibed himself as a pretty shaight-laced and task o¡iented guy. He criticized some of the

early group building activities as a waste of tine and expressed his desire for a stsuchued

t¿sk oriented and more autho¡itarian type of group. In the initial few sessions he did ¡ot

speak much and tended to keep himself separate from the group. He described himself as

being very different from the othe¡ members of the group , ald seemed teluctant to want to

see himself as a person who had problems and needed heþ. During tlhe discussions on the

structure of the group he argued against having a more open format. R appeared ûo be a

very "baditional male" with a üendency to be somewhat rigid and authorita¡ian. During the

early part of the group R seemed to be functioning as a tevene ba¡ometer for the group by

highlightirg traditional male qualities and indicating the direction the goup should not

have gone in.

It se¿med somewhat paradoxical that while R was advocating for a group with more

skucture and focus he actually benefited no¡e from the open-ended sharing parts of the

group. In fact in session five, which was the fi¡st completely open session, R aclnowledged

at the end of the session that it was the first rime in the group that he really felt tbat he bad

been helped. honically R had been helped by the very activity that he had been criticizing

for the previous tb¡e¿ sessions. R had described the open sharing of experienæs and

feelings as 'pooling our collective ignorance'. However, R was open ùo change and his
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resistance slowly declined as he mo¡e openly admitled tlnt there was value in a less

structured group that involved self-disclosing interaction. After session five R no longer

separated hinlself frorn the group. He quickly became one of the rnost engaging, self-

disclosing and risk-taking members of the group.

The cbanges in R wete very evident as the gtoup progressed. He ptesented as much

more ¡elaxed and open ald less rigid and judgmental. He openly discussed the conflict he

was having with his teenage daughter on a few occssions and was shongly cballenged by

the group for his somewhat conholling and authorihrian srqnce. He was able úo accept

these challenges, gain insight and progress to admitting his part in the conflict.

R was able to openly express his feelings in ¡elation to his mentally delayed

daughúer which was admiüedly a first for him. He was also able to openly cry and express

his grief and loss in an authentic way and gain some healing because of it. He was able to

admit that being more vulne¡able with his family brought him closer to them. R was also

able ùo gain some measure of insight into wbat prevented him ftom being more awa¡e of his

feelings.

R progressed from a stanc¿ with his fellow membem rhât was sepalate and possibly

judgmental to a position tlat was compassionate, involved and supportive.

R stated in his written evahution of the group (see Appendix $ that he bad become

more aware of some of his feelings ¡¡d ¡[¿f rhis þd helped him in becoming, mote calm

¿¡d ¡¡s¡¿ willíng to explore altemate solutions to family problerns. R also stated that he had

been disappoinùed that the group had not been more practical and believed tbat he wor¡ld

bave benefited more ftom a task-oriented goup although he also a.lmitted thåt wbÂt he

enjoyed most about the group was the "open sharing 6f fs€lings, ideås and hurts".

The F.A.M. results support this faciÏtatols evaluation and R's own evaluation.

Both the general sc¿le and the self-¡¡fing scale (see Appendix G) indicate affective

exptession as the most pressing problem area in family functioning for R. Both scales

indicated an imptovement in affective expression in the post-test. Modest improvements in
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the a¡eas of conhol and role performance were also indicated. It should be noted that R was

participating in family therapy concunently with the group and therefore it is not possible

to assert that the gloup was respo¡rsible for R's apparent improvement in affe¿tive

expression in the post-úest. It is possible ttrat the group and fanily therapy were

complementary and seemed ùo bave a combined positive affect,

Fether S

Ttis fathe¡'s initial re¿sons for taking the group involved a¡ inte¡est in talking to

other fathers to see how they handled parenting issues; especially how to hendle teeriagers.

S also stated tlnt he wanted to leam how to deal with his anger better. S seemed to function

well when excbanging infonnation with the othe¡s on a conversational level, however, he

seemed unwilling to go beyond a superfìcial analysis of his parenting and this caused

difficulties when he attempted to deal with the issues of anger and conflict with his teenage

children.

S may have benefited more from a more practical and informational parenting

program such as S.T.E.P. - Teen.

S seemed resistant to exploring relationships with his father or seriously analyzing

his own parenting approaches. S also did not seem interested in developing his emotional

awareness. S kept his inûeractions with other membe¡s of the group on a safe and

superficial level. S conducæd hi¡nself i¡ a conholled and proper manner in the group. He

was friendty with the others and sometimes gave what se€med to be wise advise.

S's descriptions of his life did not seem to be authentic although they sor¡nded

plausible and proper. S desc¡ibed himself as a c¿lm and ¡easonable man but he had

revealed tbat he bad been physically abræive in the past. The incidents of violenc¿ had

sùopped but it seemed that his anger was ma¡ifesting in a more passive-aggressive way by

being controlling and rigid. S refr¡sed ø talk about his fathe¡ md said he had let go of his
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ariger towards his father but sonehow this asse¡tion did not se¿m authentic. S spoke about

his conflicts with his adolescent son in the group and was challenged about his self-honesty

and his intentions (i.e. power and control). Howevet, S was unwilling úo respond úo this

cballenge and take responsibility for his part in the conflict and honestly question his own

intentions. S seemed ûo ¡emain stuck in focusing on the wrongdoing of his son'

S may have been sectetly angry with or th¡eatened by the group's challenge and that

may have been why he decided to leave the group. However, S stated that he was leaving

the goup afte¡ sessiol 10 but retumed for session 12 (ast session). S was the only member

who decided not úo join the continuing supPort $ouP. In all, S attended 10 of the 12

sessions.

Despite his unwillingness to honestly conftont the issues of ange¡ and conflict S

may have benefìted from being a part of the gtoup of fathers who were expressing concems.

S stated that he did benefit ftom seeing tbat other fathers had similar prob!¿65 ¡¡d rhis

made him feel less alo¡e. He also said he felt a sense of support from the grouP.

The main problem areas in the family fiuctioning indicated by the F.A.M' wete

affective expression, involvement and conhol. The results showed that the main area of

improvement was in affective expression with smalle¡ improvements in conhol and

involvement. These results might support the conùention that S benefìted from just

participating in the group. An irtreresting lesult on the self-¡ating scale of the F.A.M.

showed a sigrrificant decline in S's perception of his role performance in the family. An

optimistic inüerpretation of this ¡esult might be that the group helped S to perceive areas of

his own role perfomrance that needed improvement.

Fsther T

T was also an actively involved and sometimes dominant member of the group' T

missed only one session and even then had good reason' T was the nain advocate fo¡ a
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Eroiô open, talk oriented fomnt. He explicitly staûed that he believed men were just as

capable as women in openly discussing thei¡ lives. T was talkative and self-disclosing in

the early sessions of the group and led the way for other group members. He discussed his

family and his and his wife's families of origin. T's frank discussion of his relationship

with his wife in se.*sion fìve acted as a catalyst for the other members of the goup and as a

result the group teached a waúetshed of cohesion and self-disclosing interaction. However,

T's discussion of his life was often conducted in an ove¡ly intellectuâl manner and there

seemed to be a gap between his understanding and the inüegration of understanding into his

life. This may have been in part because f 's i¡þllsatu¿lizing seemed to be a defense

against some of the diffìcult feelings he was having suçh as ¡nger, hurt, fear and sadness.

Initially T found it almost impossible ø acknowledge these feelings.

An event occu¡red a¡ound the time of session seven which shongly affected T's

involvment in the gloup. His mothet died. The gtoup was supportive of T's grieving and

in the end when the goup finished T stated that he was very thÃ d¡l he was in the group

during this most difficult period of his life. T's mother passed away on the sarne evening

that the ¡est of the group was opening up to their own serse of grief and loss. In this sense

T provided the group with a powerfrf model of how grief opens up a man's emotions. The

group was able to empathize with T and he was able to integata his experience into the

fabric of the group. T again acted as a catalyst fot the other men to go deepet into their

feelings.

T talked about the suffering his mother had endu¡ed in her life, in the session in the

week following her death. He also spoke about how, as she lay dying, her pain became his

pain. T also became very angry with his father following his mothers' death and to some

degree saw his father as the cause of his mothe¡'s suffering. T's anger towa¡ds his fathe¡

was his dominant emotion when he spoke about the death. He was gently challenged to

take responsibility for his anger and was encouraged to view his anger as a choice. In the
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following few sessions T csme to accept that responsibility for his feelings towards his

father and something shifted. He started to focus on himself rathe¡ than his father and T

discove¡ed the deep sense of sadness that he felt about his relationship with his father. He

was also able to see how much he was like his fathet. T also was able to take his life back

and expressed a newly found belief in his own ability to change his life.

T also was able to gain some insight into how he used intellectualizing as a way of

screening out his feelings and as a vehicle fot his hostility' Initially T presented as very

verbal. By the end of the group he presented differently. He spoke slower and more

thoughtfully and sometimes paused to check how he was feeling'

T thoroughly explored his ¡elationship with his father and in the ptocess gained a lot

of insight into his own self and in doing so again acted as a catalyst for the group. What T

expressed about his cold and distant fathe¡ a¡d himself resonated with the other goup

membets.

T acknowledged a connection between his anget and his pain in his written

evaluation and implied tbat this helped him deal with his anger better. He also

acknowledged the role family of origin issuas played in his houbled ¡elationship with his

wife and also how this relationship, in turn, affected his parenting.

The results of the F.A.M. indicated task accomptshment as the main p¡oblem a¡ea

in farnily functioning. Other identified problem areas were role performance, conhol and

affective expression. The post-test results showed some improvement in all these a¡eas

except affective expression. However, the post-test ¡esults we¡e most certainly affected by

the death of T's mother. It is safe to assume that this death affected T's family's

functioning more thatr T's involvement in the father's group. Therefore the post-test results

would have ùo be viewed with a great deal of uncertainty.
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Father U

When U began this group he was in the process of separating ftom his wife and he

wanted to participate in the group to help minimize the effect of the separation on his

children and to improve his relationship with them. According to his own evah¡ation at the

end of the group, U did achieve these goals. U also received help and support from the

group as he went through the separation ptocess.

U was an active participant who took risks and interacted directly with the others in

an honest way. U looked at his own style of parcnting and his fathers and found they were

similar. U was able to acknowledge that he was a workaholic like his father and identify

how he has been a¡ absent fathe¡ and hr¡sband. U was able to experience his own sense of

loss at not having seen rruch of his father when he was a child and was determined to

change that aspect of his life. U was determined to develop a good relationship with his

children in spite of the impending divo¡ce and saw that part of this was improving his

relationship with his prospective ex-wife.

U did well in the section of the group dealing with emotions. He was perbaps the

only member of the group who really allowed himself ø get in touch with his 'nger during

a c¿¡tain exercise and he was ¡ather amszed to rcalizþ' how much he h¡d been suppressing

his anger and hurt. U atso risked himself by allowing himself to be vulnerable in front of

the group even though he also directþ acknowledged that he did ¡ot trust the group. He

openly moumed the end of his ma¡riage and cried and shared his pain, rage and

hopelessness with the group. He admitted to himself and the group that the failu¡e of the

marriage was his fault. U showed a lot of courage in his self-exploration.

U was also a good listener a¡rd was able to exùend himself to others. He directly and

personally interacted with the othe¡s in the here and now of the group more so than any

othe¡ membe¡. De,spite the difñculties he was experiencing in his personal life, U was able

to remain open to his own feelings, and the support of the group. He was able ùo openly

acknowledge the support of the group and expressed his appreciation in a direct and
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intimate way to the other members. U ended the group openly acknowledging his problems

and making a skong commibnent to change and to the continuing support group. It is

possible that U will benefìt a great deal ftom membership in a father support group.

U stated in his writûen evaluation that he had improved his relations with his family.

He expressed that he felt a lot of the ¡6ls things which use to get in the way of his relating

to his child¡en were cleared away. He also said that he was mo¡e capable of understanding

how other people really felt and had more confidenc¿ in his intuition.

U's F.A.M. post-test ¡esults would also seem ûo indicate some improvement in

family functioning and would support this writer's and U's evaluation. U's rnain identified

problem area was in communication. He also showed some difñculty in the a¡e¿s of

affective expression, conhol and task acæomplishment. U's resr¡lts indicaüed significant

improvement in all these ptoblem ateas as well as some improvement in the area of conhol

issues. It should be noted tbat U's post-test results may have been affected by the finalizing

of his separation agreement and his moving out of the family home. U did seem to

overstate his accomplishments in his verbal a¡rd written evaluatio¡s. However,

ove¡statement aside, it is still reasoDâble to assume that U did show some improvement.

tr'ather V
During the intake process V had revealed that in the previous yesr he had suffered

ftom depression. He bad stated that during the period of the depression he bad undergone a

reevaluation of his life and was looking to ñrther his self-exploration and awa¡eness. He

believed tåe fathe¡s' group could provide him with a venue for self-explo¡ation. V's goals

se€med tro b€ vague and not directly related to his ¡ole as a father. In rehospect it now

seems that he was looking for a group and not necessarily a fathers' group. V may not have

met his goals of engaging in self-exploration or enhancing his self-awa¡eness.
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V showed a sincere interest in the group and attended l0 of the 12 sessions. He

showed a good level of involvement in the planned exercises in the $oup but dwing the

more open times he did not speak a lot and often seemed to be on the periphery of the

gloup. He wâs selfdisclosing with the group on a few occasions and infomred the group

tåat he was having ma¡ital houbles and atten.ling col¡¡seling. He also told the group that he

bad been through a depression. However when V spoke about these events it was to

provide the others with informetion. When he spoke it seemed as if h" u7¿s ¡sading ftom a

script. V did not explore any of the issues that he presented to the goup although there

were opportunities for him to do so. It appea.red to this wdter that V seemed mistustfirl and

angry with the group and with the facilitators in particular. However V did not take the risk

of expressing his lack of trust or â¡ger directly. A few others members in the group had

explicitly worked tlrough these issues and then moved on.

It rray have been that V was afraid and did not feel safe enough to trust ot get

openly angry. He may not have been ready üo deal with these issues in the lirriúed time that

was available. V nay not have husted himself enough to express his anger openly and

directly in the group but he may have if the group had been longer. He may have feared

slipping back into a depression if he opened up. V appeared üo be concemed with keeping

himself safe during the group and a result did not take the steps rhat were necessary to

produce some movement or change.

V's F.A.M. results did not indicate any improvement in family functioning. The

F.A.M. general scale ¡esults showed no change and the s¿lf-¡aring scale showed

deûerioration i¡ all areas especially in the a¡e¡s of affective expression, commrmication and

role performance. It is uncertain why V's assessment of his own ¡ole in the family

deûerio¡ated. The mariage counseling m¡y have affected his evaluation of himsetf. The

group and marital therapy may bave been too much for him or his depression may have

been reh-rming. It may also be speculated that the group was not appropriate for V at the
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time. The possible deterioration may also have indicated V's tendency to engage in

tregative self-evaluation or a type of "getting worse before you get better" scenario. It is

probable that by bringing up issues and then ¡ot dealing with them directþ may have

caused V some heightened e¡xiety. V did seem to be engaging in an approach-avoidance

dance with a short approach and a much longer avoidance'

V's written self-evaluation indicated that he did beneñt fron just being a part of a

group of men sharing thoughts and feelings. V saw that he had made some small

improvements in "communicating inner ideas", being more empathic and 'thoughtfrf about

his feelings". The group rray bave been and important small step for V in his joumey of

self-exploration which was precipiûated by his depre'ssion. Although V was not intending to

continue on with the support goup he did express a desire to join a similar group in the new

city he was moving to.

Father W

W was a prospective fi¡st time father and the youngest member of the goup. He

was possibly the most non-traditional of all the men and desc¡ibed himself as a feminist.

His initial ¡eason for taking theþup was that he wanted to do all he could to prepare

himself for fatherhood. During the inùake interview he stated that he did not want to be a

'haditional" father and that he wanted to be an involved fathe¡. He also stated tb¡t he

wanted úo leam how to ¡elate to child¡en betüe¡ and leam how to deal with his anger. He

expressed a desire ùo le¿rn ftom the experiences of other fathers. W staùed in his evaluation

at the end of the group tbat he had met and exc¿eded his goals. He described the gloup as a

"huge success".

During the intake rff disclosed that he bad recently begun to suspect tbat he may

have been sexually abused when he was a cbild. He had not had aly defi¡iùe memories but

rather bad a vague sense tlnt something may have occuned. Due to this disclosu¡e the
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facilitators decided not to push W while he was participating in the group and allowed him

to set his own pace and to maintain his own safety level.

Sy' presented as quiet and somewb¿t uncomfo¡table in the initial few sessiom of the

group, He seemed uncertai¡ about what he should say in some of the discussions becar¡se

his situation was unique in tbat he was a ptospective new father and didn't bave a body of

personal experienc¿ as a fatlet ùo ¡elate to. He also seemed slightly defensive about his

feminist viewpoint initially. As tbe group progressed W seemed more relaxed and feeling a

part of the group.

Generally, for most of the group, Vy' was pretty quiet and spent most of his time

lisùening to the other fathe¡s. The facilitators nade conscious effo¡ts to d¡aw W into the

group's discussions by ftarning things to relate to his unique situation. Vr' hardly spoke

about his family of origin at all except to give the impression that he did not bave good

feelings about them.

Although initially W seemed somewhat separated and withdrawn ftom the goup

this gradually diminished as the group progressed. His involvement and tole in the group

was unique. He was quiet but seemed very involved in the group and was most active in

goup building. He was active in the discussions about the struch¡¡e of the group. He also

had a uaique telationship with the facilitators in that he often seemed to fr¡nction as ou¡

covert operator within the goup to subvert cone of the mo¡e traditional male attitudes in

the group. He seemed to be able to pick up on the di¡ection the facilitato¡s wete wanting

the group to go in a¡d then inhoduce th.at toPic into the gtoup. He was able to challenge

some of the group members to question their attitudes about the haditional ¡oles of men and

fathers. For example he was suc¡¿ssfrrl in challenging both R and S on their issues relaûed

to the desire to conhol their child¡en and their anger. IV also was able to help draw R into

the group in the early stages when R was expressing dissatisfaction with the group. W was

able to establish a special relationship with R over the course of the group and this
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relationship may have been heþfrrl in initiating some of the changes in attitude which R

expressed.

Although W did not do much personal work for the most part of the group, in the

second last session he took what may have been an important sûep for him. He expressed to

the goup that he bad become awa¡e of how disconnected he was ftom his feelings a¡d that

he still did not feel safe enough with them to be open about his feelings. However it

seemed that by talking about his trust issue and baving it acknowledged by the group he

was able to move into trusting. During tbat same session W opened up to the group for the

first time and spoke about some of his fears around becoming a father. His fe€lings wele

validated and normalized by the other group rnembers in a very wamr way' Tbis in turn

reinforc¿d the benefit derived from openly expressing his feelings and he talked fi¡¡ther

about some other feelings about his Partner's ptegnancy that he had never spoken to anyone

befo¡e about. W was slow to make his move in the group but when he fid it seemed to

benefit him greatly.

The F.A.M. pre-test indicated tbåt W's main p¡oblem a¡e¿s in family functioning

we¡e in communication, conhol and affective exptession. The post-test indicated small

inprovements in commr¡nication and affective expression with the most significant

imptovement occurring in the a¡ea of conhol issues. This ¡esult would seem to be

consistent with the observation that \V was involved in encounúering conhol issues with

other members of the group.

W gave the group a very positive written evaluation. He stated tbqt he had lea¡ned

that the fea¡s and wor¡ies he had about becoming a father we¡e nomral. He also was able to

rerognize that he needed to work on his relating skills and that he needed to relax and be

less serious. W's confidenc¿ in his parenting abilities may have been incteased by the

reduction of his anxieties. W expressed that he de¡ived a lot of support and satisfaction

ftom the group. He also expressed a shong commihnent to continuing on in the support

group.
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Fether X
X revealed during the intake interview that he had been separated ftom his wife for

eight montbs. Both he and his wife bad a hisûory of substanc¿ abuse but they both had quit

and then started to have se¡ious marital ptoblems. X and his wife bad been receiving

marriage courueling with the goal of reuniting the family. The rnain reason X wanted to

take the fathels group was to assist him in rcco¡stituting the family. Specifically X's goals

were to leem to deal with his anger, leam how to relate to his adolescent stepson better and

generally improve himself as a fathe¡. X did state tbat the group had assisted him in

resolving the issue of reuniting the family.

It is not ce¡tain what benefit X derived ftom the goup as a whole because he

attended only half the sessions becar¡se he started working evening shifts. Howeve¡ X did

attend the last session and did join the fathels suppo¡t grouP.

X did participate frfly and did seem to benefit ftom the sessions he did attend. X

showed matu¡e i¡sight in ¡elation to his family of origin issues and in particular with his

relationship with his father. X was the fìrst person to relaûe to the others on a less

inùelle¿tual and more emotional level. He seemed to set the tone for self disclosu¡e when he

came out with the issue of mâÌital boubles drring the group's very first open session. X

was able to talk about the issue of a new relationship that he was uncertain about in a way

that appeared to help him resolve how he was going to proceed. He was able to candidly

speak about intimacy in a way that very few of the others corfd. When X appeared for the

last session afte¡ being away for five weeks he fit into the intimate level of the group's

discussion very easily and seemed to feel very much a part of the group.

X indicated in his w¡itten evaluatio¡ tåat tbrough the course of the group he bad

come to the decision to "let go of his wife and get on with his life'. This decision rnay have

been affected by discussion of this issue in the group. He sought validation ftom the group

fo¡ his new relationship and seemed to receive it. This allowed him to proceed with the

relationship and then come to the ¡e¿lization tb¿t he and his wife sober were two very
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different people that weren't compatible. X did say that although he was lefting go of his

wife he was still committed to being a father. He stated that he had leamed to comnunicate

with his son better as a result of the gtoup. X was of Aboriginal descent and stated that he

felt the passing of the stick was very significant as it represented a link to nature.

X's F.A.M. pre-test results seemed to indicåûe substantial family dysfunction in a

number of are¿s. The post-ûest results of the general scale showed no improvement and

some deterioration in affective exp¡ession an communication. The results fo¡ the self-raring

scale also showed a decli¡e in affective exptession and involvement but X did show

improvement in the a¡e¿s of communication and role perfomunce. These results were very

probably affecûed by X's decision not ûo reunite with his family. X's poor attendance

shor¡ld also be conside¡ed when interp¡eting these resultrs.

Fsther Y
Y's original reason for taking the group wås to p¡epare for being a single father as

he was expecting to teceive custody of his son. Y bad been working towâÌd this eventuality

for the pteviow year and a half. Y had stated that he wanted to leam how to be a fathe¡ and

in particular he wanted to leam how to be more intimate with his son in a way tbat would

help the child feel better about himself.

Y's ongoing legal custody ptoblems were an ongoing sowce of shess and

dishaction for him throughout his involvement in the group. Y had been expecting, and h.ad

been led to believe that he would be rec€iving custody of his son. The custody issue and all

the machi¡ations surounding it becåme the central presenting issue for Y during the group.

Y was frushated and angered by the legal process and was even more so when he was not

granted custody.

Y received support and shess ¡eduction from attending the group and sharing his

frushation and i¡c¡edulity with the other fathe¡s. When he discussed the custody issue and
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the conflicts with his wife and the 'system" he was encouraged by the other men to take the

high road and ø focr¡s on wbat was best for his son. Y would often begin the session

feeling very tense and upset and would end the session feeling betùet (by his own

admission).

Y's anger, ouÞr di¡ectness and bl¡mirig \,vs¡s vsry much implicit issues for him

during the group. During the segment on emotions Y seemed to be s¡us¡ in his ¡nger and

could not seem to get in touch with any other feelings. However, Y was able ûo take a step

and move out of his anger and get in ûouch with his love and concem for his son which was

the real reason fo¡ his struggle. Y was able ûo see that he b¡d been losing sight of his love

fo¡ his son in his preoccupation with the custody conJlict. He was then able to resolve to try

to do the best he cor¡ld for his children even though he did not get custody.

Y's F.A.M. pre-test indicted that his trrÂi¡ family problem areas were

communication and involvement. His post-test tasults showed some improvement in these

a¡e¿s as well as the a¡ea of affective expression. Y indic¿ted in his w¡itten evaluation tlat

he felt his communic¿tion and quality of involvement with his children had improved. Y

also said that he had leåmed to stop some destructive pattems in his telationship with his

wife.

Y was one the mai¡ advocates fo¡ the establishment of the fathe¡s' support group

and also put some effort into org¡nizing i¡.

Father Z
During the intake interview Z had indicated that his main reason for joining the

$oup was úo 
*leam how to deal with things on an emotion¡l level". Z bad achowledged

that he was too logical and felt out of touch with his feelings. He also had stated that he

was an adult child of alcoholic parents and bad family of origin issues which he thought he

needed to explore. Z expressed a degree of uncertainty in regards to his ¡ole as a father and
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said he wanted to compare patenting apptoaches with othe¡ fathers. It se€ms that Z did

firlfill his goals and especially the main one.

Z was one of the group's most involved members and he attended all the sessions.

He was active and interacted well with the group ftom the very fi¡st session. A c¿¡tain

'chemistry' was apparent in the group ftom the fi¡st session and Z was an essential catalyst

of that rapport. He expressed his conc¿m with sometimes not knowing what was nomral

behavior fo¡ a father and had his concen validated by others who felt the same.

Tbroughout the group Z was able to reduce his parenting anxieties and normalize them by

simply sharing with and listening úo the other fathers.

Z put a shong and since¡e effo¡t into all se¿tions of the group. He worked hard,

took risks and derived benefits. Z explored some of his family of origin issues in a way that

showed courage. He had acknowledged tlnt facing some of his memo¡ies of childhood was

frighùening for him. He was able to connect with some of the pain and anger he felt in

relation to his parents. Z was able to talk about some of his feelings in relation to being

abused by his father and neglected by his mother. Z was able to look at his relationship

with his mother and recognize the anger and guilt he felt. H was able to recognize some of

his unmet needs and the sbame he felt at baving needs. Bringing these issues out of the

closet into the light helped reduce their power. Z gave himself permission to be angry with

his parents without feeling the guilt and shame. He was also able to see that he could have

anger and even hate for his parents and still feel love fo¡ them. Z see¡ned ø bave leamed to

be more accepting and less judgmental with hirnself.

Z went fully into the exercise on opening up the emotions snd mansged to succeed.

He was one of the tlree men in the group who went deeply into their fselings and openly

c¡ied. He moved his energy ftom his head to his heart and allowed himself ûo be vulnerable
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with the $oup. This opening up of the emotions for Z ca¡ried ove¡ ûo his i¡volvement with

his family and in particular during the birth of his child. Z tepottú lhat he was open and

vr¡lnerable during the birth and was very emotional and did a lot of crying in joy with his

wife and new baby, Z rcpoúed thøt he was in a blissfif state after the birth and felt an

exhemely powerñrl bond with his wife and family. Z's blissed-out reports of the birth

provided a profound counterpoint to T's so¡rowfr¡l rage ovet his mother's death.

In the session dealing with emotional expression Z was able to gain some awareness

into how he r¡sed intellectualizing as a defense against feeling. However, like most of the

men he was not very adept at identifying and communicating his feelings. Old habits die

hard.

Z's per-test of the F.A.M. clearly indicated affective exptession as 1þs meín problem

area of family ñnctioning. Small implovements were indicated in affective expression and

conhol in the post-test results of the F.A.M. self-rating scale. The genetal scale showed

some decline in family firnctioning but still within the nonnal range. The birth of the child

would have affected Z's family functioning and for this re¡son it is difñcult to clearly

interpret the results.

Z stated in his written evaluation that he had le¿med ø "express things

emotionally". He also said that he had become less serious at home and de¡lt with his anger

bette¡. Z also felt tbat his communication skills had improved and tecognized that while he

still had houble recognizing other's feelings tbat sometimes he was sucæessfi¡l in

empathizing and validating others feelings and that rhis ìvas a small improvement for him.

He also rcported tbet he had his 'nomralcy" validated and had leamed ûo be easier on

himself. Z stated that the group exceeded his expectations and that he would do a simila¡

group again. It seems that in his own estimation, Z did be¡eñt ftom this group.
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5. Facilitator's Evaluation

It is the intention here to evaluate this writer's involvement in the p¡acticum as an

individual and a member of a ûeam' This writer (fom Shaw) was involved in all stages of

the practicum and had to utilize a numbe¡ of different skills in the design' planning and

implementation of the parenting group for fathers'

îhe challenge in the design stage was to identify the service gap in family sewices

for fathe¡s and then attempt to design a group which could respond to the needs of a dive¡se

group of fathers. This was an i¡novative program and the¡e was no certainty wbat apptoach

would be succ¿ssfi,¡l or whethe¡ fathe¡s would be interested in a parenting issues group. The

possibility that the gtoup would not get off the ground was an ongoing concem right up

until the begiruring sessions. This required perseverance and patience.

The planning stage involved generating refenals, doing intake and screening and

finding a place to conduct the group. This involved the utilization of some cornmunity

development and networking skills. Assessment and interviewing skills wete necessary in

carrying out the intake and screening p¡oc€ss. A number of difficulties arose in the

planning of the group and cåhn dete¡min¡tion (or not so calm) and flexibility were

necessary in resolving them. This wriüe¡'s schedule resulted in the planning being rushed

which may have been one of the reasons fo¡ some of the difficr¡lties. It also seems in

rehospec! that the planning should bave been mote organized. However, finally the right

numbe¡ of suitable clients and an adequate place were found.

The rurcertainty that existed in the planning stage unfortuaately carried over into the

beginning of the implementation stage. This resulted in this facilitator fe€ling somewbât

dishacted by organizational details at the beginning of the group and therefore not having

suffìcient rime to adequately plan the group in detail. This was compounded by the design

of the group which entailed getting the participants involved in the shaping of the format

and content of the $oup. This lead ùo a number of the rnen perceiving a lack of leadership
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or clear direction on the part of the facilitators in the early part of the grcup. Pa¡t of this

perception also involved the expectation on the part of the Participants that the group would

be conducted in a more traditional hiera¡chical and didactic fashion. However, this

faciltato¡ was able to resist tlnt expectation and engage the particþants in the sbaping of

the group in a more egalitarian and democratic fashion. The men were encowaged to take

responsibility for their own involvement in the group. Tbis facilitator was challenged by a

few of the men on the leadership and group sFuch¡re issue in the early part of the group and

was successfif in responding to those challenges in a way that did not c¡eate conflict. This

facilitato¡ was able to positively reframe their concems for leadership and structure in a

way that validated their conc¿ms and encouraged openness and flexibility.

The structu¡e issue in the group was eventually resolved by atiaining a balanc¿

between planned activity and openness. This was achieved by gently reflecting the

participaats' concems back to them and inviting them to take responsibility.

This facilitato¡ felt a pressure for the group to succeed that the othet facilitator did

not and consequentþ took the role of the main facilitator. This writer took a very enetgetic

and active approach to conducting the group md a few times may have been too involved.

The fea¡ of failu¡e and having a vested inte¡est in the outcome of the group may have led to

more vigilance in this facilitatols role than was necessary. However, this facilitato¡ was

also successñrl in drawing the men into the group process and allowing the space and

silence for the group to find its own natural level.

This writer stayed in the facilitato¡ role most of the time but was also able to be

appropriately self-disclosing. He was diligent in hacking what was happening with the

padicipants and was persistent in maintaining the group's focus. This was sometimes done

by explicitly stating the cornmon implicit issues of the fathers. This facilitator also engaged

in ongoing assessment of the participants and the group a a whole, utilizing both inhritive
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and ¡atio¡al r¡nderstanding. This writer was also able to summarize and conclude at the end

of each session in a way that helped the participants inüegrate their group expedence.

This facilitator was also able to d¡aw upon his own experience with personal growth

and meditation to assist the men in enhancing thei¡ own self-awaieness. It hâs be¿n said

fhât you can not show somebody the way to somewhere you have neve¡ been. It was

therefore possible fo¡ this writer to act as somewbat ofa model of emotional awareness and

expression. This writer's own emotional sensitivity allowed him to help the men identify

their own implicit emotional issues in their family relatioDships.

This facilitator was also able to utilize information and ideas gleaned ftom

consultation and supervision, Other appropriaûe iesources were also accessed.

In sum it is possible to say that this facilitator was successfirl in empowering the

participants to increase their self awareness and to take responsibility for their own growth

as fathers. This was done by helping the fathers to identifr their personal issues and by

assisting them in petceiving the commonalty of those issues.

5. Cofacilitation

The two facilitators of this group worked well togethe¡ on the whole but did have

some difficulties. This writer mainly remained in the facilitato¡ role during the group while

the othe¡ facilitato¡ acþd mo¡e as a participant in the group. The two approaches were

complimentary. The other facilitator was able to act as a model for the other group

membets and was able to validate and expand the boundaries of the¡ ¡o1"t""¡¡o¡ ¡¡ftile rhis

facilitato¡ ensu¡ed that individual and group boundaries were safeguarded and the group

process encowaged.

It was repofed by a few of the men that at rímes it seemed as if the two facilitato¡s

were going in different di¡ections. This facilitator also noticed this occurring on a few
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occasions. The facilitato¡s did not establish an effective and non-disruptive way of

communicating about differenc¿s dwing the session. This facilitator did not want to take

the risk of being disruptive and so avoided openly conftonting his colleague in ftont of the

fathe¡s. When differences in di¡ection occurred this facilitator indirectly attemPted to be

more a,*sertive while the other facilitâtot tend to aquiece. Sometimes these perceived

differencæs were a result of one of the facilitato¡s not effectively tracking oi listening to

what was going on in the session.

Generally the co-faciliüators did commr¡nicate effectively in all stages of the

practicum and also worked cooperatively ftom a common value base.
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PART IV
CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The lite¡ah¡re on fatherhood and the experience of this practicum support the con-

tention that fathe¡hood is both a diverse and complex phenomeaon. Howevet, fathers do

appear ûo bave certain issues in common which in large pa¡t can be linked to the

socialization they ¡eceived as males and fathers. The group of fathers in this practicum was

diverse and included single fathers, rnalried fathets, divorced, fathers of adolescents, fathers

of school-age and pre-school cbildren, a father of a handicapped child, expectant fathers, a

first time fâther, managers, Iaborets, workaholics and unemployed fathers. Despite these

differences, these fathers did fìnd common gound and for the most part all had diffìculties

in the areas of affective awareness and expression, involvement and conhol. All of these

issues could be linked to their male conditioning.

The literah¡re also seems to indicate tlrat changes a¡e occuring in the role of fathers

in the family and that some fathe¡s are experiencing a degree of uncertainty about their role.

A numbe¡ of factors, including the incre¡sed labour-fo¡c¿ involvement of mothers, is

highlighting the need for fathers to increase their involvement in family work (i.e. child-

care and housework). However, fathe¡s a¡e conshained ftom greater involvement in the

family by adherence ùo haditional gender-role steteotypes. The rnain goal of this practicum

was to assist men in becoming more involved in child-care. This w¡iûer began with the

assurnption that greater involvement on the part of fathe¡s wor¡ld be r¡niversally beneficial

to mothers, fathers and children. However, as the practicum progtessed it be¿ame clear tbat

this issue is very complex. Wider social-skuch¡ral variables (e.g. gender-inequality in the

public sphere and economic facto¡s) and family system va¡iables also impact upoa fathers'

role in the family. This mea¡s that greater male involvement in family-work may have both

positive and negative consequences depending upon the family context and the society at
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large. For example, a fathels increased involvement in child-care might have negative

consequences if the mother did not want the father to be mo¡e involved.

A geneml recommendation that de¡ives from the afo¡ementioned discussion would

be that famity and social system variables be given mo¡e conside¡ation in the design of a

goup for fathers. The marital relationship and the attitude of the mother toward gteat'er

father involvement in child care should be given special considetation.

This group was modestly successfi.rl with some of the fathers in fostering greater

emotional expressiveness and involvemenÇ less need to conhol family merrbers, sbess

reduction, better family role awareness, improved communication and increased responsi-

bility for change. It should be noted, however, that the most significa¡t are¿ of decline in

farrily ñurctioning fo¡ the fathers as a whole, was in the area of role performanc¿. This

decline in role performanc¿ could be interpreted as having either a positive or negative

effect on the family system, It would be ¡ecæssary to have a more complete assessment of

the changes in family functioning to get an accurate intsrP¡etation. A pre and post-test of

all ¡elevant family members utilizing the F.A.M. might provide the dåta to dete¡mine whÂt

effect the fathels perceived changes were having on the family system'

The experience in this group would seem to indicate that a gender-sensitive

approach is effective in helping fathers with parenting or family problems. This approach

to working with fathers follo\ s logically from the general assertion in the literahue on men

and fathers, (see liûerature review - Part I), tbat many of the family and parenting problems

that men experience derive ftom their adherence to traditional gender-lole stereotyPes.

One of the findings of this group seemed to be that men are not necæssarily aversive

to the open-ended sbaring of their thoughts and fe€lings. 'lhis finding is conhary to the

assertion made by both Gordon (1990) and lævant (1988) who recommend that groups for

fathe¡s should be primarily instrumental and task o¡iented in focus. The men in rhis grouP

showed a clear prefetence fo¡ selfdisclosing interaction when they were presenüed with the
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choice. This le¿ds to the conclusion that practitioners need to be wary of stereotyping men

as non-expressive. In this group the men exptessed a desi¡e for both i¡skumental and

expressive activity. The design of any group for fathers should be ¡esponsive to the needs

of the participants and not necessa¡ily based upon a stereotyped conception of what men a¡e

like. A group for fathers should b¿ve a responsive structure which is co¡sistent with the

clinical goals of the practitionets. For example, if the goal is to foste¡ emotional-

expressiveness it may be counter-productive to have a highly structured group with an

inshumental focus.

One of the main issues which evolved in this group involved the loss that men feel

in ¡elation to their fathers. Most of the men in fhis gloup expfessed that they had not been

close to their fathers. This lack of intimacy seemed to be generalized in the men's lives in

that many of the men expressed that they felt dista¡t ftom the sigrrifìcant others in their

present lives. This would seem to be consisúent with the asse¡tion of authors such as Bly

(1990) and Osheton (1986) who state that the experience of loss and gief is somehow

fi¡ndamental to the male experience. Bl/s (1990) theory that loss and grief are the "door-

way to feeling" in men also seemed to hold kue in this group. Body awareness tecbniques

combined with men's sense of grief and loss seemed to be particularly effective in opening

up their emotions. There does seem to be a ¡elationship between merfs awareness of their

bodies and men's awa¡eness of thei¡ emotions.

The theme of men's emotional life is one which could easily be the subject of an

entire group. The ability to identify a¡d express emotions is an essential aspect of nurh¡¡ant

parenting and intimate telationships in general. The men in this group demonstrated a clear

deficit in this tegard. This firding is consistent with Schwebel et. al (1988) who also found

tlrat their sample of fathers had diffÌculty in identifying and expressing fs€lings. Most

groups for fathers mentioned in the lite¡atu¡e bave the subject of emotional awa¡eness

so¡rained as one section of the program (as did the group in this practicum). It would be
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this writels recommendation that a group for fathers be considered which focused onjust

this one fundamental skill.

The literature does se€m to indicate thât the role of men in families is changing.

Some men are making these changes and others are not. Jt seems rhât many men value their

familes above all else and that some men ate also shuggling to become bette¡ fathers and

more complete human beings. This is a necessary step in achieving more egalitarian

families.

This write¡ for¡nd the overall experience of this practicum ùo be very difficr¡lt but

petsonally rewarding. Due to the experimental natu¡e of this ptoject there was a great deal

of uncertainty and funrbling about in the dark fo¡ answers. There were no clear-cut

prescriptions for wbst should have been done. There were no examples in the lite¡atu¡e fo¡

what this writer wanted to accomplish. The procæss of this practicum often seemed to

involve a great desl of invention and improvisation.

However, in spite of the often painfrrl struggle, fhis w¡ite¡ may hsve actually leamed

something of value. I believe I have developed a gender-sensitive framework for working

with men which can be effective in a*sessing and ¡çåting men with family problems. I

have improved my confidenc¿ and skill as a clinician in working in group and family

situations. I bave enhanced my understanding of the sûeps involved in setting up and

conducting a group, I have also added to rry understanding of the group-ptocess versus

group-structure issue, especially as it ¡elates to working with men.

Since the completion of this group I hÂve Dotic€d that my practice with men a¡rd

families has changed. I seemed to be able ûo challenge men to change in a way rh¡f is ¡¡6¡¿

respecthrl and less judgemental aad alienating. I also seemed to be better at expleining

men's beb¡vior ûo women. Finally, I feel I have also become a bette¡ father and husband

because of my involvement in this p¡acticum.
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An important conclusion which I have drawn ftom my involvement in this

practicum relates to the relationship between gender and parenting. I have confi¡med that

the important qualities of a good paient âre not exclusive to a particular gender.

Fundamental qualities of good parenting such as warmth, caring and hard work a¡e not

dependent upon the gender of a pa¡ent. Men and women are equally capable of being

nurturant a¡d involved parents. this is not to discount the gender-specific difficulties that

parents have but ¡ather to unde¡line that these problems are socially conskucted and not

either inherently male or female.

Over the course of this practicum I have also done some thinking about my personal

theory of change. I bave come úo the ¡ealisation that kue cbange happens and is not caused.

True change in a person is change which is transfo¡mative at a ñ¡nd¿mental level as

opposed to cosmetic behavioral cbange. True change is more likely to occur as a result of a

person accepting that palt of themselves that they are trying to change than by judging'

rejecting and aying to eliminaæ tbøt problem area. Acceptance of the problem in all its

dimensions is more likely to creaûe fertile ground for cbange than moral rejection of the

problem. Accepting psychic pain helps dissolve it while rejecting it makes it wo¡se.

Without going too far into my personal musings, I wish ûo note tbåt I have leamed more

about the crucial role acceptance plays in the process of change during the course of this

practicum.

1. Recommendetions

1. Tbat family and social system factors be accor¡nted for in the design. This might mean,

for exarnple involving the mother and/or children in some way. This also might involve

some form of group family therapy. At the very least it would be beneficial to have

some way to meåsu¡e the attitudes that the family members have towards the fathey's

parenting.
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That a gender-sensitive approach be utilized i¡ working with fathers which acknowledg-

es men's subjective experienc€ in an accepring and non-judgemental attrosPhere while

empowering them to take firll responsibility for change'

That a responsive group struchüe be in place which can allow for both the i¡strumental

and expressive neæds of fathers. It is also suggested that the group be conducted in an

egalitarian and democratic fashion. However, practitione¡s should ¡esist the atùempts by

the men to shucture the goup in a hiera¡chical fashion.

Intensive work may be done with fathe¡s in fosúering the findamental skills ¡elated to

emotional awareness and expression. Particula¡ attention should be paid to men's sense

of gief and loss as a 'doorway to feeling'; as well as the relationship between bodily

awareness and emotional awareness.

This writer would also stongly suggest that when considering the treatment needs of

men that it is nec¿,ssary to go beyond the haditional m'oculine epistemology towards

more Þanspersonal heahnent app¡oaches. T¡eat¡rent approaches which exclusively

encourage men to be more rational and i¡strumental may not always be appropriate.

This practicum had nodast puccess ¡¡ ¡filizing meditation, visualization, relaxation and

rihnl as therapeutic techniques. These tecbniques allow men ùo de-emphasize the

¡ational and inshumental aspects of their beings and gain insight into how they are

limited by overemphasis on ¡ational thought.

4.
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APPENDIX -A

FATHERS AND FATHERING'
_ A PARENTING ISSIJES SERIES FOR MEN _

A MEN'S PARENTING GROIJP WILL BB STARTING IN THB FIRST WEEK OF

MARCH AND CONTTNI,JING FOR APPRO)SMATELY TWELVE WEEKS,

TIIIS SERIES IS FOR FATHERS WHO ARE INTERESTED IN BECOMING MORE
NI,JRTIJRINGMEN, AND WISH TO EXPLORB CONSTRUCTTVBWAYS OF

INCREASING THEIR INVOLVEMENT IN THEIR RELATIONSHIPS AS PARENTS,

THE GROIJPWILLFoCUS UPON SUCHISSUES AS; FAMILY oFoRIGIN'
EMOTIONAL Ð(PRESSIVENESS AND ANGER MANAGEMENT, VALIJES AND
GENDER ROLES WTIIIIN FAMILIES, TTIB EXAMINATION OF PRESENT

PARENTING STYLES, AND ALTERNATIVE PARENTING SKILLS.

MENWHO ARB REFEREED SHOIJLD BEPOSITIVELYMOTIVATED, TIAVING AN
APPROPRIATE LBVEL OF SOCIAL SKILLS CONDUCIVE TO GROIJP LEARNING
AND SELF HCLORATION WORK, MEN WHO ARE PRESENTLY IN SEVERE

CRISIS, IJNDER ABUSB INVESTIGATION, OR ARE CHRONIC SIJBSTANCE USERS

WILL BE INELIGIBLB.

FOR INFORMATTON AND RSFERRAL APPOINTMENTS CONTACT:
TOMSHAW OR BRYANEMOND

ADDRESS:

AGE: 

-

NAMES AND AGES OF CHILDREN:

RELEVANT FAMILY INFORMATION:

REASON FOR REFERRAL:

RSFERRAL SOURCE:
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APPENDIX. B

"FATHERS AND FATHERING'
INTAKE QTIESTIOI{NAIRE

NAME:

ADDRESS:

PHONE;

L Why do you want to trake this glouP?

2. What are past experiences with ChouP/Courseling?

(Names of (Counselors)

3. What is yow recent "Personal history'?

4. What is your healthflifestyle stahrs?

5. How would you describe your present family sih:ation?

6. Describe your present relationship with your children.

7. Are you prepared to attend 12 co¡secutive weeks?
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APPENDIX - C

FATHERS AND FATHERING

i E 
"h 

session may bave the following general struchue:

1. Opening - tuning in
, check-in,2 minutes
: 2. Short presentation on tle topic of the day by Tom and/or Brian
. 3. Group exercise which will emphasize experiential leaming

4. Group sbaring circle
5. Closing - tuning in

check out

The content of the 12 sessions may be as follows:

Session One - General inûoduction to the eloup

: - Orientation to the sPace

. - Group rules
j - Questionnaires
: - Inhoduction of group members
. - Topic: What kind of fatåe¡ am I and what kind of fathe¡ do I want to be?

:
I Session TVo - The old father

i - Barriers to nurturant fathering

ì - The father wound
I - My interaalized image of my father, the good and the bad sides

- Clarifying the inage of the fathe¡

' Session Three -The son

- Who am I in relation to my father?
- Finding the feelings about my father
- Getting a realistic picture of my father

I Session Fou¡ - The new father

; - Healing the wounded father
: - Deúoxifying the image of the father
: - Saying good-bye to father

Becoming Your own men

- The new father
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Session Five - Feelines

- Identifying the barriers to feelings
- Male socialization and conditioning
- Male codes and values
- Loosening up tbe intemal ba¡riers to feelings

Session Six - Anee¡

- The first level of feeling anger
- Anger and violence
- Anger and children
- The need to conhol
- Altematives to force
- Identifying your needs

- Taking responsibility
- The pain under the anger

Session Seven - Emotional awareness

- Opening uP ths fe€lings
- Body awareness
- Identifying feelings in the body
- Moving into feeling
- Breath awareness
- Breath and feeling
- Cryiog

Session Eiqht - Emotional exp¡ession

- Ba¡rie¡s to expressing feelings
- Ways of expressing love to children
- Feelings and nurturant fathering

Session Nine - Nurturant fatherine

- Helping child¡en deal with their feelings
- 'How to talk so kicls will listen and lisúen so kids will talk"

Session Ten - Communication

- Types of communication
- Corumurication skills
- *Pa¡ent Effectiveness Training"
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Session Eleven - Behaviot Manasement

- Physical discipline - abuse

- AltemÂtives to spanking
- Engaging cooperation
- Child¡en and self-esteem

Session Twelve - Closins

- Review
- Evsluâtion
- Conclusion
- Support goups
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"FATEERS AND FATIIERING"

A MEN'S CROIJPFACILITATED BYTOM SHAIV AND BRYANEMOND

PROGRAMR"ELEASEFORM

: DO HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE TIIAT T}IE :FAT}IERS

AND FATTIERING" CROUP, FACILITATED BY TOM SHAW AND BRYAN EMOND IS AN
INDEPENDENT STIJDENT PRACTICTJMAND IS IN NO WAY SPONSORED, OR

CONNECTED WTTH KLIMC COMMIJNITY }IEALTH CENTER, WINNIPEC CHILD AND
FAMILY SERVICES, OR ANY OTIIËR AGENCY,

I VOLUNTARILY AOREB TO PARTICIPATE IN TTTIS PROGRAM \ilTI}I THE

UNDERSTANDING TIIAT SOME OF THE SUBJECTMATTER OF TIIE GROUP MAY BE

DISCUSSBD IN A PRACTICI,TM REPORT. PERSONAL CONFIDENTIALITY WILL BE

ASSTJRED BY THE FACILITATORS AND WILL BE AN E)CECTATION OF ALL
PARTICIPANTS.

I FURTITER AGRBE TO RELEASE ANY OR ALL PARTIES FROM ANY LIABILITIES
RESTJLTINC} FROM MY PARTICIPATION IN THE FATIIERS AND FATIIERING CIROUP.

I TIAVE READ AND IJNDERSTAND TTIE ABOVE STATEMENTS.

PARTICIPANTNAME DATE

WTINESSEDBY:
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"FATEERS AND FATHERING"

GROIJP GOALS (or areas and issues membe¡s wa.nt to focr¡s on in the group)
- ftom session T\vo

The primary areas of focus wete categonzdby:
*I. - Awareness of Self and Others; and
* tr - Applicatiq¡ ef this awareness

I. HONBSTEMOTIONALÐ(PRESSION
MALE/FEMALEROLES
FATTIER - CHILD RELATIONSHIPS
CHILDHOODISSUES
FROMBEINGABOYTOAMAN
MEN AS 'TO\ryERS OF STRENGTH'
CTIANGINC ROLES OFFATHERS AND MOTIIERS
IDENTIFYING OWN NEEDS
IDENTIFYINC REASONS FOR CHANGE
ANGER AND HOW IT REALLY WORKS
Ð(PECTATIONS OF SELF AND OTIIERS
ENGRAINED CONDMONING - OIJRCODES

tr. PARENTINGAPPROACHESASSINGLEFATTIERS
CO-PARENTING - ÌVTITI A PARTNER; AN EX-PARTNER
WORKING THROUGH SEPARATION, DTVORCE TRIANGLES
BREAKING DYSFTJNCTTONAL HISTORY
ASSERTIVENESS WTITIOUT AGGRESSION
LETTING GO OF CONTROLLING BBHAVIOR
SEEING VIEWPOINTS OF THE CHILD, TEENAGER, PARTNER
OTHER FATTIBRS Ð(PERIENCES - WIIAT WB CAN LEARN
USE OF HIJMOR TO REDUCE STRESS

ACCEPTANCB OF SELF
FAMILYCOPING SKILLS
CONFLICT RESOLUTION
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FATHERS AND FATHERING. EVALUATION

Name:

Date:

1. What were your odginal goals o¡ ¡easo¡s for taking the group?

2. Did your reasons for taking the group change as the $oup progressed? Yes or
No? If yes; how did they cbange?

3. Did you ñrlfil your goals? If yes; how" Be specifìc.

4. What did you like most about the group?

5. What did you like least about the group?

6. Do you feel your approach to fathering has changed as a tesult of your
participation in this glouP? Ifyes; how? Be specific.

7. Are there any othet areas in you¡ life th¡t have been affected by the group? Please

exPlein.

j 8. Can you state onê memo¡y that you bave of the gtoup?

ì S. What areas do you feel you want ùo continue working on?

: 10. What new directions would you like to move in?

: 11. Addtional comments.

EVALUATION OF GROUP LEADERS

' (use separate answer sheet)

1. Any comments on Tom as a facilitator?
!

2. Any comments on Bryan as a facilitator?
:

: 3. Any comments on Tom and Bryan as a team? Did they work well together?
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Father R

1. Conflict in the family, particularly between me and my daughter. I wanted to get

some better understanding of how I telate to my family and my role as a father'

2. No.

3 . SomewhaÇ I got in touch with some of my feelings and emotions but I feel tbat the

emphasis on fathering was not as focused as I thought it would be or as practical as I
thought it would be.

4. Openness in discr¡ssion - some realy good sharing of feelings, ideas, hurts.

5. Tte goup tended, a few times úo get into a cor¡nselling session which I feel was

somewhat going beyond what the group dynamic may bave been needing or
wanting. Ihere was some ¡eal sballowness on the part of a couple of guys'

6. I think so, when I combi¡ed this group with anothe¡ counselling I'm taking. I am

much slower to anger, more looking for altemate solutions to problems. Being
somewhat mo¡e aware of my own fsêlings and emotions, I seem to be more able to
be calm and less ptone to severe emotional shifts.

7. I'm working on my communication skills in the family.

8. The empathy of the goup úoward the othe¡ members. This is particularly evident
during the evenings when emotions and feelings were discussed and individual
problem areas where sha¡ed with the group. Specifically I think of the evening I
sbared my loss of my brother and also the group of th¡ee with T and Z, when I
talked about my bandicapped daughter.

9. Communication. I find it very difñcult to sbare my deeper feelings with my wife
and family.

10. I fe¿l a resl ¡e€d for involvment i¡ a continuing men's group which deåls with
issues involving relationships and communication.

11. I'm really glad I stayed with the goup daspite some early misgivings. I achrally
look forward to Wed. evening meetings.
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Evaluation of Group Leaders

1. In early sessions tended to sound i¡secu¡e about his role in the process; too much
checking back and not enough leadership. Tended to take too much of a counsellot
role did not focus o¡ lirrit invovlement to gtoup facilitetor. Is the more dominating
of the two group leaders/

2. Quiet not assertive in his comments and leadership. Could be somewhat more
assertive.

3, Appeared at times to be not having planned the session. I feel that some of the goals

or the planned agenda were not achieved as they could been. Instead there seemed

au emphasis on feelings sand emotions. Q'm a more practical person who is
somewhat mo¡e task orienþd and the ftee discussions - while valuable - we¡e not as

helpfi as a more stsuctured/focused discussion may have helped me more).

They seemed comfortable ûogether. They are two "good guys" and I bave enjoyed

knowing them.

Fether S

1. To ûry and be a better fathet.

2. Yes

3. Yes - After hea¡ing of different problems form the group and recieving ensqrels ¡¡d
suppolt, you ale aware you are not alone.

4. Support.

5. Not enough to ot each one problem.

6. Yes, I le¿med ø be mote cetn , more relaxed and give more positive outlook to my
family.

7 . Yes, I rhink if one takes a bit more ¡¡¡¡¿ ¡6 ¡n¡lyse situations and be positive, talk
things ouÇ there could be result.

8. I see total support ftom all.

9. Continue to keep anger under conhol.

10. Continue ùo be a good father and husband.

11. I appreciaûe attending the group
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Eveluation of Group Leaders

1. Did a good job.

2. Did a good job.

3. They both worked well as a ûeam'

Father T
l. My originat goals for taking the group were to aquire some Ekills for befer dealing

with my anger in my home, and to heþ me deal with my failing relationship with

mY wife.

My goals did not really cbange as the group progressed but my assessment of my

situation did.

I have fulfìlled my goals in two ways. One, I caa see where my "'ger bas come

ftom, and it's not just ftom my wife and kids, but ftom a systematic denial of the

pain that exists in my life and has exisûed for a long time. Second, it hes made it
very clear to me why ny relationship with my wife has been failing. Tbat is becsuse

she too, had a cold and distant fathe¡ and has been trying to use me to replace him.

The ability ûo talk fteely and openly was what I liked best about the group'

There was tittle I didn't like about the group.

My approach to fathering has not changed but if I can get my problerns with my
wife sorted ouÇ it will. She ¡esists my efforts to change'

It is difficult to say if othe¡ areas of my life have been affected. If pressed I would

have to say not.

tft¿ m¡in 6e¡1e¡y I have of the group is seeing myself and others allow themselves

to feel sad.

I want to continue to work on geüing to the point where I can express my feelings

honestly, when I have them and elimnate some of the frushation in my life.

I would like ùo stay in the same direction, but may deal with fear as an underþing

emotion. I fell tbat I am very afraid a lot of the time.

This group bas allowed me ùo express myself during the most difficult period of my

adult life.

7.

4.

5.

6.

10.

11.
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Eveluation of Grouo Leaders

l. I felt tbat Tom did a very good job at the beggiruring of the group and progressedto

outstanding as the sessions progressed. Tom has an ability to draw people's

' feelings out, that is not only remarkable, but addictive.

2. I felt that Bryan did an exhemely good job as a faciliùaor. He is a very honest
open and caring person who understqnds the issues.

3. Although there were some times when Bryan and Tom appeared to be going in
slightly different directions, they did basicaly work well together. I personally felt
that there were some differences of approach or maybe even of belief vetwe€n them

that were never really wo¡ked out. I felt that they could have been betær as a team if
those things had been worked out.

. tr'ether U
: l. Better family relations.

: 2. Yes, as I leamed more I questioned more and tended to leam mo¡e about myself and

: others.

: 3. Yes I have acheived much betüer relatio¡s with my family. In fact, better realtions

r with most peoPle.

i ¿. Atmosphere of "safe haven'. If I bad nothing to say I did not have too say anything.

, When I did you lisüened.

5. Time conshaints

, 6. Absotutley! I'm far ftom perfect but I now relate to my kids without a lot of
garbage getting in the way. It a lot of little things.

7. I think I am much more capable of understanding how other people really feel. I

: hue more confidence that my inhrition can be right.

i A. Many memories, but most of all I will remember R at about week 9 saying how he

] nad felt so good all week and all ofa sudden he had to teconsider after a 5 minute
j check in. I-can't ¡emembe¡ the wo¡ds exactþ but the group was just in total

I hÂrmony. It felt reallY good.
:

: S, I want to continue working on my own se¡se of self worth and esteem.

¡ f O. I don't know what new di¡ection I want to move in right now. But instead of
ûying to win the game of life I thi¡k I would be much rather just expreicne iL

11. Thanks I love you guYs.
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Evaluation of GrouP Leaders

Tom
- Excellent effo¡t Tom.

, I like the lack of struchre but you mr¡st be more fifm about the implementation

of its non-existanc¿ (Get it?)
ie. Tell people the¡e is no structu¡e and get on with it!

Brvan
- Sometimes you lost me Bryan. But then again sometimss I used to lose myself.

Team

You work well togethet

, Father V

i 1. I had re¿lised that my fathering/husband skills were not all that they could be.

i ectually in a broadei sense, I became awa¡e that the ways in which I dealt with life

i probrobly left much ¡oom for improvemnt - I was teceptive to anything that could

: improve "me".
:I 2. Not really, although perhaps they became mo¡e focused. I mean, that I became

i "*are 
that communication and coming to terms with emotions we¡e a¡eas th¿t I

i could improve on.

: g. Ye, although the goals are still ongoing. I did become a little mo¡e thoughñrl

j about my feelings and a little bit better of a communicaüo¡ about inner ideas. But I
: still have a long way to go.

4. Talking with other men about thoughl feelings, emotions, etc. The sense of security

doing this.

: 5. Can't think of anyhting.
l

ì 6. Yes, it's a bit more empathetic to the feelings of othe¡s' Plus maybe a bit more

¡ ¿emocratic. Achrally I feel that the a¡eas I've improved in are more in a general

I sense rathe¡ than fathering specific.

: 7 . Yes I'm more aware of the many problerrs tlat men faca in day-to-day life. I mean

, my ho¡izons have been wideni by üst€ning to the othe¡ men's stories.
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8. The change in R ftom DaY I to now'

9. Conununication/sharingfeelings(emotions)Angermanagement

10. Methods of relaxation thetapy/shess management.

11. I've enjoyed the group. After I settle in the new city I intend ø pursue, joining

another similâ' gloup. And/or particþating in workshops, lectures, etc. It was

worthwhile, Tbenk you'

Evalustion of Group Lesders

1.2. Not really. Although I don't trust guys with beards, so it was good to see Bryan
shave his off. Just kidding!

3. The majority of the time yes. Although at times both were guilty of interupting the

othe¡ as an idea was developed in the group. This gave me a se¡se th¡t the¡e was

competition between the two at times. feez, what a boyish way to behave!

AIso this gtoup vocalized a request fo¡ di¡ection ftom the facilitators at the

beginning. This did not happen immediatley, but we did settle into a facilitator/
group heiracrchy quick enough when it was approariate. I think we all
apreciated that. The next gtoup may be different.

i FatherW

r 1. To gain knowledge from other fathers experiences as fathers, prepare ùo be a

fâther, identi$ my issues and conc¿ms of being a father, relating to othe¡ fathets.

!

: 2. No. my reasons for taking the group did not change, but I did get far more out of it

.: 
,l^ I expected.

3. Yes. I ñffilled my goals and exceeded them. I leamed tbat my previous

: preparation work has helped considerably (self awareness, counselling, developing

: solid foundation with my parûener). I also leamed that I bave the same basic

i worries and co¡c¿ms (fears) as most fathers, and also confirmed that I do neèd

] work on relating. Need to 'let rny hair down' every once in a while and not to be
'l so serious.

: 4. I liked the speed with which we gew together as a group and shared ou¡

: "xperiences, 
knowledge and vulnerabilities.

I 5. The short period with which we had to work (12 weelcs). It originally sounded

li-ke a long time but definitely wasn't.
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6. Yes, I have leamed that my fears æe normal and tbat I can relate to people very

well if I allow myself to.

The group also re-affirmed my beliefs about fathering/parenting in that the child is a

person tbat you assist in life and never own' I am privileged to have a child in on

the way and look very forward to being a father. Tecbnically I already have been

for several months.

7. My ability to relete to my Partner and participate aad enjoy our pregnancy. I bave

been able to express my fears to other men who unde¡stand' To express these

fea¡s to her would have car¡sed te¡sion/concem for het which isn't necessary.,

8. The second session where I expressed my circurnstancæs of i¡fertility and the IVF
procæss (emotional/psychological). Ibat was the fìrst time I have Euly told anyone

about this. I got support and huge satisfaction.

9. I still want to continue with a men'sÄathers group as I have leamed that it is
importaat for men to talk and deal with issues to continue work on my own history

and ¡esolve as much as possible, minimizing its impact on my children, partner and

life.

10. I would like to continue with a men's group and do further work on my awareness

and ability úo feel and deal with my feelings.

I l. In my opinion the gloup was a huge succtss. Many men in the group changed (for

the better) ftom the experience. The cbanges were obvious throughout our

meetings.

Parallels ¡eached in the group apply ûo men and wonen regarding feelings/abuse/
nnger etc., but the specific focus of being fathers and the effect on ou¡selves and

children were very good. I think a fathers group is the kind needed along with a
men's gtoup in general.

Eveluation of Group Leeders

1. Torn is a good facilitaûor. He is able to keep the group on track and represents the

structured organized aspect of the group. Tom is a more *schooled" rule oriented

individual but quite willing to explo¡e himself.

2. Bryan is also a good facilitaø¡. He represents the more philosophical"feminine"
side of a person. Very sensitive and awa¡e of "rules", feelings, non-expressive

commt¡nication.

3. The two as a team wotk very well tog¿¡[E¡ ¿nd þalans€] each othe¡.
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Father X
1. To try and better myself as a father

Deal with anger
Try to keep my farnilY together

2. Yes. I did finally leam to let go of my family because we had ried atl of the

parenting, counseling and still cor¡ldn't firnction properþ. Although I will never let
my son go. I must let go of my wife and get on with my life.

3. Same as above a¡swer.

4. The sharing of sih¡ations ftom others

The honesty
Being able to identiþ with guys facing the same sort of problems as I am.

5. Tbe \¡¡ritings "Questions and Answers" on paper

Not being able to smoke

6. I feel I have fo¡ the weeks I was able to atúend, attained a sort of patience level I
didn't have befo¡e. Also I bave learned to communicate with my son much bette¡'

7. I have a girlfriend now who has 3 kids so I feel I can take some of fip things I've
hea¡d and leamed into a new relationship.

8. The Cane being passed around is significant in that it to 66 h¡s ¡¡såning because

my wife is Native. I also liked the variation ftom the guidelines i'e. the reflecritg
getting rrost of the nights attention time.

9. Anger management

10. I have started a new relationship with a girl 2 months ago and I fird it very very

different ftom my marriage. I just p¡ay thÂt it will not end'

Evsluation of Group Leeders

I. Gentle very direct

Quita patient
Willing to bend rules to assist other needs, not wants.

2. I really don't like to judge others but Bryan as well fo¡ the weeks I was he¡e was

considerate of ou¡ feelings, good at perceiving others feelings and was like Tom
quite patient.
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3. I felt Tom a¡d Bryan are a good solid team, having consideration not only for the
guidelines of out meetings but mo¡e so for ow feelings/ptoblems we had

encor¡nte¡ed th¡ough the course for our meetings.

F'ether Y
1. My original goals were to become a better father/person for the benefit of my

family.

2. No.

3. Yes. somewhat, I feel I leamed a lot about dealing with family members. Not being
baited into doing ¡t" r¿¡¡¿ thíngs again and again.

4. Just to be able to discuss things and know that you are not the only one going

through the problems.

5. Not long enough

6. Yes, I am able !o talk more openly with my chil&en about things. Have a much
more rewarding telationship with them.

7.

8. One very good memory is of one meeting when all of the men at the meeting were

in ùears and crying, very moving.

9. Relationships with my cbildren

10. Not su¡e.

11. A lot still going on right now in regards to my son, and am dealing with it

,@
: f. Tom - I felt did a very good job as a facilitator.

1 2, Bryan - I felt tike he was of the group not a facilitator but still very good leading the

I g-up.

, g. I think they work very good together, compliment each othe¡.
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tr'ather Z
l.

6. Yes. 1)

2)

3)

4)
s)

1. Learning to communicate better with spouse and children
2. Determining whethe¡ I was '¡o¡mal"
3. kaming how not to tep€at my parents mistakas
4. Leaming how to be a bette¡ fether figure.
5. Iæaming how to deal with my anger
ó. Becoming less se¡ious at home,
7. Leaming how to express things emotionally
8. Leaming not to expect perfection ftom myself.

No, but I leamed many things I never expected.

Some of my goals we¡e ñ¡lfilled - i.e. leaming how to express thi¡gs emotionally.
This was probably the most fantastic revelation fo¡ me. I have also begun to be
less serior¡s at home, and I can drain my "nger a little faster lh¡n befote. My
cornmunication skills bave improved yet I still have difñculty *empathizing" with
others. I still bave problems validaring their feelings, but sometimes I get it right,
and that's a great improvement! I also got quite a bit of validation of my own
'normalcy" insofar as we a¡e all a bit meÂs€d up inside. I bave even begun to
expect less ftom myself ø be done, and not beat myself up when it all doesn't get
done.

'lhe group dynanics. Had I trot experienced this group I would never bave believed
what happened in this group. The cama¡aderie, the closeness (hell I'd even call it
love!) that happened in this group was simply incredible!! I feel as close to
these men as I do to my family. The honesty the candor...amazing! rtre sha¡ed
huths that we bave never dared to tell ggrc before. WOW

Oc¿asional frushation at not having 'my problem" dealt with. (I did say this only
be¡ar¡se I feel that you \Ã,ant somerhing negative stâted about the group). It was
really never an issue for me. I always m¡naged to glean some useft¡l i¡fo ftom
dealing with the others ptoblems. I also had my tums to talt so really I liked it all.

I listen to what people are saying before I *pass judgment"
I bave made myself "vulnerable" to my family by showing them real
emotion.
I have conceded that there are some things tûat I camot change (or
bave no conhol over), and didn't let these things eåt at me anymote.
I try to invoke emotions in my family.
I don't get as easily frushated at home, which lowers the overall
tension in the house.

6) I can empathize better with other peoples problems.
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Much mo¡e laisse faire than before (at wotþ etc.)

Easier to get along with.

I rcmember clearly how R 'broke-tb¡ough' his feelings about his

life, his daughters and his wife. It was like a great burden had been

lifted ftom his shoulde¡s.

Communication (ose the sarcasm).

Dealing with anger (mine).
Ernotions (mine and others).

Blended family issues (custody/access/money/disagreements).

Dealing with family of origin issues - letting fanily members lcio',v

how they've hurt me or disappointed me, etc.

As I indicated in para 4, the group dynamics were absolutely
astounding. I was constantly amazed at the progress we all made

due to the bonds that we fomred. I am very willing to do this sort

thing again.

Evaluetion of Group Leeders

1) Tom as a facilitato¡: I'll get the dehactor out of the way lst - there were times that I
felt he could have made a ñmr decision as ûo what we were going úo do fhis ws€k/

next weeþ etc. My background demands order, therefore my dislike of disorde¡ is

nahual for me. Notwitbstandiag that it worked(!), so much for my comment! As a

facilitato¡, Tom was r¡ndetstanrling and empathetic, knowledgeable and helpftrl. His
ability to 'hammer' ¡s¿¡y at the head r.¡ntil the heart ûook over was enviable, just as

his ability ø console was. In a word, he is a *sensitive".

2) Bryan as a facilitaùor: Same type of dehacto¡ as above - tough üo make a decision.

The indecisíon raised concerns in the beginning, but as the group progressed, my
concems faded away. As a facifitaúo¡, Bryan was a little bit held back i¡sofa¡ as he

didn't always j'rmp in with something ûo say - he allowed others to work through it'
Bryan rnost certainly has the knowledge and experience to do the job'

3) Tom & Bryan as a team? It wo¡ked well. They didn't polarize ùo opposiùc ends, nor
did they become 2 peas in a pod. Good chemistry between them, ÌVhen you bear in
mind that they were both on a personal journey along with the rest of us, they did a
geat job.

1)

2)
3)

1)
2)

11.
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FATIIER R - GENBRAL SCALE

PRE-TEST

-----POST-TEST

FAM PROFILE
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FATHERR - SELFRATING SCALE

PRE-TEST

------POST-TEST
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' FATIGRS-GENERALScALE

-PRE-TEST----POST-TEST

FAM PROFILE
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. FATIIBR S - SELF RA,TING SCALE

PRE-TEST

.---------------POST-TtsST

FAM PROFILE
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FATITER T - GENERAL SCALE

PRE.TEST

------POST-TEST

FAM PROFILE
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F{IIER lI - SELFRATTNG SCALE

PRE.TtsST

-----POST-TEST
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FATHBRU - GBNBRAL SCALE

PRE-TEST

----.-POST-TEST

FAM PROFILE
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FATTIER U - SELF RATINC SCALE

PRF-TEST

------POST-TEST

FAM PBOFILE
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FATHER V - GENERAL SCALE

PRE-TEST

-----POST-TEST
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FATHBR V - SELF R.ATING SCALE

PRE.TBST

------POST-TEST

FAM PROFILE
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EISTIER V/. GENERAL SCALE

PRE-TEST

.---------------POST-TEST
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FATTIER W - SELF RATING SCALB

PRE-TEST

------POST-TEST
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FATHERX - GENERAL SCAI.E

PRE-TEST
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FATHER X - SELF R.A,TING SCALE

PRE.TEST

---POST-TEST

FAM PROFILE
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FATHER Y - GBNERAL SCALE

PRÞTEST

------POST-TEST
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FATHERY - SBLFRATING SCALE

PRE-TEST

-----POST-TEST
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FATHERZ- GBNERAL SCALE

PRE-TEST

----POST-TEST

FAM PROFILE
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FATHERZ - SELFRATING SCALE

PRE-TEST

--------------POST-TEST
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FATHER Age

R

Marital
Status

s

50

Number and
Age-Group of

Children

Married

T

50

3
adolescerts

Married

U

37

Employment
& Type

2 adolescents
2 school-age

Married

v

Q

Manager,
whitêcollar

Separated

1 adolescent
3 school-age

w

Reasons for Joining
the Group

skilled,
blue-collar

1 school-age
1 pre.school

Mar¡ed

. improve family relationsh¡ps

x

2A

Managel
business

c/L
Belationsh¡p

I school-ago
l pre-school

to learn to handle teenagers
anger management

Y

u

Manager,
business

first time,
expectant father

Separated

. improvê parent¡ng ab¡l¡ties. to ¡mprove relationship w¡th
son and wife

z

Additional lnf ormation

u

Manager,
public service

middle dâughter was severely
mentally hand¡capped
conf licted relat¡onship with
lroungest daughter

'1 pre-school
1 adolescent,

step-child

Separated

. to prepare for better
relat¡onship with ch¡ldren

34

Supervisor
- hígh sk¡llled

technic¡al

. had physical altercations with
son ¡n the pasl

Married

2 school-age

. for self exploration

Unemployed
seasonal laborer

3 schoolage
sl@ childr€n

f ¡nfânt
! schooÈag€ chldrcn

from prwioug
âr{ilÂ hâa .' 

'êl'Ylv

. mothgr d¡ed around session 7
of the group

. wanted 1o prepare tor
fatherhood

Unemployed,
Lâborer

had rêcerìtly chang€d lobs and
was in the process of
separat¡ng from spouse during
the group

improve rehtimsh¡p w¡üì step-ch¡ld
wanted to be a good role model
to soe hot¡, oher fathers dealt
wih ¡ssues

Manager,
publ¡c servics

leam þ Þo a Þenef lamef
to fool better about himself as a
faher
improve ht¡macy wih h¡s ctì¡ldren
and increase úìeir self-esþem

. had recovsred from depression
¡n the past year

. partner had conce¡ved as a
result of ¡n-vitro fertil¡zat¡on

þ Þam to deal wm mngs on an
emotional level
improve parent¡ng skills
impro\iE relatíonsh¡p wih preseot wle
explore his cfì¡ldhood issues

oÈl
o
Étt
FLËH#i!5-
ã'
ar)

. was fecovefing substance
abuser. started working evenings
around the middlê of th€ group

. was €xpeclrng o Decome a
single father but did not receive
custody of the children. secured employment nearthe
end of th€ qrouD

described himself as an adull
child of alcoholics
wife gave birth during the
gfoup

\o
æ



FATHER

R

s

T

U

v

w

x

Y

z

Task
Accomplishmenl

Gen€ral
Scale

SelI
naüng
Scale

Bole
Psrbmancg

-10

Gerìeral
Scale

+6

4

Selt-
Raling
Scale

Communicdion

+5

-5

+14

General
Scale

0

1

+5

+27

Selt-
Baling
Scale

Affeclivo
Éeression

0

-'t4

+5

G€neral
Scale

0

0

0

0

-10

Self-
Rating
Scale

4

+15

11

+18

lnvolvement

0

0

General
Scale

-9

+4

-16

0

+6

+12

+6

Se¡f-
Rafng
Scâle

+19

-14

-t3

-9

0

0

+3

CorÌùol

-5

General
Scale

+22

0

+4

-5

-7

-20

+4

0

0

Self-
Raling
Scale

+19

-20

+5

Values &
Noms

+10

0

-5

0

Note: a + value may indicate a change in the direction of family strength.
a - value may indicate a change in the d¡rection of family problem.
For further interpretation see appendix G and the Evaluation section in th¡s text.

+5

+6

Ger¡€ral
Scale

+'12

0

+7

+6

11

0

11

+5

-10

Self-
Bating
Scale

+14

-19

+6

-9

+14

+4

+4

+5

-5

+'12

€

4

0

-22

+13

0

-10

0

+16

-12

+4

-7

0

+9

0

0

+9

F
Fzt¡l

I
FÉ
Ft
(Þ

Þrl
äÞ
- EEI

ê !.:gtrl
l- l{ôt)

U
F
F,f
o
Þ
a)ôln

-7

0

0

-7

-10

0

-15

-6

0

€

0

+4

-5

0

+21

-3

+10

0

-5

+5

+4

0

-9

+14

-10

-5

+5

4

-6

+5

-10

0 0


